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x Broadband Wireless Communication Systems
Summary
In recent years, broadband wireless communications becomes increasingly impor-
tant not only for professional applications but also for many fields in our daily rou-
tine. The reason can be explained by a large demand on high frequency utilization
as well as high data rate access under high mobility environments. All these require-
ments, without doubt, call for intensive research efforts on how to cope with prob-
lems faced by current broadband wireless communications, e.g., limited availability
of radio frequency spectrum, complex time variations in wireless fading channels,
and urgent needs for good quality of service. Therefore, this dissertation is devoted
to investigate broadband wireless communication systems by considering all these
challenges. In particular, two goals are aimed at, which are known as wideband
channel modeling and performance analysis of broadband wireless communication
systems.
Wideband channel modeling, which can accurately describe the most impor-
tant characteristics of wideband mobile fading channels, is essential for the design,
evaluation, and optimization of broadband wireless communication systems. In the
field of wideband channel modeling, the tradeoff between the prediction accuracy
and simulation efficiency has to be taken into account. On one hand, channel models
should be as accurate as possible. On the other hand, channel models are supposed
to be simple and easy to put into use. There are several commonly used approaches
to channel modeling, e.g., measurement-based channel modeling and determinis-
tic channel modeling. Both methods are efficient in capturing the fading behavior
of real-world wireless channels. However, the resulting channel models are only
valid for the specific environments as those where the measurements were carried
out or the ray-tracing scenario was considered. Moreover, these methods are quite
time consuming with high computational cost. Alternatively, the geometry-based
stochastic channel modeling approach can be employed to model wideband mo-
bile fading channels. The most attractive feature of this method is that the derived
channel models are able to predict fading behavior for various propagation envi-
ronments, and meanwhile they can be easily implemented. Thus, the dissertation
will complete the wideband channel modeling task by adopt the geometry-based
stochastic approach.
In the dissertation, several geometry-based channel models are proposed for
both outdoor and indoor propagation scenarios. The significance of the work lies in
the fact that it develops channel models under more realistic propagation conditions
which have seldom been considered, such as for non-isotropic scattering environ-
xi
ments and mobile-to-mobile (M2M) fading channels. In addition, the proposed
channel models remove the scarcity that proper geometry-based channel models
are missing for indoor environments. The most important statistical properties
of the developed channel models including their temporal autocorrelation function
(ACF), the two-dimensional (2D) space cross-correlation function (CCF), and the
frequency correlation function (FCF) are analyzed. Furthermore, efficient channel
simulators with low realization expenditure are obtained. Finally, the validity of the
proposed channel models is demonstrated by comparing their analytical channel
statistics with the empirical ones measured from real world channels.
Besides the work in the field of wideband channel modeling, another part of
the dissertation is dedicated to investigate the performance of SISO1 orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) broadband communication systems and
space-time (ST) coded MIMO2 OFDM broadband communication systems. This
work provides a deep insight into the performance of a broadband mobile radio
communication system over realistic wideband fading channels. Analytical expres-
sions are derived for bit error probability (BEP) or symbol error rate (SER) of sys-
tems. In order to confirm the correctness of the theoretical results as well as to
show the usefulness of the wideband channel models in the testing and analysis of
a broadband communication system, SISO OFDM systems and space-time coded
MIMO OFDM systems are simulated in the dissertation.
In order to improve the reliability of digital transmission over broadband wire-
less radio channels, a differential super-orthogonal space-time trellis code (SOSTTC)
is designed for noncoherent communications, where neither the transmitter nor the
receiver needs the channel state information (CSI) for decoding. In addition, a new
decoding algorithm is proposed. The new algorithm has exactly the same decoding
performance as the traditional one. However, it is superior from the standpoint of
overall computing complexity.
1SISO stands for single-input single-output, which refers to a communication link equipped with
a single antenna at both the BS and the MS.
2MIMO is an abbreviation for multiple-input multiple-output, which means a communication
link equipped with multiple antennas at both the BS and the MS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Broadband Wireless Communication Systems
Wireless communications means to exchange information between two or more par-
ties by electromagnetic waves. The emergence of wireless communications can be
traced back to 1897 when Guglielmo Marconi performed the first communication
experiment between a fixed station and a ship. Since then, wireless communica-
tions has experienced exponential growth, not only from a scientific point of view
but also in aspects of market size as well as impact on society. The rapid develop-
ment of wireless communications occurred after the 1970s. Until now, driven by
the general demand for a high data rate and high spectral efficiency, wireless com-
munications has undergone three mature generations [26, 113, 127]. Currently, its
fourth generation (4G) is in the experimental and practice stage.
The first generation (1G) wireless communications [126] is entirely based on
analog technologies and provides only voice services to telephone subscribers. 1G
wireless communications adopts frequency division multiple access (FDMA) tech-
niques, where the total system bandwidth was divided into orthogonal frequency
channels and allocated to different users [36, 56]. In 1G wireless communications,
the most important breakthrough is to propose the concept of cellular networks in
the 1970s. The system capacity was considerably increased due to the frequency
reuse. Typical analog cellular communication systems include AMPS1 [35, 170]
used in United States and TCAS2 [41] used in Europe. 1G wireless communica-
tion systems achieved far greater success than anyone had expected and many of
them were still in use until the last decade. However, such systems have their own
problems caused by the utilization of analogy signals, e.g., spectrum inefficiency,
1AMPS stands for advanced mobile phone system
2TCAS is short for total access communication system
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voice services only, no use of encryption, and inferior call qualities. In addition, 1G
communication networks cannot support roaming due to limited regional scope.
To overcome these underlying disadvantages in analogy communication sys-
tems, digital wireless communications emerged around the 1990s, which is known
as the second generation (2G) wireless communications [108]. The key feature of
2G communications is that it provides non-voice services such as email and short
message services. The most successful 2G standards are known as GSM3 [16, 22]
and Interim Standard 95 (IS-95) [28, 57, 65]. GSM adopts time-division multiple
access [98, 101], i.e., each user occupies the overall frequency band over its as-
signed time slot. IS-95 is based on code division multiple access (CDMA) [11,
45, 166]. Though 2G is an indispensable revolution in the development of wire-
less communications, it has its limitations. Basically, 2G wireless communications
is categorized as narrowband digital communications with a maximum data rate
14.4kbps. Such low data rates cannot support real-time multimedia services as well
as wireless Internet access in high-mobility environments. Moreover, the inherent
incompatibilities of multiple 2G standards obstructed the process of global roaming.
All these facts motivated the evolution of wireless communications moving to-
wards the third generation (3G) [23]. 3G wireless communications, commercially
launched around 2001, was supposed to achieve the following goals. Firstly, it
must be compatible with 2G networks and implement global roaming. Secondly, it
is supposed to provide voice as well as high-speed multimedia data services, video
calls, and mobile Internet access. Thirdly, in order to provide seamless convergence,
3G communications is required to be adapted to different types of communication
networks including PSTN4, ISDN5, cordless, land mobile communication systems,
and satellite communication systems. There are two famous standards appearing
in 3G wireless communications known as wideband CDMA (WCDMA) [25] and
CDMA2000 [72]. WCDMA is an outgrowth of the earlier 2G GSM standard, while
CDMA2000 was developed on the basis of 2G CDMA standard IS-95. These differ-
ent 3G standards became compatible within a global wireless infrastructure spec-
ified by IMT6-2000 in terms of various air interface and wireless mobile access
technologies. With IMT-2000, global roaming was implemented for the first time.
To support multimedia services, 3G standards require high data-rate transmissions,
specifically, 2Mbps for fixed environments, 384Mbps for pedestrian, and 144Kbps
for vehicular traffic. From 3G, wireless communications started the era of mobile
3GSM shorts for global system for mobile communications
4PSTN is an abbreviation for public switched telephone network
5ISDN is known as integrated Services Digital Network
6IMT stands for international mobile telecommunications
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broadband7.
Now, the question is what remains for the coming 4G wireless communications.
IMT-advanced, which is responsible for defining future 4G technologies, has ex-
hibited the vision of future 4G wireless communication characteristics. 4G aims at
providing a comprehensive and secure all-IP8 based mobile broadband solution to
various types of mobile devices. 4G wireless communications are expected to offer
very high data rates up to approximately 100Mbps for high mobility communica-
tions (such as from trains and cars) and 1Gbps for low mobility communications,
e.g., local wireless accesses. In addition, 4G cellular systems allow seamless con-
nectivity and global roaming across multiple networks. In summary, by exploiting
advanced 4G technologies, multimedia applications can be delivered to 4G users at
anytime, anywhere with a satisfied data rate, quality of service, and security. The
technical proposals, which have been submitted to the international telecommuni-
cation union as 4G candidates, are LTE9-advanced standardized by 3GPP10 and
802.16m specified by IEEE11.
In the 4G standard proposals, several physical layer transmission technologies
are supposed to be applied with the goal of improving spectral efficiency, data trans-
fer rate, and reliability, such as MIMO [70, 112], OFDM [39, 179], and space-time
coding. All these fundamental 4G techniques will be addressed in the dissertation.
In addition, in order to simulate, design, and evaluate 4G broadband wireless com-
munications, accurately characterizing the fading behavior of realistic wideband
mobile radio channels is necessary. Therefore, a large part of the dissertation is
devoted to model and analyze wideband mobile fading channels.
1.2 Modeling of Broadband Mobile Radio Channels
As highlighted in Section 1.1, a precise description of the wideband channel fading
behavior is indispensable for designing efficient broadband wireless communication
systems as well as for assessing their system performance. Hence, this section is
devoted to review some basic concepts of fading and describe existing important
approaches for channel modeling.
7Broadband is defined as having instantaneous bandwidths larger than 1MHz and supporting
date-rates higher than 1.5Mbps.
8IP is known as internet protocol
9LTE is an acronym for long term evolution
103GPP stands for third generation partnership project
11IEEE shorts for Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
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1.2.1 Mobile Radio Propagation
Fading is defined as the loss of the signal power at the receiver caused by the vari-
ations of mobile radio channels. In general, fading can be roughly classified into
large-scale fading and small-scale fading.
Large-scale fading is known as the gradual deduction of the received signal
power introduced by relatively large traveling distances between the base station
(BS) and the mobile station (MS). The predominant effects involved in large-scale
fading include path loss and shadowing. Pass loss manifests itself as the attenuation
of an electromagnetic wave during its propagation through free space. Shadowing
describes the phenomenon that the main signal propagation between the BS and the
MS is obscured by a large obstacle such as tall building, trees, and dense woods.
Whereas small-scale fading refers to the rapid fluctuations of the received signal
power over short propagation distances (around a few wavelengths) or short periods
of time (on the order of seconds), which exists due to the multipath channel be-
havior. Multipath is a propagation phenomenon that electromagnetic plane waves
reach the receive antenna by more than one path caused by reflection, diffraction,
and scattering from buildings, trees, and other obstacles.
The overall magnitude of received signals can be entirely described by the su-
perposition of the two scales of mobile signal variations. Large-scale fading is very
important for the network level system design since it has strong influence on the
cell convergence, outage, and handovers. Small-scale fading plays an important
role in link level system performance analyses such as the BEP and the SER. Con-
cerning the fact that this dissertation only focuses on the downlink physical layer
aspects of broadband wireless communication systems, the attention of the disser-
tation is restricted to model small-scale (multipath) fading for wideband mobile
fading channels.
In contrast to traditional narrowband mobile fading channels, wideband chan-
nels consider the propagation delay differences caused by various propagation paths.
The impact of the multipath effect in wideband mobile fading channels can be in-
terpreted in two different ways. In the frequency domain, the time-variant transfer
function of the underlying channel is no longer constant over the entire transmission
bandwidth. This is known as the frequency selectivity of the channel. In the time
domain, different with narrowband channels, the time-variant impulse response of
wideband channels is not a delta function. Instead, it contains a series of delta func-
tions, each of which represents a time-variant impulse response at a specific propa-
gation delay. As a consequence, a signal arriving at the MS has a longer duration
than the originally transmitted one. Such a phenomenon is called time dispersion.
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1.2.2 Basic Channel Modeling Approaches
Modeling mobile fading channels is of critical importance for the design, evalua-
tion, and optimization of wireless communication systems. Numerous works have
been reported in this field within the past ten years. The proposed channel models
can be categorized in various manners. A potential way of classifying these models
is by the type of the underlying considered channels, e.g., narrowband models vs.
wideband models, time-variant models vs. time-invariant models, 2D propagation
environment models vs. three-dimensional (3D) propagation environment models
and so on. The other popular way is to distinguish channel models according to
the employed modeling approach. Channel models divided by this manner can be
categorized into two classes, i.e., analytical models and physical models.
Analytical models directly characterize the time-variant impulse responses or
transfer functions of the channels without considering wave propagations. In most
cases, analytical models are described by means of a channel covariance matrix or a
specific coupling matrix and steering/eigenvectors. Analytical models, on the other
hand, provide limited insight into propagation characteristics of mobile radio chan-
nels. Additionally, these models greatly depend on measurements, such as band-
width, antenna configuration, and aperture of arrays. Physical models characterize
mobile fading channels by some physical parameters, e.g., complex amplitudes,
angle of arrival, and angle of departure. Compared with analytical models, physi-
cal models are capable of reproducing radio propagations. The other advantage of
physical models is that they are independent of antenna configurations and system
bandwidth. So far, several well known approaches exist in the literature for the pur-
pose of developing physical channel models. These methods can be summarized as
follows.
 Stored channel modeling approach: The basic idea of this approach is to
measure, digitize, and store channel impulse responses through a channel
sounder. This is the most straightforward way to characterize mobile fad-
ing behavior. The main advantage of the stored channel modeling approach
is that the resulting channel impulse response is realistic. Moreover, the ac-
tual physical radio propagation process is reproducible since the stored data
can be reused indefinitely. The drawbacks of such a method, however, are
obvious as well. Firstly, large efforts are required in acquiring and saving
measured data. Secondly, measurements are only valid for a certain propa-
gation environment. When the propagation scenario changes, extensive new
measurement data are required, which is time consuming and leads to high
cost in carrying out measurement campaigns.
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 Measurement-based channel modeling approach: Themeasurement-based
channel modeling approach extracts channel parameters or statistical proper-
ties of fading channels from channel measurements conducted under a spe-
cific environment. Such a modeling approach is very accurate, despite its
mathematical simplicity. However, this method has several limitations: (1)
It usually takes considerable time and efforts to find a statistically signifi-
cant amount of data among all collected ones. Moreover, if an error occurs,
redoing the measurement is equivalently time consuming. (2) The expense
and complexity of the measured system increases rapidly as the measurement
goals become more sophisticated. Thus, the size, weight, and power con-
sumption of measurement equipments can be problematic. (3) If the width of
the angle of arrival (AOA) distribution exceeds the beamwidth of the antenna,
it is difficult to distinguish the distortions introduced by a channel with dis-
tortions introduced by the antenna. (4) The results obtained by this method
are only valid for the environments which have similar layout as those where
the measurements were carried out.
 Deterministic approach: Deterministic approaches characterize physical
propagation parameters in a completely deterministic manner. A typical de-
terministic approach is known as the ray-tracing method. This algorithm
models the wave propagations by generating all possible paths (rays) from
the BS to the MS according to geographical layouts and the rules of geomet-
rical optics. The advantage of the ray-tracing approach is that the computer
simulations involved in this method are easier to perform than measurement
campaigns. The disadvantage comes from its high computational cost, which
depends greatly on the complexity of the geographic database as well as on
the interaction order in a ray search. In addition, ray-tracing techniques need
to describe site-specific propagation environments in detail, which is time-
consuming and consequently cannot be easily generalized to a wide class of
scenarios.
 Geometry-based stochastic approach: The geometry-based stochastic ap-
proach models scattering environments around the BS or the MS or both by
considering that local scatterers are placed in specific geometric patterns, e.g.,
as the one shown in Fig.1.1. Then, the waves scattered by scatterers are de-
termined by a simplified ray-tracing. Finally, the plane waves reaching at
the MS are calculated as the superposition of waves coming from all direc-
tions. The geometry-based stochastic approach is especially useful for non-
stationary scenarios since it can easily model motion of the BS and the MS.
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Figure 1.1: Geometry-based channel model
The channel models developed by this method are capable of predicting fad-
ing behavior for various propagation environments by only modifying certain
predefined channel parameters or scatterer distributions. This is the most at-
tractive feature of geometrical channel modeling. When combined with the
concept of deterministic channel modeling, this method can be used to de-
velop geometry-based channel simulators. These resulting channel simulators
allow to simulate mobile fading channels with a very low realization expen-
diture. This can be considered as the other advantage of the geometry-based
stochastic approach.
Based on the above comparisons among different modeling approaches, this disser-
tation makes the decision to adopt the geometry-based stochastic approach to model
mobile radio fading channels.
1.3 Performance Analysis of Broadband Wireless
Communications
With the advent of 4G wireless communications, current and future broadband com-
munication systems are expected to provide fast and reliable communications over
limited bandwidth. In practice, however, signals transmitted over broadband chan-
nels often experience severe attenuations and impairments caused by multipath fad-
ing. Recently, OFDM, MIMO, and space-time (ST) coding have been widely uti-
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lized as efficient solutions to meet the huge demands for high-speed, spectrally ef-
ficient, and reliable wireless communications. Especially, OFDM and MIMO have
been adopted as the key techniques in the beyond 4G LTE standard proposal. In the
following, the main principles of these techniques are briefly described.
OFDM is known not only as a frequency multiplexing technique that man-
dates orthogonality among subchannel signals but also as a multicarrier modula-
tion scheme [13, 109, 174]. The basic idea of the OFDM technology is to divide
the transmitted data stream into several substreams and send them in parallel over
multiple subchannels. These subchannels are mutually orthogonal in the frequency
domain so that the corresponding signal spectra can overlap in frequency without
causing inter-symbol interference (ISI). Moreover, the bandwidth of each subchan-
nel is much smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth so that the fading each
subchannel experiences is relatively flat. In a word, OFDM achieves robustness
against severe channel conditions by converting a wideband channel into a set of
parallel narrowband ISI-free subchannels. By now, OFDM has become a mature
technology and been extensively used in several pre-4G cellular networks as well
as mobile broadband standards due to its potential advantages.
MIMO is defined as the use of multiple antennas at both the BS and the MS.
MIMO is a breakthrough in wireless communication system design. In addition to
the time and frequency domains that are used in traditional SISO communication
systems, MIMO incorporates the spatial domain by applying multiple antennas. As
proved in [37, 155], the application of multiple antennas at both sides can greatly
increase the channel capacity. It also offers a large gain in terms of data throughput
and coverage range without any additional expense of bandwidth or transmit power.
Therefore, MIMO can be regarded as a promising solution to weaken the conflict
posed by the increasing demand for high data rates and the scarcity of the radio
spectrum. MIMO is an important part of modern wireless communication standards
such as 4G, WiMAX12, and HSPA+13. MIMO can also be used in conjunction
with OFDM, which has been the concept of the IEEE 802.16e WiMAX broadband
mobile standard and IEEE 802.11n (WiFi) high-throughput standard.
ST coding is a new family of code design which simultaneously considers chan-
nel coding, modulation, and antenna diversity. In ST coded communication sys-
tems, replicated information is sent at different time from multiple transmit anten-
nas. Since the fading on each communication link between a pair of transmit and
receive antennas is usually independent, with the increasing number of independent
copies, the probability that at least one of the replicas is not experiencing a deep fade
12WiMAX standards for worldwide interoperability for microwave access
13HSPA+ shorts for high-speed packet access plus
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increases. Therefore, by properly combing various replicas at the receiver through
signal combing techniques (e.g., maximum ratio combining, selective combing, and
equal gain combining), the quality and reliability of the reception over multipath
fading channels can be improved.
Besides the contribution to wideband channel modeling, this dissertation is also
devoted to assess the performance of broadband wireless communication systems
based on these advanced technologies. In particular, this dissertation provides a
performance analysis for both SISO OFDM systems and ST coded MIMO OFDM
systems. The BEP or SER is applied as the prime criterion to measure the system
performance. As the name implies, a BEP (or SER) is defined as the percentage of
error bits (or symbols) relative to the total number of bits (or symbols) transmitted
in a digital communication system. In the dissertation, the BEP or SER perfor-
mance is studied not only by software simulations but also by theoretical analysis.
Here, software simulations indicate that a SISO or MIMO broadband communica-
tion system is simulated by a software, e.g., Matlab. The simulation procedure can
be summarized as follows. First, a sufficient number of bits are modulated or coded
at the transmitter. Then, these bits are sent to a wideband channel simulator, which
simulates the fading behavior of mobile radio channels. Severe signal attenuations
may occur after passing such a simulated channel component due to the generated
multiplicative and additive noises. At the receiver, the transmission errors are mea-
sured by comparing the demodulated or decoded information bits with the original
transmitted ones. On the contrary, the theoretical performance analysis means that
the BEP or SER is directly calculated by some analytical formulas.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The exposition included in this dissertation concentrates on the comprehensive in-
vestigations of SISO and MIMO broadband wireless communication systems. The
covered topics range from modeling wideband mobile fading channels for different
propagation environments up to the performance analysis of a broadband wireless
communication system.
This dissertation summarizes the work of the PhD candidate presented in ten
technical papers. These papers are included at the end of this dissertation as ap-
pendices (Appendices A–J). All the papers dealing with similar topics are collected
together to form a chapter. Therein, the major contributions of each paper as well
as its connection to other papers are elaborated. The rest of the dissertation is struc-
tured as follows:
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 Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive overview of Papers I and II (Appendices
A and B), which are dedicated to model, simulate, and analyze wideband
MIMO mobile radio channels for various outdoor propagation environments.
Two wideband MIMO channel models based on the geometrical one-ring and
two-ring scattering models are introduced in this chapter. Furthermore, the
statistical properties of the derived wideband geometry-based MIMO channel
models in terms of the temporal ACF, the 2D space CCF, and the FCF are
discussed.
 Chapter 3 puts its focus on the modeling, simulation, and statistical char-
acterization of wideband SISO mobile fading channels for indoor scenarios.
This chapter provides an insightful review of Papers III and IV (Appendices C
and D), where a new geometrical rectangle scattering model is exploited to
characterize indoor propagation environments. In these papers, the probabil-
ity density function (PDF) of the AOA, the PDF of the envelope, the Doppler
power spectral density (PSD), the temporal ACF, and the FCF are analyzed
and visualized. In addition, the validity of the obtained wideband rectangle
channel model is demonstrated by comparing its channel statistics with em-
pirical ones measured from real-world indoor channels.
 Chapter 4 is devoted to analyze the performance of a SISO broadband wire-
less communication system composed of a transmitter, a channel simulator,
and a receiver. The so-called OFDM technology is applied to combat the ef-
fect of multipath fading. The performance analyses are presented in detail
in Papers V and VI (Appendices E and F), where analytical expressions for
the BEP of an OFDM system are derived under both assumptions that the
receiver perfectly and imperfectly knows the CSI.
 Chapter 5 summarizes the work of Papers VII–X (Appendices G–J), which
concentrate on the performance study of a MIMO broadband wireless com-
munication system by means of computer simulations as well as theoretical
analyses. In these papers, the space-time coding techniques are applied to im-
prove the reliability of the overall communication link. The performance of
the space-time coded MIMO system is evaluated and analyzed under various
propagation environments emulated by different wideband geometry-based
channel models.
 Chapter 6 recapitulates the main contributions of this dissertation. In addi-
tion, it highlights some open problems that need to be envisaged in future
study.
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Each chapter comprises several sections with the obligation of discussing the
sub-topics addressed in the chapter. The chapter proceeds in the following manner.
 Introduction presents a brief background and state of the art of the main
topic of the chapter.
 Section N gives a joint review for papers addressing a similar subject under
the umbrella of the main topic of the chapter. Each section elucidates the
papers falling into the same sub-topic in the way organized as follows.
– Each section begins with a short introduction of the subject along with
the motivation to address such a subject.
– It then elaborates the main work of the paper(s) collected in this section.
If several papers with a similar subject are included in this section, the
connection between these papers is also explained.
– Thereafter, the main results illustrated in the paper(s) are reviewed.
– At the end, the significance of the achieved outcome(s) is emphasized.
Additionally, the limitation regarding the achievement(s) as well as the
disadvantage(s) of the methodology followed by the papers(s) is also
revealed if any.
 Chapter Summary and Conclusion highlights the major findings of the
chapter.
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Chapter 2
Modeling and Statistical
Characterization of Outdoor MIMO
Radio Propagation Channels
2.1 Introduction
The limited frequency spectrum in radio communications as well as the increasing
demand for high data-rate wireless communication services encourage investiga-
tions of MIMO wireless communications [17, 24, 78]. In order to design, evaluate,
and optimize a MIMO wireless communication system, it is necessary to know the
most important channel characteristics of MIMO mobile fading channels. More-
over, a profound knowledge of MIMO radio channels can assist in the design of
space-time codes [68, 152, 154] and spatial multiplexing techniques [135, 160] so
that a robust system performance and a high channel capacity can be achieved. Mo-
tivated by the above mentioned benefits from precisely describing the fading behav-
ior of mobile radio channels, Chapter 2 focuses on the modeling of MIMO mobile
radio channels for various outdoor propagation environments, while the modeling
of indoor propagation channels is addressed in Chapter 3.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there already exist several approaches to model
MIMO channels [172]. One of the most efficient methods is geometry-based chan-
nel modeling. The basic idea of this method is to model scattering environments
around a BS or a MS or both by specific geometric patterns. Then, the waves scat-
tered by scatterers are determined by a simplified ray-tracing. Finally, the plane
waves reaching at the MS are calculated as the superposition of waves coming
from all directions. The channel models developed by a geometry-based channel
modeling approach are capable to predict accurate channel characteristics for var-
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ious propagation scenarios by means of simply modifying scatterer distributions
or certain predefined channel parameters such as the maximum Doppler frequency
and the position of BS or MS. This can be regarded as the main advantage of the
approach. Another advantage is that geometry-based channel modeling combined
with the concept of deterministic channel modeling enables to design efficient out-
door channel simulators. With the help of this strategy, different types of outdoor
MIMO fading channels can be simulated with low realization expenditure.
Due to the advantages mentioned above, the method of geometry-based channel
modeling has been widely applied to characterize narrowband and widebandMIMO
fading channels. The scattering environments are commonly modeled by some well
known geometric patterns including the one-ring scattering model [63, 117], the
two-ring scattering model [14], and the elliptical scattering model [32, 80]. So far,
narrowbandMIMO geometry-based channel models, which have been derived from
the aforementioned geometrical scattering models, can be found in [52, 63, 114,
117, 118, 124]. The extensions of the narrowband MIMO geometry-based channel
models with respect to frequency selectivity have been reported in [53, 120, 121,
142].
All these publications [52, 53, 63, 114, 117, 118, 120, 121, 124, 142] have
assumed isotropic scattering conditions when modeling MIMO radio propagation
channels. Here, isotropic scattering implies that the AOA follows a uniform dis-
tribution. However, it has been experimentally demonstrated in [33, 42] that scat-
tering encountered in many environments is more likely to be non-isotropic, result-
ing in a non-uniform distribution of the AOA at the MS. Under the non-realistic
assumption of uniformly distributed AOAs, the level crossing rate of a received en-
velope and the resulting theoretical correlation functions strongly deviate from the
experimental ones obtained from measured data [77]. In addition, the inaccurate
AOA characteristics have obvious impacts on a multiuser multichannel array de-
tection and a single user diversity reception [4]. Thus, in order to obtain spatial
channel models with more realistic correlation properties as well as to facilitate a
user detection/reception, modeling MIMO mobile fading channels has to be taken
under non-isotropic scattering conditions. Regarding this work, however, only a
few results have been presented in the literature for the narrowband case [5, 15].
Appropriate wideband MIMO geometry-based channel models are still rare for out-
door non-isotropic scattering environments. Therefore, Paper I, summarized in Sec-
tion 2.2, uses a one-ring scattering model to characterize wideband MIMO mobile
radio channels for non-isotropic scattering environments.
Besides non-isotropic scattering, another aspect, known as M2M fading, should
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be also taken into account in modeling outdoor MIMO radio propagation channels.
The consideration of M2M fading is basically motivated and required by the wide
applications of M2M communication systems, e.g., in ad hoc wireless networks
[161, 169], intelligent highways [59], and relay-based cellular networks [74]. In
contrast to traditional fixed-to-mobile (F2M) cellular radio communication systems,
it is considered that both the BS and the MS are in motion in M2M communication
systems. The literature study reveals that the statistical properties of M2M channels
are quite different from classical F2M channels [114]. Therefore, many currently
developed F2M channel models cannot be directly used to model M2M propagation
channels. By now, the geometry-based MIMOM2M channel models are only avail-
able for narrowband fading channels [119, 54]. Wideband geometry-based MIMO
M2M channel models are still rare. This gap will be filled in Paper II summarized
in Section 2.3.
2.2 A Wideband One-Ring MIMO Channel Model
Under Non-Isotropic Scattering Conditions
Section 2.1 highlights the scarcity of proper widebandMIMO geometry-based chan-
nel models for outdoor non-isotropic scattering environments. Motivated by this
fact, Paper I in Appendix A [90] of this dissertation, focuses on developing wide-
band MIMO one-ring channel models for non-isotropic scattering conditions.
The one-ring model was initially utilized to characterize propagation environ-
ments in rural and suburban areas. Figure 2.1 illustrates the original one-ring scat-
Local scatterer
MSBS
Local scatterer
Figure 2.1: Geometrical model (one-ring model) with local scatterers uniformly
located on a ring around the MS.
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tering model, where the BS is assumed to be elevated and therefore not obstructed
by local scatterers, while the MS is surrounded by local scatterers uniformly located
on a ring formation. Different with traditional one-ring channel models developed
under isotropic scattering environments, Paper I is devoted to propose wideband
MIMO one-ring channel model for non-isotropic scattering environments. As can
be seen from Fig.2.2, in such scenarios, local scatterers are non-uniformly placed
on the ring around the MS. In this paper, the non-isotropic scattering around the
MS is characterized by the von Mises distribution. It has been explained in [3] that
the key feature of such a distribution is that it closely approximates several impor-
tant distributions for modeling the nonuniform distribution of the AOA, e.g., the
cardioid distribution [97] and the Gaussian distribution. In addition, the von Mises
distribution can model isotropic scattering conditions since it includes the uniform
distribution as a special case.
A widebandMIMO one-ring reference channel model is first proposed in Paper I
for non-isotropic scattering environments. The basic idea is to derive a wideband
MIMO one-ring channel model in such a way so that the delay PSD of the resulting
reference channel model is identical to a given delay PSD. This can be implemented
by partitioning the ring of scatterers intoL pairs of clusters as described in Fig.2.3
and assigning a single discrete propagation delay t 0` to a pair of clusters I` accord-
ing to a fixed rule (` = 1;2;    ;L ) [121]. The obtained reference channel model
is regarded as an ideal model since it is assumed that the number of local scatter-
ers around the MS is infinite. Such a channel model, therefore, cannot be exactly
realized because of their infinite computational complexity. However, the reference
model can be exploited as a starting point to derive an efficient deterministic simu-
Local scatterer
MSBS
Local scatterer
Figure 2.2: Geometrical model (one-ring model) with local scatterers non-
uniformly located on a ring around the MS.
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Figure 2.3: Scatterer diagram for the geometrical one-ring model under non-
isotropic scattering conditions.
lation channel model. Such a work is completed in Paper I by applying the principle
of deterministic channel modeling [115]. The design procedure can be summarized
by the following three steps: (a) replacing the infinite number of scatterers by a
finite value, (b) determining constant values for the discrete AOAs by means of a
proper parameter computation method, (c) setting the phases to random constants
following a uniform distribution over [0; 2p). Compared with the reference chan-
nel model, the underlying deterministic simulation model can be implemented with
a low realization expenditure caused by a limited number of scatterers. After the
development of the reference model as well as the deterministic simulation model,
analytical expressions in terms of the temporal ACF, the 2D space CCF, and the
FCF are derived in Paper I for both models. The correctness of all these theoretical
results are also validated by simulations in this paper. With the intention to demon-
strate the usefulness of the wideband one-ring channel model in the design, testing,
and analysis of a communication system, a space-time block coded MIMO OFDM
system is simulated in Paper I. In computer simulations, the derived deterministic
simulation channel model is integrated as the channel part of the system. By sim-
ulating space-time block coded MIMO OFDM system, the influence of different
channel parameters, such as the antenna spacing and the number of local scatterers,
on the performance of a space-time coded MIMO OFDM system is discussed.
It is shown in Paper I that the statistical properties of the deterministic simu-
lation model can be brought into astonishingly good agreement with those of the
reference model. The modified method of equal areas (MMEA) [43] is used to de-
termine the discrete AOAs of the deterministic simulation model. Such a method
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is well suited for determining the AOA following non-uniform distributions. The
simulation results reveal that the symbol transmission error rate of a space-time
coded MIMO OFDM system improves by increasing the antenna spacings at the
BS or MS or both sides. This means that the 2D space CCF has an influence on the
symbol error rate performance of a space-time coded MIMO OFDM system. When
evaluating the performance of MIMO OFDM systems in rich cluster environments,
the wideband one-ring channel simulators designed by using a single scatterer in
each cluster are equivalent to the channel simulators having multiple scatterers in
each cluster.
The significance of the presented work comes from the following four aspects.
Firstly, Paper I introduces a general procedure for developing wideband geometry-
based MIMO channel models for various non-isotropic scattering environments.
The achievement of such a procedure lies in the fact that it guarantees that the
delay PSDs of resulting wideband geometry-based MIMO channel models can be
identical to any given delay PSD. Secondly, the obtained deterministic simulation
channel model considerably reduces the complexity of implementing channel simu-
lators in simulations. Thirdly, the resulting deterministic simulation channel model
facilitates the study of the impact of the channel parameters on the performance of
outdoor wideband wireless communication systems under non-isotropic scattering
conditions. The last but not the end, the wideband extension used in Paper I for the
one-ring channel model can be easily extended to the geometrical two-ring channel
model due to the fact that the two-ring scattering model can be considered as the
combination of two one-ring scattering models.
2.3 Wideband Two-Ring MIMO Channel Models for
Mobile-to-Mobile Communications
Paper I presents a wideband MIMO one-ring channel model with the purpose of
characterizing fading behavior for outdoor non-isotropic scattering propagation en-
vironments. The designed one-ring channel model only considers theMS in motion,
while the BS is fixed. Such a channel model only enables to characterize traditional
fixed-to-mobile mobile fading channels. For this reason, Paper II targets at model-
ing wideband MIMO M2M fading channels by making use of a geometrical two-
ring scattering model. A short overview of Paper II is given in this section, whereas
the full paper is presented in Appendix B [89].
The geometrical two-ring scattering model was originally proposed in [14] for
urban and sub-urban areas. This model is shown in Fig.2.4, where the scattering
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Figure 2.4: Geometrical model (double bounce scattering two-ring model) with
local scatterers located on two rings around the BS and the MS.
around the BS and the MS is modeled by two individual rings — one ring of scatter-
ers surrounding the BS and the other ring of scatterers around the MS. Furthermore,
the proposed two-ring channel model considers double-bounce scattering, which
implies that homogeneous plane waves emitted from the transmit antennas are first
captured by scatterers around the BS and then by the scatterers around the MS be-
fore reaching the MS (see Fig.2.4).
The geometrical double-bounce two-ring scattering model has been extensively
applied to characterize narrowband MIMO M2M fading channels, where both the
BS and the MS are moving. Examples of narrowband two-ring MIMO M2M chan-
nel models can be found in [54, 119]. As an extended work, Paper II first extends
the traditional narrowband double-bounce two-ring MIMO M2M channel model
with respect to frequency-selectivity. The idea of the wideband extension is that
if the propagation delay t 0mn from the BS to the MS via the scatterer S
(m)
T around
the BS and the scatterer S(n)R around the MS is assigned to the same delay t
0
` if t
0
mn
is within the range (t 0` 1; t
0
`] (`= 1;2;    ;L ). Furthermore, this paper proposes a
new narrowband two-ring MIMOM2M reference channel model under the assump-
tion of single-bounce scattering. Figure2.5 shows that in the single-bounce scatter-
ing model, plane waves radiated by the transmit antennas are captured by scatterers
only around the BS or around the MS before arriving the MS (see Fig.2.5). In this
sense, the single-bounce two-ring scattering model can be considered as the combi-
nation of two one-ring models, which is illustrated in Fig.2.6. Therefore, the work
of extending the proposed narrowband single-bounce scattering two-ring MIMO
M2M channel model to a wideband channel model can be completed by separately
making wideband extension of two one-ring channel models. The way of extend-
ing narrowband one-ring channel model with respect to frequency selectivity can
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Figure 2.5: Geometrical model (single bounce scattering two-ring model) with local
scatterers located on two rings around the BS and the MS.
be referred to Section2.2. Moreover, Paper II studies the temporal, spatial, and fre-
quency correlation properties for both the wideband double-bounce scattering and
single-bounce scattering MIMO channel models. This is also one of the main objec-
tives of the paper. Closed-form solutions are derived for the temporal ACF, the 2D
space CCF, and the FCF. To validate the correctness of the theoretical results, these
statistical properties are analyzed and visualized under the assumption of isotropic
scattering conditions.
It is shown that the temporal ACF of the single-bounce scattering two-ring
MIMO M2M channel model is a Bessel function. The 2D space CCF decreases
as the antenna spacing at the BS or the MS increases. The FCF of the single-bounce
scattering two-ring model is identical to the FCF of double-bounce scattering two-
ring models if plotted under the same conditions.
The proposed wideband reference channel models can be used as a basis for
the derivation of wideband MIMO M2M channel simulators. Besides, the pro-
posed channel models are of crucial importance for studying the channel capacity
of wideband M2M fading channels under various propagation scenarios specified
by different PSDs.
2.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
MIMO systems appear to be very promising since they can provide high data-rate
services. Moreover, they can greatly increase the channel capacity in a sufficiently
scattering-rich environment by utilizing spatial diversity. With the intention of de-
signing a real MIMO wireless communication system and predicting its perfor-
mance, it is necessary to develop accurate and realistic MIMO channel models for
different propagation scenarios. Therefore, this chapter pays special attention on the
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Figure 2.6: Waves impinging on the receiver bounced separately by local scatterers
S(m)T around the transmitter or local scatterers S
(n)
R around the receiver.
modeling of MIMO mobile fading channels for outdoor propagation environments.
The chapter began by highlighting the advantages of the geometry-based chan-
nel modeling approach. Thereafter, different types of geometry-based channel mod-
els were briefly reviewed. The literature study revealed that both non-isotropic
scattering as well as M2M fading have been taken into account when develop-
ing narrowband outdoor geometry-based MIMO channel models. However, for
the wideband case, geometry-based channel models have been proposed only for
isotropic scattering environments under the assumption that only the MS is moving.
Motivated by these facts, Chapter 2 aimed at proposing new wideband geometry-
based MIMO channel models for non-isotropic scattering environments as well as
for M2M channels.
The chapter then summarized the work presented in Paper I (Appendix A),
which deals with the topic of developing wideband geometry-based channel models
for non-isotropic scattering propagation scenarios. In Paper I, a wideband one-ring
MIMO reference channel model has been developed for non-isotropic scattering
environments. A deterministic simulation channel model, which is required for
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computer simulations, has directly been obtained from the reference model by us-
ing the principle of deterministic channel modeling. Analytical expressions have
been presented for the temporal ACFs, the 2D space CCFs, and the FCFs of both
the reference model and the deterministic simulation model. It has been shown by
theory, confirmed by simulations, that the statistical properties of the determinis-
tic simulation model match those of the reference model very well. In addition, to
demonstrate the usefulness of the derived deterministic simulation channel model,
a space-time block coded MIMO OFDM system has been further simulated, where
channel fading behavior is described by the developed wideband one-ring deter-
ministic simulation channel model. The simulation results have confirmed the fact
that the symbol transmission error rate performance improves with increasing the
antenna spacing. The wideband one-ring channel simulators designed with a single
scatterer in each cluster is obviously sufficient to guarantee an accurate evaluation
of the MIMO-OFDM system performance in non-isotropic scattering environments
if the number of discrete paths is sufficiently large. It should be mentioned that the
procedure of deriving the wideband one-ring model is quite general and applicable
to any given delay PSD. Such a procedure guarantees that the delay PSD of the
obtained wideband channel models is identical to a given delay PSD. The resulting
wideband deterministic channel model can be used to study the impact of the chan-
nel parameters on the performance of wideband wireless communication systems
under non-isotropic scattering conditions.
Afterwards, Chapter 2 summarized the work of developing wideband geometry-
based channel models for MIMOM2M fading channels. Details regarding this work
are reported in Paper II (Appendix B). In Paper II, the narrowband two-ring MIMO
channel model based on double-bounce scattering has been extended with respect
to frequency selectivity. A new geometrical two-ring reference model under the as-
sumption of single-bounce scattering has been derived for narrowbandMIMOM2M
fading channels. Thereafter, a further extension of the proposed single-bounce scat-
tering two-ring channel model to frequency selectivity has been made. Closed-form
solutions have been presented for the temporal ACF, the 2D space CCF, and the
FCF. The proposed wideband reference models can be used as a starting point for
the design of stochastic and deterministic MIMO channel simulators. The obtained
channel models are useful for the design, test, and optimization of future wideband
M2M communication systems. Moreover, these models are important for studying
the channel capacity of wideband M2M channels under various propagation condi-
tions specified by different PSDs.
Chapter 3
Modeling and Statistical
Characterization of Indoor Radio
Propagation Channels
3.1 Introduction
An appropriate channel model, which precisely describes the underlying propaga-
tion characteristics, is a prerequisite for designing an efficient wireless communi-
cation system and accurately predicting the system performance [102]. Due to this
fact, several outdoor geometry-based channel models were developed in Chapter 2
for various types of outdoor wireless communication environments. As a continua-
tion work in the field of channel modeling, Chapter 3 is concerned with the design
and simulation of indoor propagation channels.
In order to assist the indoor channel characterization and modeling, numerous
measurement tests have been conducted under a variety of indoor scenarios. Offices,
corridors, building, and factories are examples of indoor scenarios from where ex-
perimental data are measured. Measurement results have been reported in the litera-
ture for various frequency bands, such as 900MHz [7, 12, 138], 1.5GHz [132, 163],
4–5.5GHz [48, 133], 17–18GHz [29, 133], and 60GHz [29, 103, 182]. Based on
these measurement results, many empirical indoor statistical channel models [46,
47, 138, 171, 182] have been developed. The advantage of empirical statistical mod-
els is that they are capable of characterizing the realistic fading behavior since these
models are developed on the basis of real-world measurements. By changing the
values of their channel parameters, these empirical statistical models can simulate
other indoor propagation environments. In order to determine the proper parameter
values, however, extensive new measurement campaigns are needed to be carried
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out. Such actions are expensive and time consuming. Alternatively, ray-tracing
techniques [21, 75, 136, 139] can be exploited to simulate indoor propagation chan-
nels. Ray-tracing techniques approximate the electromagnetic-wave propagation
by generating all possible paths (rays) from the BS to the MS according to the
rules of geometrical optics. Ray-tracing channel models [66, 69, 83, 157] can ef-
ficiently capture the fading behavior of specified indoor environments. Many ray-
tracing channel models developed so far have shown good agreement with measured
channel characteristics [10, 79, 128]. Ray-tracing models, nonetheless, greatly de-
pend on the physical layouts and materials through which signals propagate, e.g.,
walls, floors, and ceilings. On top of it, the main drawback of ray-tracing models is
their computational cost, which relies on the size and complexity of the geographic
database as well as the interaction order in a ray search. Therefore, the tradeoff
between the prediction accuracy and the simulation efficiency has to be considered
when modeling indoor propagation channels by means of ray-tracing techniques.
Both the empirical statistical channel models and ray-tracing channel models,
have their own strengths and limitations when they are exploited to characterize in-
door mobile radio propagation channels. To cope with the drawbacks mentioned
above, a geometrical channel model has been proposed in [67] for indoor environ-
ments, where it is assumed that scatterers are randomly distributed within a circle
centered on the BS. However, the model developed in [67] is only applicable to
the indoor environments where the distance between the BS and the scatterers fol-
lows the exponential distribution. Moreover, it is not realistic to characterize an
indoor scatterer region, like offices and walkpaths, by a circle. In contrast, a rect-
angle is more appropriate to describe indoor propagation situations. Motivated by
the scarcity of proper geometry-based indoor channel models, this chapter is dedi-
cated to develop new geometry-based channel models for indoor radio propagation
conditions. As a starting point, a novel geometrical rectangular scattering model is
proposed in Section 3.2, from which a narrowband indoor channel model is derived.
Section 3.3 will discuss the extension of the narrowband rectangle channel model
obtained in Section 3.2 with respect to frequency selectivity.
3.2 Design and Simulation of Narrowband Indoor Ra-
dio Propagation Channels
It has been pointed out in Section 3.1 that geometry-based indoor channel models
are still rare. For this reason, the aim of Papers III and IV is to design new geometry-
based indoor channel models, where the scattering environments around the BS
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and the MS are modeled by a geometrical rectangular scattering model. Paper III
targets at developing a geometry-based channel model for narrowband indoor radio
channels, while Paper IV deals with geometrical channel modeling for wideband
indoor propagation scenarios. Section 3.2 briefly summarizes the work presented in
Paper III. More details regarding Paper III can be found in Appendix C [93].
As a basis, Paper III first proposes a geometrical rectangular scattering model.
See Fig.3.1 for a better understanding of the considered propagation scenario. The
rectangle in this figure represents a room. The BS and the MS are arbitrarily placed
in the 2D horizontal plane of the room. It is assumed that the BS is fixed, while
the MS is in motion. Moreover, the model only considers single bounce scattering,
which means that plane waves emitted from the BS are only bounced once by scat-
terers before reaching the MS. In Fig.3.1, the black stars denote local scatterers.
In reality, the number of scatterers and their locations differ from one propagation
scenario to another. To avoid studying fading characteristics for a specific indoor
propagation scenario characterized by a finite number of scatterers, a general sta-
tistical model that results from averaging over all possible propagation scenarios is
considered. Therefore, it is assumed in Paper III that an infinite number of scatterers
is uniformly distributed over the 2D horizontal plane of the room.
Based on the geometrical rectangular scattering model, a narrowband indoor
reference channel model is proposed in Paper III. The line-of-sight (LOS) compo-
nent between the BS and the MS is taken into consideration, which includes the
non-LOS (NLOS) scattering scenarios as a special case. The underlying indoor ref-
MSBS
Local scatterer
Figure 3.1: Geometrical model (rectangle model) with local scatterers uniformly
distributed within the 2D horizontal plane of the room.
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erence channel model is nonrealizable due to its tremendously high channel realiza-
tion complexity. It cannot directly be utilized in simulations. To solve this problem,
an efficient SOC channel simulator is derived by applying the sum-of-cisoids (SOC)
principle. The idea of the SOC principle is to model the random Gaussian process
by the sum of an finite number of cisoids. Analytical expressions in form of the
PDF of the AOA, the Doppler PSD, and the temporal ACF are derived in Paper III.
In Paper III, the main theoretical results are illustrated by evaluating the Doppler
PSD, the PDF of the envelope, and the temporal ACF of the reference model and
the SOC channel simulator. The generalized method of equal areas (GMEA) [43]
and the basic Riemann sum method (BRSM) [44] are utilized to compute the main
parameters of the SOC channel simulator. The statistical properties are visualized
under NLOS and LOS propagation conditions. Here, Paper III only presents the
Doppler PSD curves for a channel’s diffuse component since the Doppler PSD of
a channel under LOS conditions can be obtained from the Doppler PSD of a chan-
nel’s diffuse component by adding a discrete Doppler spectral line contributed by
the LOS component. In the rest of Section 3.2, the Doppler PSD of a channel’s
diffuse component is referred to as the Doppler PSD for short. The curve of the
Doppler PSD resembles a U-shape if the room length increases. It is shown by
numerical results that the PDF of the envelope and the temporal ACF of the SOC
channel simulator match very closely with the ones of the reference model. As
expected, under LOS conditions, the envelope PDF of the derived indoor channel
model follows the Rice distribution, while the PDF of the envelope reduces to the
Rayleigh distribution for the NLOS case. It can be observed that the BRSM outper-
forms the GMEA regarding the approximation of the temporal ACF.
Paper III presents a procedure to study the statistical properties of the resulting
reference channel model. Different with the traditional procedure, the introduced
procedure requires no knowledge of the complex channel gain. The proposal of
geometrical rectangle scattering model removes the scarcity of proper geometrical
scattering models in the field of indoor channel modeling. In addition, the geomet-
rical rectangle scattering model proposed for narrowband indoor radio propagation
channels can be considered as a starting point for the derivation and analysis of
new channel models for wideband indoor mobile fading channels. The obtained
analytical results in Paper III are important not only for the theoretical study of the
performance of indoor communication systems, but also indispensable for deriving
efficient channel simulators. The designed SOC channel simulators also facilitate
the performance evaluation of narrowband indoor wireless communication systems.
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3.3 Statistical Modeling and Experimental Verifica-
tion ofWideband Indoor Ratio Propagation Chan-
nels
As discussed in Section 3.2, Paper III deals with the design and simulation of indoor
radio propagation channels for the narrowband case. As a follow-up work, Paper IV
is concerned with the statistical modeling, simulation, and experimental verification
of mobile fading channels for wideband indoor propagation environments. A short
overview of Paper IV is given in this section, while the full paper is available in
Appendix D [87].
Paper IV develops a wideband indoor reference channel model by employing
the geometrical rectangle scattering model proposed in Paper III. For the same rea-
son as explained in Section 3.2, Paper IV again assumes that there are an infinite
number of scatterers located over the 2D horizontal plane of a rectangular room.
Analytical expressions are derived for the PDF of the AOA, the power delay profile
(PDP), and the FCF. An efficient SOC simulator is obtained from the non-realizable
reference channel model by employing the SOC principle. Paper IV demonstrates
the usefulness of the proposed geometry-based indoor channel model by compar-
ing its analytical channel statistics with the empirical ones measured from real-
world channels. The good agreement between these two types of channel statistics
is achieved by optimizing the relevant channel parameters of the indoor channel
model [104]. The parameter optimization is carried out by numerically minimizing
the error function defined in [87] by means of the quasi-Newton procedure [34].
The channel statistics considered in the optimization procedure include the mean
access delay and the root mean square (RMS) delay spread [47, 165], which are
known as appropriate measures of multipath spread.
It is shown that the shape of the PDF of the AOA is independent of the position
of the BS. Both the room length and width have influence on the FCF. The FCF
decreases with increasing the frequency separation. If the room length or width in-
creases, the FCF decays faster. The coherence bandwidth decreases with increasing
the room size. It is also illustrated that the SOC channel simulator matches per-
fectly the wideband reference model with respect to the FCF. The close agreement
between the analytical and empirical channel statistics confirms that the proposed
indoor channel model enables to characterize various real-world wideband indoor
mobile fading channels.
The fundamental procedure introduced in Paper IV for the purpose of con-
firming the validity of the channel models is general and can be applied to other
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geometry-based channel models. The extension is fairly simple. In addition, the
wideband indoor SOC channel simulators are quite important for the design and
performance evaluation of the wideband indoor mobile radio communication sys-
tems. With these SOC channel simulators, present and future wideband indoor
communication systems can be studied and optimized on a software platform. This
considerably reduces the production costs and shortens the system developing time
for new mobile techniques.
3.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
An accurate channel model is always indispensable for designing efficient outdoor
or indoor wireless communication systems. With the help of precise radio channel
models, high performance wireless communication systems can be implemented
and the system performance can be accurately predicted. In Chapter 2, several
outdoor geometry-based channel models have been developed for various types of
outdoor wireless communication environments. As a follow-up work in the area
of channel modeling, Chapter 3 mainly focuses on developing channel models for
indoor propagation scenarios.
Before proposing a suitable channel model for indoor scenarios, the character-
istics of indoor environments have to be studied through measurements. Therefore,
Chapter 3 began by introducing measurement results conducted at different frequen-
cies under a variety of indoor situations. Thereafter, Chapter 3 compared the main
categories of indoor channel models, known as empirical statistical channel models
and ray-tracing channel models, in the aspects of the accuracy and the efficiency.
Both types of indoor channel models have their advantages and obvious drawbacks.
Inspired by the idea of modeling outdoor mobile fading channels by geometrical
scattering models presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 attempted to model indoor ra-
dio propagation channels based on a geometrical rectangle scattering model. Paper
III (Appendix C) summarized the work of deriving a geometry-based channel model
for narrowband indoor propagation scenarios. The extension of the resulting nar-
rowband geometry-based channel model with respect to frequency selectivity was
described in Paper IV (Appendix D).
Narrowband and wideband geometry-based channel models have been proposed
in Chapter 3 for SISO indoor radio propagation channels. Since moving from SISO
communication systems to MIMO systems is a major trend in current and future
wireless communications, developing MIMO geometry-based indoor channel mod-
els will be examined in future work.
Chapter 4
Performance Analysis of SISO
Broadband Wireless Communication
Systems
4.1 Introduction
In broadband wireless communication systems, an unacceptable system perfor-
mance degradation always occurs due to severe fading of the signal amplitudes and
ISI caused by the multipath phenomenon. To cope with this problem, an innovative
so-called OFDM technique is often employed to eliminate multipath fading and ISI.
The basic idea of such a technique is to split a high data rate stream into multiple
substreams of a lower data rate and transmit these substreams in parallel on adjacent
orthogonal subchannels. If the number of subchannels is large, OFDM guarantees
that each subchannel operates on a much smaller bandwidth than the coherence
bandwidth of a broadband channel. Consequently, all subchannels experience rel-
atively flat fading, which are almost free of ISI. OFDM-based systems have been
found widespread applications in almost all domains of radio communications, e.g.,
for broadcast services (digital audio/video broadcasting) [2, 82, 134, 162, 177], mo-
bile communications (WiMAX, 3GPP-LTE) [64, 131, 144, 26, 70], and wireless lo-
cal area networks (IEEE 802.11a/g/n) [1, 50, 84]. The performance of OFDM-based
systems over frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels have been theoretically
studied in [18, 27, 130, 148, 167, 168]. The BEP of OFDM-based systems in multi-
path Rice fading channels has been documented in [40, 85]. Moreover, the authors
in [30] extended the performance analysis work by presenting an asymptotic BEP of
OFDM systems over frequency-selective Nakagami-m fading channels. Thereafter,
accurate error performance of OFDM systems over Nakagami-m fading environ-
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ments was provided in [31].
So far, the performance of OFDM systems over different types of fading chan-
nels have been well explored. However, the performance of wideband channel sim-
ulators with respect to the BEP of a broadband OFDM system is still unknown. To
fill this gap, Chapter 4 is dedicated to assess the performance of a SISO broadband
wireless communication system by making use of a wideband sum-of-sinusoids
(SOS) or SOC channel simulator. A BEP is applied in this chapter as the prime
criterion to study the system performance. As the name implies, a BEP is defined
as the percentage of bit errors relative to the total number of bits transmitted in a
digital communication system.
The motivation of this work can be explained as follows. As revealed in [123],
if the number of the sinusoids (or cisoids) used for designing a channel simulator
tends to infinity, the envelope distribution of the Rayleigh fading channel simula-
tor converges to the Rayleigh distribution. From this point of view, the BEP over
the Rayleigh fading channel is supposed to be equal to the one evaluated by the
channel simulator. However, it is also shown in [123] that if the number of har-
monic functions is not sufficiently large, the obtained PDF of the envelope does
not closely follow the Rayleigh distribution. Similar conclusion can be drawn for
other types of channel simulators, whose envelope distributions are supposed to fol-
low, e.g., Rice, Nakagami-m distribution [107], only to name a few. The statistics
deviation of a channel simulator from a underlying considered mobile fading chan-
nel leads to a degradation when evaluating the system peroformance by a channel
simulator. Such a finding is also confirmed in [122] by studying the performance
of a transmission chain composed of a modulator, a narrowband Rayleigh fading
SOS channel simulator, and a demodulator. The theoretical and simulation results
in [122] demonstrate that the limited number of harmonic functions as well as the
model error [115] introduced by parameter computation methods have an obvious
influence on the system performance evaluation.
Inspired by the work in [122], Chapter 4 exemplarily shows how to analyze the
BEP of an OFDM system composed of a wideband channel simulator. In particular,
the topic of analyzing the performance of wideband SOS-based channel simulators
within the framework of an OFDM system is addressed in Paper V. The performance
analysis of a wideband SOC-based channel simulator with respect to the BEP of an
OFDM system is presented in Paper VI.
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4.2 Performance Analysis of Wideband Sum-of-
Sinusoids-Based Channel Simulators with Respect
to the Bit Error Probability of BPSK OFDM Sys-
tems with Perfect and Imperfect CSI
Channel simulators based on Rice’s SOS principle are very important for modeling
mobile fading channels. By applying the SOS principle combined with the concept
of deterministic channel modeling [115], accurate and efficient SOS channel simu-
lators can be easily designed for all kinds of channel models that can be derived from
Gaussian random processes, e.g., Rayleigh [63, 115], Rice [129], lognormal [111],
Suzuki [147], and Nakagami-m [164] fading channels. Moreover, SOS channel
simulators can also be used to characterize wideband mobile fading channels [115].
In present days, SOS channel simulators have been commonly used in system simu-
lations due to their low realization expenditure. The statistical properties of narrow-
band and wideband SOS channel simulators have been studied in [115]. So far, the
performance of SOS channel simulators with respect to the BEP of a transmission
system has been investigated only for narrowband fading channels [122]. However,
the performance of wideband SOS channel simulators with respect to the BEP is
not studied. Therefore, Paper V analyzes the performance of wideband SOS-based
channel simulators with respect to the BEP of OFDM systems. More details related
to this work can be found in Appendix E [91].
In this paper, the performance of a wideband deterministic SOS channel simu-
lator with respect to the BEP of a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) OFDM system
is analyzed in the presence of perfect and imperfect CSI. Analytical expressions are
derived for the BEP of the OFDM system composed of a wideband deterministic
SOS channel simulator, which is introduced as the actual BEP in this dissertation.
Since the SOS channel simulator is derived from a nonrealizable reference channel
model, for comparison, Paper V also presents the BEP of a BPSK OFDM system
in the presence of a reference model, which is introduced as the reference BEP.
From the derived BEP expressions, the deviation of the actual BEP from the ref-
erence BEP, which is caused by the finite number of sinusoids used in the channel
simulator, is discussed. With this study, it allows to reduce the channel simulator’s
realization expenditure to a minimum, where the performance degradation is negli-
gible. The correctness of the presented theoretical results is also confirmed by sim-
ulations. In simulations, two parameter computation methods, i.e., the generalized
method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDS1) and the Monte Carlo method (MCM),
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are employed to design the SOS channel simulators. The efficiency of the GMEDS1
(a deterministic parameter computation method) and the MCM (a stochastic proce-
dure) is evaluated on the basis of the obtained theoretical and simulation results.
For the case when the CSI is perfectly known at the receiver, it is proved by
theory that the actual BEP evaluated in the presence of a SOS channel simulator
converges to the reference BEP if the number of sinusoids tends to infinity. Such
a finding is also confirmed by simulations. The results illustrated in Paper V show
that the actual BEP is extremely close to the reference BEP even if the actual BEP
is evaluated by a wideband SOS channel simulator designed by a few number of
sinusoids. Furthermore, it can be observed from the presented results that the plot-
ting of the actual BEP evaluated by the wideband SOS channel simulator designed
with the GMEDS1 overlaps with the one obtained from the MCM. The observation
indicates that the channel simulators designed with the GMEDS1 and the MCM are
equivalent with respect to the impact on the BEP. This can be explained by the fact
that the actual BEP is dependent on the Doppler coefficients, which are the same if
calculated by the GMEDS1 and the MCM. In addition, Paper V measures the de-
viation of the actual BEP from the reference BEP by the so-called relative error of
the BEP, which is defined as the difference between the two types of the BEPs over
the reference BEP. The evaluation of the relative error of the BEP shows that the
absolute value of the relative error is below 4:1% if the real and imaginary parts of
each propagation path in the wideband SOS channel simulator are designed with no
less than 3 sinusoids. In most practical applications, such a deviation is tolerable.
When the CSI is not available at the receiver, the least-square estimation al-
gorithm [125] is applied to estimate the CSI at the pilot position. It is illustrated
that the BEP performance degrades if the maximum Doppler frequency or the pilot-
inserted period increases. Moreover, the relative error of the BEP is zero if the
GMEDS1 is applied to design the channel simulator. However, if the MCM is used,
the actual BEP deviates in a random manner from the reference BEP. The deviation
of the BEP becomes larger with increasing the maximum Doppler frequency or the
pilot-inserted period. It is demonstrated that the relative error of the BEP is approx-
imately Gaussian distributed as the average SNR tends to infinity. Thus, it can be
concluded that, under the assumption of imperfect CSI, the GMEDS1 outperforms
the MCM with respect to the BEP deviation. All theoretical results in this paper
have been confirmed by simulations.
The derived analytical expressions of the BEP can be used to study the degra-
dation of the BEP introduced by an imperfect wideband SOS channel simulator. It
allows users to reduce the channel realization expenditure to a minimum without
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introducing significant performance degradations. The presented analytical results
for the BEP facilitate comparing the efficiency of different parameter computation
methods. With this study, Paper V finds a maximum time lag over which the ACF
has a strong influence on the BEP. Such a maximum time lag provides important
information for some parameter design methods, e.g., the Lp-Norm method [115].
4.3 Performance Analysis of Wideband Sum-of-
Cisoids-Based Simulators with Respect to the Bit
Error Probability of DPSK OFDM Systems
SOS channel simulators mentioned in Section 4.2 are usually designed under the
assumption that the inphase and the quadrature components of the complex channel
gain are uncorrelated, which results in symmetrical Doppler PSDs for SOS channel
simulators. Therefore, SOS-based channel simulators are advantageous for model-
ing mobile radio channels under isotropic scattering environments. In real-world,
mobile fading channels usually have unsymmetrical Doppler PSDs, implying non-
isotropic scattering environments [123]. Such channels can be efficiently modeled
and simulated by a sum of a finite number of cisoids. The resulting channel simula-
tor is known as a SOC channel simulator [116]. Paper V (Appendix E), summarized
in Section 4.2, has analyzed the performance of wideband SOS-based channel sim-
ulators with respect to the BEP of BPSK OFDM systems. As a follow up work,
Paper VI places its focus on studying the performance of wideband SOC channel
simulators with respect to the BEP of differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) OFDM
systems. A short overview regarding this work is presented in Section 4.3, while
full details can be referred to Appendix F [92].
Paper VI analyzes the performance of a DPSK OFDM system in the presence of
a stochastic wideband SOC channel simulator with respect to the BEP of the simula-
tion system. For comparison, this paper presents the BEP of a DPSK OFDM system
using a reference channel model, which is known as the reference BEP. Analytical
BEP expressions are derived for coherent and noncoherent DPSK OFDM simula-
tion systems in the presence of a wideband SOC channel simulator. Paper VI also
discusses the degradations of the BEP introduced by an imperfect channel simula-
tor. Using the relative error of the BEP as an appropriate measure, the performance
of three parameter computation methods are evaluated, known as the method of ex-
act Doppler spread (MEDS) [116], the randomized MEDS (R-MEDS) [180], and
the MCM [55]. The R-MEDS and the MCM are typical stochastic parameter design
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methods. In contrast to the MEDS, the discrete Doppler frequencies generated by
these two methods are random values.
For coherent DPSK OFDM systems, it is shown by theory and confirmed by
simulations that the SOC channel simulators designed by the MEDS, the R-MEDS,
and the MCM are equivalent with respect to the BEP performance. When the num-
ber of cisoids tends to infinity, it is proved that the actual BEP evaluated by a wide-
band SOC channel simulator converges to the reference BEP. The relative error of
the BEP can be neglected if the channel simulator is designed using no less than
5 cisoids for each propagation path. For noncoherent DPSK OFDM systems, a
closed-form expression has been derived for the relative error, which provides a
powerful tool when discussing the performance of different parameter computation
methods. From the results illustrated in Paper VI, it can be concluded that the per-
formance of the MEDS and the R-MEDS is almost the same with respect to the
relative error of the BEP. However, both methods outperform the MCM.
The work presented in Paper VI fills the gap in the performance analysis of
channel simulators. By now, the performance of OFDM systems in the presence
of both the wideband SOS-based channel simulators and the wideband SOC-based
channel simulators have been analyzed. The formula for the relative error of the
BEP allows to reduce the channel realization expenditure to a lower bound without
causing any obvious BEP distortion. Furthermore, the relative error of the BEP can
be used as an appropriate criterion to evaluate the efficiency of different parameter
computation methods. For example, in this paper, the performance of the best de-
terministic parameter design method (MEDS), the best stochastic one (R-MEDS),
and the MCM are compared.
4.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
Wideband mobile fading channel simulators are quite important for the design and
performance evaluation of broadband wireless communication systems. Due to
their low realization expenditure, wideband channel simulators have been widely
used in practical system simulations, e.g., in OFDM systems. So far, the statistical
properties of wideband channel simulators have been well studied. However, the
performance of a wideband channel simulator with respect to the BEP is unknown.
This gap was filled in Chapter 4 by investigating the performance of a broadband
OFDM system composed of a transmitter, a receiver, and a channel simulator.
Chapter 4 summarized the work presented in Papers V and VI (Appendices E
and F). Paper V (Appendix E) analyzed the performance of wideband SOS-based
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channel simulators within the framework of an OFDM system, while Paper VI
(Appendix F) was devoted to study the performance of a wideband SOC-based
channel simulator with respect to the BEP of an OFDM system. The main dif-
ference between these two types of channel simulators is that inphase and quadra-
ture components are uncorrelated for SOS-based channel simulators, but correlated
for SOC-based channel simulators. That means the SOS-based channel simulators
are advantageous for modeling mobile radio channels under isotropic scattering en-
vironments, while SOC-based channel simulators are more efficient for modeling
non-isotropic scattering environments.
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Chapter 5
Performance Analysis of MIMO
Broadband Wireless Communication
Systems
5.1 Introduction
In broadband wireless communication systems, severe signal attenuations caused by
multipath fading always exist, which make the decoding at the receiver extremely
difficult. For a communication link equipped with multiple transmit and receive
antennas, ST coding has been commonly utilized to improve the reliability of dig-
ital transmission over wireless radio channels [60, 105, 106, 154, 173]. ST coding
can achieve diversity gain without increasing the transmitted power or sacrificing
the bandwidth [127, 143]. In addition, ST coding is also considered as an effec-
tive and practical way to approach the capacity [86, 140, 141] of MIMO wireless
channels [49, 96, 175]. Chapter 5 is devoted to assess the performance of ST coded
MIMO broadband wireless communication systems.
ST coding is a new family of code design which takes into account channel
coding, modulation, and transmit antenna diversity. In ST coded communication
systems, multiple redundant copies of signals are sent through various transmit an-
tennas over different time slots, In such a way, ST coding introduces spatial and
temporal correlations among transmitted signals. These signal samples fade in a va-
riety of manners over fading channels. For instance, some samples may experience
severely faded, while others are less attenuated. The probability that all the samples
are simultaneously below a particular threshold is much lower than the possibility of
any individual sample below the same level. Then, by properly combining various
samples at the receiver [8, 9, 156, 158], the effect of severe fading can be greatly
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reduced, and consequently, the transmission reliability is considerably improved.
There are two main types of ST coding known as ST block coding (STBC)
and ST trellis coding (STTC). STBC was original proposed by Alamouti as a two
transmit antenna diversity scheme [6]. STBC is attractive since it can achieve a
full spatial diversity gain and can be decoded by a simple linear processing. As
illustrated in [6, 137, 152], STBC techniques are efficient for flat fading environ-
ments or indoor scenarios having small delay spreads. When a channel changes
rapidly, the combination of STBC with OFDM can be utilized as a promising so-
lution to eliminate the effect of multipath fading [20, 71, 76, 176]. With the help
of OFDM techniques, a frequency-selective fading channel can be transformed into
multiple flat fading subchannels, on which STBC can be applied. All the existing
literature [6, 20, 71, 76, 137, 152] elucidates that STBC schemes work well if the
channel is time-invariant over two consecutive symbol durations. However, it is not
realistic to assume that the channel remains constant during the period of the STBC
codeword transmission, especially not under fast fading conditions. Moreover, since
the symbol duration of a multi-carrier system is much longer than that of a single-
carrier system, a channel which is quasi-static for a single-carrier system may not
be quasi-static for a multi-carrier system, e.g., for an OFDM system. Therefore,
when studying the performance of a STBC OFDM system, the channel variations
over two consecutive transmission time slots have to be taken into consideration.
This issue is addressed in Section 5.2 by investigating the performance of STBC
OFDM systems over time-varying multipath fading channels through simulations.
Simulating a STBC OFDM system is an essential step for the system perfor-
mance evaluation. It provides an insight into the system performance. Moreover,
the results obtained by means of computer simulations can be used to confirm the
correctness of analytical results derived from the theoretical performance analysis.
It has to be mentioned, however, that computer simulations are extremely time-
consuming compared with theoretical analyses. To cope with the problem faced by
computer simulations, the impact of a time-varying fading channel on the perfor-
mance of a STBC scheme has been studied analytically in [159] for a single-carrier
system and in [81] for a multi-carrier, in particular, an OFDM system. In both
papers, the spatial correlation between the time-varying multipath Rayleigh fading
subchannels has not been considered. However, it has been shown analytically in
[73] that the performance of a STBC OFDM system depends also on the spatial cor-
relation. Then, it is necessary to analyze the performance of a STBC OFDM system
over a physically more realistic channel, which can be arbitrarily correlated either
in time or in space or in both domains. This work is briefly reviewed in Section 5.3.
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STBC schemes, however, have their own drawbacks. The major one is that
the decoding of space-time block codes at the receiver requires the channel knowl-
edge. For slow fading channels, the receiver can accurately estimate the CSI with
the help of training sequences sent by the transmitter. For high-mobility broadband
scenarios, it becomes very costly and difficult to predict the channel precisely. The
inaccurate channel estimation leads to severe decoding errors for space-time block
codes, which finally results in a significant performance degradation. For rapidly
changing fading environments, it is useful to develop ST coding techniques which
obviate the need of the CSI for decoding. Motivated by this fact, a differential detec-
tion scheme based on orthogonal designs have been proposed in [151] and [62] for
two and multiple transmit antennas, respectively. In addition, various differential
ST schemes have been also constructed for noncoherent communication systems
so that the codes can be demodulated and decoded without employing the CSI at
the receiver. For example, the authors of [51, 58] developed differential unitary ST
codes, where information bits are encoded by a set of unitary constellations. Dif-
ferential space-time block codes with a very low linear decoding complexity were
presented in [19, 38, 149]. Such codes can provide diversity gain, but no coding
gain. To obtain coding gains, a trellis-coded differential unitary ST modulation
scheme was implemented in [150, 178], which combines trellis coding with dif-
ferential unitary ST modulation. Since these trellis codes use unitary group codes
as the inner block codes, their decoding complexity becomes extremely high when
the transmission rate increases. Motivated by a need for trellis codes having low
decoding complexity, a differential SOSTTC was introduced in [181]. Such a code
is constructed by using a differential encoding scheme [151] as the inner code and a
SOSTTC proposed in [61] as the outer code. In [181], two rather simple and fully-
connected trellises were bulit for BPSK and quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK)
constellations. The case of eight phase-shift keying (8PSK) is not included in [181].
Therefore, the work summarized in Section 5.4 will fill this gap by designing dif-
ferential SOSTTCs for BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK signal constellations.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 studies the
performance of a STBCOFDM system over time-varying fading channels by means
of computer simulations. Thereafter, the performance of such a system is theoreti-
cally analyzed in Section 5.3. The design of a differential SOSTTC for noncoherent
communication systems is presented in Section 5.4. Finally, the chapter summary
is given in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Performance Comparison of ST Block Coded
OFDM System Using One-Ring and Elliptical
Wideband MIMO Channel Models
In Paper VII, the performance of STBC OFDM systems is investigated by means of
simulations under realistic propagation conditions emulated by different wideband
MIMO geometrical-based channel simulators. A SER is utilized to measure the
error rate of the considered system. The spatial correlation effects due to the limited
antenna spacings and the Doppler effect caused by the movement of the receiver are
studied separately. Paper VII summarized in this section can be found in details in
Appendix G [88].
In Paper VII, 2 2 and 4 4 STBC OFDM systems are simulated by Matlab.
Herein, a 2 2 system means that both the BS and the MS are equipped with two
antennas. Similarly, a 4 4 system indicates that four antennas are employed at
the BS and the MS. The block diagram of the STBC OFDM system is illustrated
in Fig.5.1 by taking a 2 2 system as an example. The serial data bits are first
passed through a serial-to-parallel converter. The resulting parallel data bits are
modulated by a 16 quadrature amplitude modulation [41, 146], which produces a
sequence of complex data symbols. Then, two consecutive data symbols are coded
together by using the Alamouti scheme [6, 153]. After computing the inverse fast
Fourier transform, the cyclic prefix is added to each sequence. The OFDM symbol
sequences are then transmitted over theMIMO channel. Paper VII considers that the
time-variant transfer function changes during the transmission of two consecutive
OFDM symbols due to fading. The MIMO channel is modeled by a geometrical
one-ring scattering model and an elliptical scattering model. More details regarding
the geometry-based channel models will be introduced later in this section. At the
receiver side, the demodulated symbol sequences are passed through a combiner.
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Figure 5.1: Space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM system with two transmit and
two receive antennas.
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Finally, by using the CSI obtained from the channel estimator, all the symbols can
be decoded as described in [6, 153].
As already mentioned, a wideband one-ring channel model and a wideband
elliptical channel model are employed to simulate a MIMO fading channel, over
which the performance is evaluated. The scattering environments characterized by
a one-ring model has already been introduced in Chapter 2 and illustrated in Fig.2.1,
where all scatterers are located on a ring around the MS [117]. The one-ring model
is usually exploited to model mobile radio channels in macrocell environments,
such as rural and suburban areas. On the contrary, the elliptical model considered in
Paper VII was originally proposed for micro- and picocell environments. Figure5.2
shows that in the wideband elliptical channel model, the BS and the MS are located
at the focal points of the ellipse. Local scatterers are placed on several ellipses. All
scatterers positioned on the same ellipse are associated with the same propagation
delay.
In Paper VII, the performance of space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM sys-
tems is compared by employing the above two types of channel models. The com-
parison of the system performance is made for transmission scenarios proposed
in [99] for the high performance radio local area network (HiperLAN/2) standard.
The impact of the antenna spacings on the system performance is first discussed
under the assumption of isotropic scattering conditions. Thereafter, the effect of
the maximum Doppler frequency is studied for both the perfect and imperfect CSI
cases. Perfect CSI indicates that channel information is perfectly known at the re-
MSBS
Local scatterer
Local scatterer
Figure 5.2: Geometrical model (elliptical model) with local scatterers located on
several ellipses around the BS and the MS.
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ceiver, while imperfect CSI implies that the knowledge of the channel is unavailable
at the receiver. For the imperfect CSI case, the improved least square channel esti-
mator described in [110] is used for the channel estimation.
The results presented in Paper VII reveal that the system performance improves
if the antenna spacings at the BS or MS or both sides increase. The reason is that the
spatial correlation between subchannels becomes smaller with increasing antenna
spacings. Moreover, it can be observed that a certain antenna spacing increment
at the transmitter leads to a larger performance improvement than that of the same
amount at the receiver. However, for the one-ring channel model, if the antenna
spacing at the BS, denoted by dT , is more than 10 times of the wavelength l and
the antenna spacing at the MS, denoted by dR, is larger than l , then no perfor-
mance gain can be observed when increasing the antenna spacing at one or both
side. For the elliptical channel model, no significant performance improvement can
be observed by further increasing the antenna spacings if dT > 0:5l and dR > 0:3l .
The comparison of the SER performance using the two types of channel models also
demonstrates that theMIMO-OFDM system employing the elliptical channel model
outperforms the one-ring model under the same conditions regarding the number of
antennas and antenna spacings. The system using the elliptical 44 channel model
with the antenna spacings dT = 10l and dR = 0:3l gains about 3.7dB against the
system using the one-ring channel model at the SER of 10 5. The reason for this
observation is that the spatial correlation function of the elliptical model decays
faster with increasing antenna spacings than that of the one-ring model. The SER
performance for various maximum Doppler frequencies illustrates that the system
performance degrades slightly under the assumption of perfect CSI if the maximum
Doppler frequency changes from 50Hz to 500Hz. However, for the case of im-
perfect CSI, severe performance degradations occur when the maximum Doppler
frequency increases. It should be mentioned that the maximum Doppler frequency
has an obvious influence on the SER performance since the fading during two con-
secutive transmission time slots has been taken into account.
Paper VII determines the antenna spacing ranges, over which the changes of the
antenna spacing have strong influence on the system performance. Such a finding
is very helpful for the design of antenna arrays. If the antenna spacings exceed the
determined values, then the diversity gain does not increase significantly with in-
creasing antenna spacings. The simulation results show that the SER performance
degrades with increasing maximum Doppler frequency, especially in case of im-
perfect CSI. Hence, accurate fast-tracking channel estimators are indispensable for
mobile communication systems with high moving speed.
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5.3 Performance Analysis of Space-Time Block Coded
OFDM System over Rayleigh Fading Channels
Correlated in Space and Time
Paper VII revealed by simulations that the performance of a space-time block coded
OFDM system depends not only on the temporal correlation but also on the spatial
correlation between subchannels. Compared with system simulations, analyzing the
system theoretically is more useful since the obtained analytical results make the
performance evaluation more straightforward and less time-consuming compared
with simulations. Papers VIII and IX therefore deal with the theoretical perfor-
mance analysis of a space-time block coded OFDM system over time-varying mul-
tipath Rayleigh fading channels. Both papers consider an OFDM system equipped
with two transmit antennas and a single receive antenna. In the performance analy-
sis, the channel envelope variation during two consecutive transmission time slots
will be taken into account. A short overview of Papers VIII and IX is given in this
section, while these papers are available in full in Appendices H [95] and I [94],
respectively.
Paper VIII studies the system performance over Rayleigh fading channels which
are temporally or spatially correlated. It is assumed that the considered channels
cannot be correlated simultaneously in time and space. That means, for instance,
no spatial correlation exists when analyzing the system performance over channels
correlated in time and vice versa. Thus, the theoretical results derived in Paper VIII
are not generally valid and they cannot be used for the realistic case where the
channels are correlated in both time and space. The drawback of Paper VIII is
removed in Paper IX by restricting the attention to the physically more realistic
case where the channel can be arbitrarily correlated either in time or in space or
even in both domains.
Papers VIII and IX aim at deriving the analytical expressions for the BEP of a
space-time block coded OFDM system over three different types of correlated chan-
nels, including (i) channels correlated in time, (ii) channels correlated in space, and
(iii) channels correlated in both domains. The BEP can be calculated by integrating
a conditional BEP (the BEP over an additive white Gaussian noise channel) over the
PDF of an instantaneous output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [41, 125]. The condi-
tional BEP for a given modulation scheme has been well studied and documented in
numerous digital communication books, e.g., in [41, 125, 146, 143]. The major dif-
ficulty for computing the average BEP in Papers VIII and IX is to find an analytical
expression for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR. As shown in both papers,
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the instantaneous output SNR depends not only on four channel envelopes, but also
on four random phases of channels. Even if the joint PDF of the envelopes and
phases is known, it is still difficult to derive the theoretical expression for the PDF
of the instantaneous output SNR. To solve this problem, Papers VIII and IX intro-
duce an approximation for the instantaneous output SNR by neglecting the overall
phase contribution. Based on this simplification, an analytical expression for the
PDF of the approximate instantaneous output SNR is derived. The accuracy of the
obtained theoretical PDF of the approximate instantaneous output SNR is confirmed
by simulations. In simulations, not only the PDF of the approximate instantaneous
output SNR but also the PDF of the exact instantaneous output SNR (the one with-
out neglecting the difference between the phase changes) are measured over the
preceding three types of correlated fading channels. The correctness of the theo-
retical BEPs is verified by plotting the theoretical BEPs and those obtained from
simulations together. Such a comparison clearly demonstrates that both approaches
yield almost the same results.
The results presented for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR demonstrate
that the difference between the PDF of the approximate instantaneous output SNR
and the PDF of the exact instantaneous output SNR is indistinguishable. This means
that both PDFs are almost equivalent. It also implies that the instantaneous output
SNR strongly depends on the statistics of the envelopes of the space-time-variant
transfer functions, while the impact of the overall random phase contribution is neg-
ligible. The influence of the maximum Doppler frequency as well as the antenna
spacing on the system performance is discussed with the help of the theoretical
BEPs. It has been shown that the system performance deteriorates if the maximum
Doppler frequency increases due to a lower temporal ACF. In contrast, the per-
formance improves if reducing the 2D space CCF, which can be implemented by
increasing the antenna spacing. It turns out that the temporal ACF and the space
CCF have an inverse effect on the system performance though they have the same
shape under isotropic scattering conditions. All the theoretical BEPs in both papers
are validated by simulations. Although the overall random phase contribution is ne-
glected when deriving the theoretical BEPs, it has been illustrated that the resulting
analytical BEPs match the BEPs evaluated by simulations when the overall phase
contribution is taken into account. It is shown by theory and confirmed by simula-
tions that the BEP obtained in Paper IX over channels correlated in space and time
includes the BEPs presented in Paper VIII for channels correlated only in time or
space as special cases.
The performance of space-time coded OFDM systems over different types of
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correlated channels can be numerically evaluated with the help of the derived BEP
expressions. The knowledge of the obtained theoretical results makes the determi-
nation of the BEP less time-consuming compared with simulations. In addition, the
work presented in Papers VIII and IX provides a deep insight into the impact of the
Doppler effect and the antenna spacing on the system performance.
5.4 New Super-Orthogonal Space-Time Trellis Codes
Using Differential M-PSK for Noncoherent Mo-
bile Communication Systems with Two Transmit
Antennas
Papers VII – IX (Appendices G – I) investigated the performance of space-time
block coded communication systems. The key feature of STBC is that they can
achieve full diversity with remarkably simple maximum likelihood decoding algo-
rithms [152]. However, the drawback of STBC codes is that their decoding requires
the knowledge of the channel at the receiver. When no knowledge of the channel
is available, pilot sequences have to be sent at the transmitter to assist the receiver
to estimate the channel. The performance of STBC codes under such an imperfect
CSI condition has been evaluated in Paper VII. Simulation results show that a se-
vere performance degradation exists due to an imprecise channel estimation at the
receiver. To avoid the performance degradation caused by the imperfect CSI, it is
necessary to develop ST coding techniques which can be decoded without exploit-
ing the CSI. Paper X, included in Appendix J [145] of this dissertation, will address
this problem by designing differential SOSTTCs, where neither the transmitter nor
the receiver needs the CSI. As the name implies, SOSTTCs can be considered as a
type of STTCs constructed based on a super-orthogonal set. Different from tradi-
tional STTCs, SOSTTCs label the state transitions of encoder trellis diagram with
constituent orthogonal matrices defined in the super-orthogonal set.
Paper X employs a known differential encoding scheme [151] as the inner code
and a SOSTTC proposed in [61] as the outer code to design the SOSTTCs for non-
coherent communication systems. The differential SOSTTCs are constructed based
on three types of signal constellations, i.e., BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK. Motivated
by the need for low-complexity transceivers, Paper X proposes a new decoding
algorithm. The BEP performance of differential SOSTTCs decoded by the tradi-
tional decoding algorithm and the new strategy is evaluated by computer simula-
tions based on a wideband MIMO two-ring channel model [89]. Furthermore, Pa-
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per X studies the impacts of different channel parameters and transmission scenarios
on the BEP performance of the differential SOSTTCs. In addition, for comparison,
Paper X also simulates SOSTTCs using the coherent encoding scheme [61]. The
coherent encoding scheme differs from the differential one by the fact that the sig-
nal set to be transmitted over the current signal period is independent on the signal
information sent in the previous signal period.
Simulation results of differential SOSTTCs reveal that the proposed algorithm
has the same decoding performance as the conventional algorithm. However, for
differential SOSTTCs based on BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK signal constellations, the
simulation time using the new decoding algorithm is approximately 70%, 68%, and
58%, respectively, of that using the traditional one, from which it can be concluded
that the proposed decoding algorithm has a lower complexity. The evaluation of
the simulation time also points out that the new decoding algorithm works more
efficiently for differential SOSTTCs having a larger size of the signal constellation.
The study of the impact of the antenna spacing on the BEP performance shows that
the BEP performance improves with increasing antenna spacings, while the perfor-
mance deteriorates if the antennas are placed very close to each other. The reason
for this behavior is that the spatial correlation between the channel gains decreases
as the antenna spacing becomes larger. The transmitter and the receiver have almost
equivalent influence on the BEP performance. This can be explained by the sym-
metry of the geometrical two-ring scattering model and meanwhile the utilization of
the same values for the main parameters of the transmitter and the receiver leads to
this observation. The effect of the angular spread of the incoming waves on the BEP
performance is also investigated in Paper X. It can be observed that the performance
degrades if the angular spread decreases, which indicates a more scatterer central-
ized scenario. However, when the scatterers are highly centralized, no significant
performance difference can be observed by further decreasing the angular spread of
the incoming waves. In addition, a loss of 3 dB occurs when comparing the BEP
performance of the differential SOSTTC with that of the coherent SOSTTC, which
fully agrees with [151].
Paper X contributes towards the design of differential SOSTTCs for noncoher-
ent mobile communication systems, where the knowledge of the channel is not
necessary for decoding. The proposed decoding strategy reduces significantly the
overall computing complexity. Additionally, simulation results presented in Paper X
confirm the engineering intuition that the system performance greatly depends on
the antenna spacing as well as on the angular spread of the incoming waves.
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5.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
ST codedMIMO systems can achieve a full diversity gain and coding gain by means
of simultaneously processing signals across space and time. Here, the spatial di-
mension is inherent in the use of multiple spatially distributed antennas, while the
time dimension exists due to fact of transmitting digital data over consecutive time
periods. By exploiting ST codes, such as ST block codes or trellis codes, the re-
liability of a MIMO communication systems can be significantly improved even
in the presence of adverse propagation conditions such as multipath, interference,
and severe fading. To evaluate the capability of existing and new proposed ST cod-
ing technologies, the performance evaluation of a ST coded MIMO communication
system is imperative. Therefore, Chapter 5 is devoted to study the performance of
a ST coded MIMO system over frequency selective fading channels.
The chapter began with an overview of the performance analysis of a ST block
coded system. It was elucidated that when evaluating the performance under high
mobility environments or for a multi-carrier system, the channel variations over two
consecutive transmission time slots have to be taken into account. To address this
problem, a ST blocked MIMO system is simulated through a software platform,
where an OFDM technique is also applied for the purpose of combating multipath
fading. More details in constructing such a system can be found in Paper VII (Ap-
pendix G). Therein, simulation results illustrate that not only the temporal correla-
tion function but also the spatial correlation function between time-vary subchan-
nels have impacts on the performance of a ST block coded OFDM system.
The chapter then summarized the work presented in Papers VIII and IX (Appen-
dices H and I), which theoretically analyzes the performance of a ST block coded
OFDM system over multipath Rayleigh fading channels correlated in space and
time. Analytical expressions for the BEP of a ST block coded OFDM system have
been derived. With the help of the obtained BEP expressions, the BEP performance
of the above considered system over different types of correlated channels is numer-
ically evaluated. The impacts of the maximum Doppler frequency and the antenna
spacing on the system performance have been discussed.
Afterwards, the chapter highlighted the motivation and advantages behind ex-
tending the coherent ST codes to the noncoherent cases, where the CSI is not nec-
essarily needed at the receiver for decoding. Motivated by this discussion, a dif-
ferential SOSTTC is designed and presented in Paper X (Appendix J). Paper X
demonstrates that the noncoherent scheme is approximately 3dB worse than the
coherent one for SOSTTC. The simulation results included in Paper X show that
the system performance depends greatly on the antenna spacing and on the angular
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spread of the incoming waves. The proposed new decoding strategy in Paper X has
exactly the same decoding performance as the traditional one, but it is superior from
the standpoint of the overall computing complexity.
Chapter 6
Summary of Contributions and
Outlook
6.1 Major Contributions
This dissertation explored various physical layer aspects of broadband mobile radio
communication systems. The topics covered the range from modeling wideband
mobile fading channels to analyzing the overall performance of a broadband com-
munication system. The main contributions of this doctoral dissertation are sum-
marized as follows.
 Channel models which can accurately predict the fading behavior of real-
world mobile radio channels are indispensable. Motivated by this fact, the
dissertation was devoted to develop geometry-based channel models for var-
ious propagation outdoor and indoor environments.
 It has been experimentally demonstrated that scattering encountered in many
environments is more likely to be non-isotropic. The usually made assump-
tion of isotropic scattering in current channel models leads to strong devia-
tions between the theoretical channel statistics and the experimental ones ob-
tained from measured data. To fill this gap, this dissertation was dedicated to
characterize outdoor non-isotropic scattering propagation scenarios by mak-
ing use of a geometrical one-ring scattering model. A wideband one-ring
MIMO reference channel model as well as its corresponding deterministic
simulation channel model were derived. The most important statistical prop-
erties of the developed channel models including their temporal ACF, the 2D
space CCF, and the FCF were analyzed.
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 The single- and double-bounce scattering wideband two-ring MIMO channel
models were proposed for M2M communications. Unlike traditional F2M
channel models, this study assumed that both the BS and the MS are in mo-
tion. Closed-form solutions were presented in terms of the temporal, spatial,
and frequency properties.
 This dissertation proposed a geometrical rectangle scattering model to de-
scribe indoor propagation scenarios. The importance of the proposed model
lies in the fact that it overcomes the scarcity of an appropriate geometrical
scattering model in the field of indoor channel modeling.
 Starting from the rectangle scattering model, a narrowband geometry-based
SISO reference channel model was proposed for indoor propagation condi-
tions. Thereafter, an indoor SOC channel simulator was derived from the
reference channel model by applying the SOC principle. The indoor SOC
channel simulator facilities the performance evaluation of mobile communi-
cation systems in indoor environments. A general procedure was applied in
this dissertation to study the statistical properties of the resulting reference
model. In contrast to the traditional procedure, the introduced procedure re-
quires no knowledge of the complex channel gain. Analytical expressions
were presented for the PDF of the AOA, the Doppler PSD, and the temporal
ACF.
 This dissertation extended the previously proposed narrowband rectangle SISO
channel model with respect to frequency selectivity. The usefulness of the
proposed wideband rectangle SISO indoor channel model was demonstrated
by showing that the statistical properties of the wideband rectangle SISO
channel model can be fitted to the empirical ones measured from real-world
indoor channels.
 The performance of a wideband deterministic SOS channel simulator with
respect to the BEP of a BPSK OFDM system was analyzed in the presence
of both the perfect and imperfect CSI. The objective of this study is to derive
analytical expressions for the BEP of a BPSK OFDM system which is com-
posed of a transmitter, a receiver, and a SOS deterministic channel simulator.
With the help of the derived analytical results, the efficiency of deterministic
and stochastic parameter computation methods was also evaluated. To con-
firm the correctness of the theoretical results, a simple BPSK OFDM system
was simulated by Matlab.
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 The topic of analyzing the performance of wideband SOC channel simulators
within the framework of an OFDM system was also addressed in this disserta-
tion. Analytical BEP expressions were derived for coherent and noncoherent
DPSK OFDM systems.
 The dissertation simulated a space-time block coded OFDM system, where
the wideband one-ring and elliptical channel simulators were exploited to em-
ulate different propagation environments. This work provides a deep insight
into the performance of a MIMO broadband mobile radio communication
system over realistic fading channels. By simulating such a communication
system, the spatial correlation effects due to the limited antenna spacings as
well as the Doppler frequency caused by the movement of receiver were in-
vestigated separately.
 To make the performance evaluation of a MIMO broadband communica-
tion system less time-consuming, the performance of the space-time blocked
OFDM system was theoretically analyzed. In the analysis, the usually made
assumption of quasi-static channel conditions was abandoned. Instead of this,
the more general and realistic case where the channel envelope changes dur-
ing two consecutive transmission time slots was considered. An analytical
expression was derived for the BEP of a space-time block coded OFDM sys-
tem over fading channels correlated both in time and space.
 In this dissertation, the presented work dealing with the performance study of
space-time block coded MIMO communication systems primarily assumed
that the channel knowledge was perfectly known at the receiver. When the
CSI is not fully available at the receiver, training sequences have to be sent
from the transmitter to assist the receiver in estimating the CSI. Sending train-
ing sequences too frequently results in a heavy overhead. Additionally, inac-
curate channel estimations often lead to a severe performance degradation.
Motivated by these facts, a differential SOSTTC was designed for noncoher-
ent communications, where neither the transmitter nor the receiver needs the
CSI for decoding. In addition, a new decoding algorithm was proposed. The
new algorithm has exactly the same decoding performance as the traditional
one. However, it is superior from the standpoint of overall computing com-
plexity.
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6.2 Outlook
In this dissertation, the developed geometry-based channel models have provided
a deep insight into the fading behavior of outdoor as well as indoor propagation
scenarios. The performance analysis of broadband wireless communication sys-
tems has also been completed for both SISO and MIMO cases. However, there are
still several open problems that remain unaddressed. The following issues deserve
further investigations.
 In the dissertation, a rectangle scattering model was utilized to characterize
narrowband and wideband SISO indoor mobile fading channels. However,
the extension of such a SISO channel model to the MIMO case was still out
of the scope of this doctoral thesis.
 All the geometry-based channel models developed in this dissertation consid-
ered 2D propagation environments, which means only electromagnetic waves
traveling in the 2D horizontal plane have been considered. Such an assump-
tion is acceptable only for certain environments, e.g., rural areas. In real-
ity, electromagnetic waves may propagate by diffraction from the rooftops of
buildings, ground, or other vertically disposed obstacles. Therefore, the ver-
tical traveling plane waves are supposed to be taken into account. That means
instead of 2D channel modeling, future channel modeling will more focus on
3D channel modeling.
 Several topics are worth to be investigated in the field of 3D channel model-
ing in the future, e.g., the development of appropriate 3D geometry-based
or measurement-based channel models for both indoor and outdoor propaga-
tion environments, confirming the validity of the derived 3D channel models
by measurements, the design of 3D channel simulators based on the SOC
principle, and proposing new parameter computation methods applicable for
determining the main channel parameters of the 3D channel simulators.
 When analyzing the performance of the space-time blocked OFDM system
in this dissertation, the considered system was equipped with two antennas at
the BS and a single antenna at the MS. To study how the spatial correlation at
the MS influences the overall system performance, the performance analysis
has to be extended to a system having multiple receive antennas, e.g., at least
a 22 communication system.
 Although the dissertation managed to provide analytical expressions for the
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BEP of the space-time block coded OFDM system, however, these expres-
sions are just approximations. Therefore, exact and closed-form solutions are
expected from further study of this topic. In addition, it also makes sense
to explore how the model error caused by different parameter computation
methods influences the BEP performance evaluation.
 In the literature, numerous techniques have been proposed to exploit the spa-
tial diversity of MIMO fading channels. These techniques can be categorized
into two groups, i.e., the space-time coding and spatial multiplexing. So far,
the thesis has covered the topic of analyzing the performance of space-time
codes over various wideband MIMO channel models. The design and per-
formance evaluation of spatial multiplexing techniques over realistic MIMO
fading channels were not studied in the dissertation, and therefore, need fur-
ther investigations.
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Abstract — In this paper, we present a wideband one-ring multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) channel model for non-isotropic scattering environ-
ments. The model is designed in such a way that the delay power spectral den-
sity (PSD) of the resulting reference channel model is identical to a given delay
PSD. Furthermore, we present an efficient deterministic channel simulation
model obtained by using the principle of deterministic channel modeling. The
statistical properties of both the reference model and the simulation model are
also studied. Analytical expressions will be presented for the temporal auto-
correlation function (ACF), the two-dimensional (2-D) space cross-correlation
function (CCF), and the frequency correlation function (FCF). We show that
the statistical properties of the deterministic simulation model can be brought
into astonishingly good agreement with those of the reference model. The re-
sulting deterministic simulation model enables the performance evaluation of
wideband MIMO communication systems by simulation, which is shown ex-
emplarily by studying the system performance of a space-time coded MIMO
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for high data-rate wireless communication services and the
limited bandwidth motivate investigations of wideband MIMO wireless communi-
cations. In order to simulate, design, and evaluate wideband MIMO wireless com-
munication systems, it is important to develop realistic wideband MIMO channels
for different environments.
In the literature, geometrically based channel models, such as the one-ring chan-
nel model, the two-ring channel model, and the elliptical channel model, have
widely been used for modeling wideband MIMO channels. So far, nearly all pub-
lications have assumed isotropic scattering conditions when modeling wideband
channels [13, 7, 12]. However, it has been experimentally demonstrated in [3] and
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[2] that scattering encountered in many environments is more likely to be non-
isotropic, resulting in a nonuniform distribution of the angle of arrival (AOA) at
the mobile station (receiver). When assuming that the AOA follows a uniform dis-
tribution, the resulting theoretical correlation functions and level crossing rate of a
received envelope strongly deviate from the experimental ones obtained from mea-
sured data [5]. To obtain spatial channel models with more realistic correlation
properties, we aim at modeling wideband MIMO channels for non-isotropic scat-
tering environments.
In this paper, we derive a wideband one-ring MIMO reference channel model
for non-isotropic scattering environments. We employ the von Mises density [1] to
characterize the nonuniform distribution of the AOA for distinct scatterer clusters.
Furthermore, we derive a deterministic simulation model from the reference model.
The modified method of equal areas (MMEA) [4] is used to determine the discrete
AOAs of the simulation model. Moreover, we present analytical expressions for the
temporal ACF, the 2-D space CCF, and the FCF of both the reference model and the
simulation model. The resulting deterministic simulation model is used to evaluate
the performance of a space-time coded MIMO-OFDM system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first derive
the wideband one-ring MIMO reference channel model. Then, we discuss its statis-
tical properties like the temporal ACF, the 2-D space CCF, and the FCF. The deriva-
tion as well as the statistical properties of the corresponding deterministic MIMO
channel simulation model are presented in Section III. Several numerical examples
are included in Section IV to show the excellent fitting between the statistical prop-
erties of the simulation model and those of the reference model. We also study the
symbol error rate (SER) performance of a space-time coded MIMO-OFDM system.
Finally, we draw the conclusions in Section V.
II. A WIDEBAND ONE-RING REFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL
The geometrical one-ring MIMO channel model is shown in Fig.A.1, in which
the transmitter is equipped with MT transmit antennas and the receiver with MR
receive antennas [11]. It is assumed that there are N local scatterers S(n)R (n =
1;2; : : : ;N) located on a ring around the receiver. We assume furthermore that the
ring radius R is small compared with the distance D between the transmitter and the
receiver. The antenna spacings at the transmitter and the receiver are denoted by dT
and dR, respectively, and the multielement antenna tilt angles are described by aT
and aR. The angle of motion is denoted by aV and fmaxT describes the maximum
angle of departure seen at the transmitter. Notice that the AOA f (n)R is determined
by the location of the scatterer S(n)R (n= 1;2; : : : ;N).
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Figure A.1: Geometrical one-ring scattering model for anMT MR MIMO channel
with local scatterer S(n)R around the receiver.
A. Derivation of a Wideband Reference Channel Model
Our aim is to derive a wideband one-ring MIMO channel model in such a way that
the delay PSD of the reference channel model is equal to a specified delay PSD.
The given delay PSD describes the average power ofL discrete propagation paths
according to
St 0(t
0) =
L
å`
=1
a2` d (t
0  t 0`) (1)
where a` represents the delay coefficient of the ` th propagation path and t 0` denotes
the corresponding propagation delay.
Keeping this goal in mind, we will partition all scatterers located on the ring
around the receiver intoL cluster pairs.
According to the results in [13], the mean angles m` of the ` th cluster pair can
be determined via the relation
m` =arccos(2
t 0`
t 0L
 1); `= 1;2; : : : ;L (2)
where t 0` is known from the given delay PSD [see (1)]. The scatterer S
(n)
R is assigned
to the ` th cluster pair if
m`+m`+1
2
< f (n)R 
m` 1+m`
2
or   m` 1+m`
2
< f (n)R  
m`+m`+1
2
(3a,b)
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where we assume that m0 = p and mL+1 = 0. The number of scatterers within
the ` th cluster pair, denoted by N`, must fulfil the boundary condition åL`=1N` = N.
Moreover, we use a set I` to denote the scatterer locations of the ` th cluster pair.
The n th scatterer S(n)R is located in the ` th cluster pair if n 2 I`. The conditionSL
`=1 I` =I must hold, where I = f1;2; : : : ;Ng represents the universal set.
The real propagation delay from the transmitter to the receiver via the scatterer
S(n)R is assigned to the delay t
0
` if the scatterer S
(n)
R is located in the ` th cluster pair.
As a result, we obtain a wideband one-ring MIMO channel model withL discrete
propagation paths. The time-variant impulse response of the link from A(l)T to A
(k)
R
can be expressed as
hkl(t 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a` gkl;`(t)d (t 0  t 0`) (4)
for l=1;2; : : : ;MT and k = 1;2; : : : ;MR. In (4), gkl;`(t) denotes the channel gain of
the `th propagation path, which can be obtained from [11] as
gkl;`(t) = lim
N`!¥
1p
N`
å
n`2I`
an`;lbn`;ke
j(2p fn` t+qn`) (5)
where
an`;l = e
jp(MT 2l+1) dTl [fmaxT sin(aT)sin(f
(n`)
R )+cos(aR)] (6)
bn`;k = e
jp(MR 2k+1) dRl cos(f
(n`)
R  aR) (7)
fn` = fmax cos(f
(n`)
R  aV ): (8)
Here, l describes the carrier’s wavelength and fmax denotes the maximum Doppler
frequency. In the reference model, the phases qn` are independent and identically
distributed random variables, which are uniformly distributed over [0;2p).
B. Distribution of the AOA
The number of scatterers in the reference model approaches infinity. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that the discrete AOA f (n`)R related to the ` th cluster pair
tends to a continuous random variable fR following a certain distribution. Such an
assumption provides mathematical convenience to analyze the statistical properties
of the resulting reference model and to compute the parameters of the simulation
model.
In this paper, we use the von Mises distribution to characterize the nonuniform
distribution of the AOA fR, which represents the uniform distribution as a special
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case and closely approximates some important distributions like the Gaussian distri-
bution and the cardioid distribution. The AOA distribution p`(fR) of the ` th cluster
pair can be expressed as [1]
p`(fR) =
1
2pI0(k`)
ek` cos(fR m`) (9)
where I0() is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. One should
note that the parameters of the AOA distribution p`(fR) can be related to the given
delay PSD. For example, the mean value m` can be calculated using (2). Based
on the partition performed in Subsection II-A, we can easily determine the angular
spread4` of the `th cluster pair according to
4` =minfm` m`+12 ;
m` 1 m`
2
g: (10)
Finally, the parameter k` in (9), which controls the angular spread, can be deter-
mined by the following relation [1]
k` = (
2
4` )
2
: (11)
C. Statistical Properties of the Reference Channel Model
The time-variant impulse response provides the basis for analyzing the statistical
properties of the wideband reference channel model. In this subsection, we are
concerned with the analysis of the statistical properties of the resulting wideband
reference channel model.
Similar to the Doppler PSD, direction PSD, and delay PSD that are presented in
[10] for spatial deterministic Gaussian uncorrelated scattering processes, analogous
relations can be established for the present wideband one-ring reference channel
model.
The Doppler PSD S f ( f ) of the reference channel model can be represented by
the following relation
S f ( f ) =
L
å`
=1
a2` S f ;`( f ): (12)
Here, S f ;`( f ) denotes the Doppler PSD of the ` th propagation path. The inverse
Fourier transform of the Doppler PSD S f ( f ) with respect to the Doppler frequency
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f results in the temporal ACF of the wideband reference channel model, i.e.,
rhkl(t) =
L
å`
=1
a2` rgkl;`(t): (13)
In the preceding equation,
rgkl;`(t) = Efgkl;`(t)gkl;`(t+ t)g
=
Z p
 p
e  j2p fmax cos(fR aV )t p`(fR)dfR (14)
represents the temporal ACF of the ` th propagation path.
The direction PSD SW(WT ;WR) of the reference channel model can be described
formally by
SW(WT ;WR) =
L
å`
=1
a2` SW;`(WT ;WR) (15)
where WT and WR represent the incidence directions at the transmitter and the re-
ceiver, respectively. The quantity SW;`(WT ;WR) denotes the direction PSD of the
` th path. The inverse Fourier transform of (15) leads to the expression
rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) =
L
å`
=1
a2` rkl;k0l0;`(dT ;dR) (16)
which describes the spatial correlation function between the diffuse components
hkl(t) and hk0l0(t). In the equation above, rkl;k0l0;` denotes the 2-D space CCF of the
` th propagation path, which is defined as
rkl;k0l0;`(dT ;dR)=Efgkl;`(t)gk0l0;`(t)g
=
Z p
 p
e  j2p(l l
0) dTl [f
max
T sin(aT)sin(fR)+cos(aR)]
e  j2p(k k0) dRl cos(fR aR)p`(fR)dfR: (17)
We employ the delay PSD of the reference channel model
St 0(t 0) =
L
å`
=1
a2` d (t
0  t 0`) (18)
to calculate an analytical expression for the FCF. The inverse Fourier transform of
the delay PSD St 0(t 0) with respect to the propagation delay t 0 results in the FCF of
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the wideband reference channel model, which is given by
rt 0(v
0) =
L
å`
=1
a2` e
j2pv0t 0`: (19)
III. WIDEBAND ONE-RING CHANNEL SIMULATION MODEL
In this section, we will deal with the derivation and the statistical analysis of a
wideband one-ring deterministic channel simulation model.
A. Derivation of the Wideband Channel Simulation Model
For the purpose of designing the wideband deterministic channel simulation model,
we can apply the concept of deterministic channel modeling described in [9]. We
proceed by first replacing the infinite number of scatterers by a finite value N. Then,
we determine constant values for the discrete AOAs f (n`)R as well as for the phases
qn` . The AOAs f
(n`)
R can be determined by the parameter computation method
described in Subsection III-B. The sets fqn`g can be obtained by generating N` out-
comes from a random generator with a uniform distribution over [0;2p). As a result,
the wideband deterministic channel simulation model is completely determined and
the corresponding impulse response can be described as
h˜kl(t 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a` g˜kl;`(t)d (t 0  t 0`): (20)
In (20), the complex channel gain g˜kl;`(t) of the ` th discrete propagation path is
given by
g˜kl;`(t) =
1p
N`
å
n`2I`
an`;lbn`;ke
j(2p fn` t+qn`): (21)
When assuming that the constant AOAs f (n`)R are known, the quantities an`;l , bn`;k,
and fn` in the above equation can easily be computed using (6), (7), and (8), respec-
tively.
B. The Parameter Computation Method
The MMEA [4] is recommended in this paper for calculating the AOAs f (n`)R . This
method is quite useful and advantageous for determining the AOA especially for
nonuniform distributions of the AOA. Using the MMEA, the parameters of the sets
ff (n`)R g can be obtained by solving numerically the following equation
Z f (n`)R
 p
p`(fR)dfR  1N` (n` 
1
4
) = 0 (22)
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for all n` = 1;2; : : : ;N`. As an example, the resulting scatter diagram determined by
the delay PSD of the 18-path HiperLAN/2 model C [8] is shown in Fig.A.2. The
number of scatterers N` in each cluster is equal to 5.
In the limit k`! ¥, the von Mises distribution in (9) converges to a delta func-
tion, i.e., p`(fR) = d (fR  m`) [1]. A scatter diagram is depicted in Fig.A.3 for
such an extremely non-isotropic scattering scenario, where the delay PSD is again
chosen according to the 18-path HiperLAN/2 model C. In this case, each cluster
consists of only one scatterer seen from the receiver under the mean angle m`. As a
consequence, the reference channel model consists of only N = 2L scatterers. For
such a special scenario, the resulting simulation model equals the reference model.
C. Statistical Properties of the Channel Simulation Model
It can be shown in a similar way that the temporal ACF of the wideband one-ring
deterministic channel simulation model can be represented in the form [10]
r˜hkl(t) =
L
å`
=1
a2` r˜gkl;`(t) (23)
where
r˜gkl;`(t) =< g˜kl;`(t)g˜

kl;`(t+ t)>
x
y
+µ1
−µ1
+µ
L−2
+µ
L−1
−µ
L−2
−µ
L−1
Figure A.2: Scatter diagram for the geometrical one-ring model under non-isotropic
scattering conditions.
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Figure A.3: Scatter diagram for the geometrical one-ring model under extremely
non-isotropic scattering conditions (k`! ¥).
=
1
N`
å
n`2I`
e  j2p fmax cos(f
(n`)
R  aV )t (24)
represents the corresponding temporal ACF of the ` th propagation path and <  >
denotes the time average operator.
Using the result in [10], we obtain the following expression for the 2-D space
CCF of the deterministic simulation model
r˜kl;k0l0(dT ;dR) = å
n`2I`
a2` r˜kl;k0l0;`(dT ;dR) (25)
where
r˜kl;k0l0;`(dT ;dR) =< g˜kl;`(t)g˜k0l0;`(t)>
=
1
N`
å
n`2I`
e  j2p(l l
0) dTl [f
max
T sin(aT)sin(f
(n`)
R )+cos(aR)]
 e  j2p(k k0) dRl cos(f
(n`)
R  aR) (26)
denotes the corresponding 2-D space CCF of the ` th path.
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Finally, we also compute the FCF of the deterministic simulation model, which
is defined as
r˜t 0(v
0) =< H˜kl( f 0; t)H˜kl( f
0+ v0; t)> (27)
where H˜kl( f 0; t) is the Fourier transform of the impulse response h˜kl(t 0; t) with re-
spect to the propagation delay t 0. Substituting the Fourier transform of (20) into
(27), we obtain
r˜t 0(v
0) =
L
å`
=1
a2`e
j2pv0t 0`: (28)
From the comparison between the equation above and (19), it becomes clear that
the FCF r˜t 0(v0) of the simulation model is in fact equal to the FCF rt 0(v0) of the
reference model. The equality will be confirmed in the next section by simulations.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some analytical results as well as simulation results
for the statistical properties of the wideband reference channel model and the corre-
sponding deterministic simulation model. The temporal ACF, the 2-D space CCF,
and the FCF are the focus of our investigations.
The obtained results are valid for the following parameters: fmax=91Hz, aT =
aR=90, aV =180, and fmaxT =2
. As a given delay PSD, we choose exemplarily
the delay PSD of the 18-path HiperLAN/2 model C [8]. For the reference model,
we assume that the AOA PDF p`(fR) of the `th cluster follows the von Mises dis-
tribution, where the parameters m` and k` are determined as described in Section II.
Moreover, it is assumed that there are N` = 5 scatterers in each cluster when design-
ing the deterministic simulation model using the MMEA method. In the extremely
non-isotropic scattering case (k` ! ¥), we assume that there is only 1 scatterer in
each cluster, i.e., N` = 1.
Figure A.4 shows the analytical results for the absolute value of the temporal
ACFs j rhkl(t) j and j r˜hkl(t) j. This figure also shows the corresponding simulation
results, which match the analytical results for jrhkl(t) j and j r˜hkl(t) j very well.
On the assumption that k`!¥ holds, the absolute value of the temporal ACF of
the reference model is also depicted in Fig.A.4. As Fig.A.3 reveals, there is only a
fixed singular scatterer in each cluster. Therefore, the absolute value of the temporal
ACF of the simulation model is identical to that of the reference model in such a
special scenario. Fig.A.4 shows the excellent fitting between the temporal ACF of
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Figure A.4: Absolute value of the temporal ACFs j rhkl(t) j (reference model) and
j r˜hkl(t) j (simulation model) for non-isotropic scattering environments.
the simulation model and that of the reference model, which can be obtained easily
without using any parameter computation method.
The absolute value of the 2-D space CCF rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) of the reference model
is computed according to (16) and presented in Fig.A.5. For reasons of compar-
ison, the absolute value of the 2-D space CCF r˜kl;k0l0(dT ;dR) of the deterministic
simulation model is calculated according to (25) and depicted in Fig.A.6.
Figure A.5: Absolute value of the 2-D space CCF jrkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) j of the reference
model for non-isotropic scattering environments.
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Figure A.6: Absolute value of the 2-D space CCF j r˜kl;k0l0(dT ;dR) j of the simulation
model for non-isotropic scattering environments.
The absolute value of the 2-D space CCF of the reference channel model is
plotted in Fig.A.7 for the extremely non-isotropic scattering case (k` ! ¥). As
mentioned before, this result also describes the absolute value of the 2-D space
CCF of the deterministic simulation model.
Figure A.7: Absolute value of the 2-D space CCF of the reference (simulation)
model for extremely non-isotropic scattering environments (k`! ¥).
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Figure A.8 shows the absolute value of the FCFs, calculated according to (19)
and (28) for the reference model and the deterministic simulation model, respec-
tively. The fact that the FCF of the deterministic simulation model is identical to
that of the reference model is also confirmed by simulation in Fig.A.8.
We also investigated the SER performance of the space-time coded MIMO-
OFDM system described in [6] using the resulting one-ring 2 2 MIMO channel
model. Assuming perfect channel state information at the receiver, we present the
SER performance for various antenna spacings in Fig.A.9. As a comparison, we
also present the system performance using the one-ring 22 MIMO channel model
developed for isotropic scattering environments [13]. As expected, the SER per-
formance improves with increasing the antenna spacings. However, different with
what we have expected, no obvious SER performance difference can be observed
in Fig.A.9 when evaluating the MIMO-OFDM system performance under isotropic
and non-isotropic scattering conditions. The assumption that the scatterers are lo-
cated in clusters or distributed uniformly on a ring has in the present case obviously
no strong influence on the MIMO-OFDM system performance.
Figure A.10 shows the results of the MIMO-OFDM system performance under
the extremely non-isotropic scattering condition, where only N` = 1 scatterer exists
in each cluster (the total number of scatterers equals N = 2L = 36). It can be ob-
served from Fig.A.10 that the MIMO-OFDM system performance evaluated using
the channel simulator with N = 36 scatterers approaches the system performance
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(simulation model) for non-isotropic scattering environments using the 18-path
HiperLAN/2 model C [8].
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Figure A.9: SER performance of a space-time coded MIMO-OFDM system with
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and non-isotropic scattering conditions.
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Figure A.10: SER performance of a space-time coded MIMO-OFDM system with
different antenna spacings using the one-ring 2 2 channel model under isotropic
and non-isotropic scattering conditions.
evaluated using the channel simulator with N = 180 scatterers under the same con-
ditions regarding the number of antennas and antenna spacings. The reason for
this observation is that the spatial correlation function difference between the two
channel simulators is small and can be neglected (compare Fig.A.6 and Fig.A.7).
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a wideband one-ring MIMO reference channel
model for non-isotropic scattering environments. A deterministic simulation chan-
nel model, which is required for computer simulations, has directly been obtained
from the reference model by using the principle of deterministic channel modeling.
Analytical expressions have been presented for the temporal ACFs, the 2-D space
CCFs, and the FCFs of both the reference model and the deterministic simulation
model. It has been shown by theory, confirmed by simulations, that the statisti-
cal properties of the deterministic simulation model match those of the reference
model very well. We have furthermore investigated the performance of a space-
time coded MIMO-OFDM system using the developed wideband one-ring MIMO
deterministic channel simulation model. Our simulations have confirmed that the
SER performance improves with increasing antenna spacings. Whether the scatter-
ers located in clusters or distributed uniformly on a ring has no strong influence on
the MIMO-OFDM system performance. The wideband one-ring channel simulators
designed with a single scatterer in each cluster is obviously sufficient to guarantee
an accurate evaluation of the MIMO-OFDM system performance in non-isotropic
scattering environments if the number of discrete paths is sufficiently large.
It should be mentioned that the procedure of deriving the wideband one-ring
model is quite general and applicable to any given delay PSD. The delay PSD of
the obtained wideband channel models is identical to the given delay PSD. The
resulting wideband deterministic channel model can be used to study the impact of
the channel parameters on the performance of wideband wireless communication
systems under non-isotropic scattering conditions.
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Abstract — This paper deals with the design of wideband multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) reference channel models formobile-to-mobile (M2M)
communications. We present a wideband extension of the traditional geomet-
rical two-ring MIMO channel model assuming double-bounce scattering. Fur-
thermore, we propose a new narrowband two-ring MIMO reference channel
model under the assumption of single-bounce scattering and show how the
model can be extended with respect to frequency selectivity. The statistical
properties of both widebandMIMO channel models are studied. Analytical so-
lutions are presented for the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF), the two-
dimensional (2-D) space cross-correlation function (CCF), and the frequency
correlation function (FCF). The proposed wideband reference channel mod-
els can be used as a starting point for the derivation of wideband space-time
MIMO channel simulators. Such a simulator enables the performance evalua-
tion of future wideband MIMO M2M communication systems. Furthermore,
the proposed channel models are very useful for studying the MIMO channel
capacity.
Keywords—MIMO channel modeling, widebandMIMO channels, mobile-to-mobile
channels, geometrical two-ring scattering model, double-bounce scattering, single
-bounce scattering, space-time correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, M2M communication systems have found important applications in ad-
hoc wireless networks [12, 13], intelligent highways [6], and relay-based cellular
networks [7], where extremely reliable communication links are important. In con-
trast to traditional fixed-to-mobile cellular radio systems, in M2M communication
systems the transmitter and the receiver are in motion. Therefore, many currently
developed channel models for conventional cellular radio systems cannot directly
be used for M2M communication systems.
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In the literature, the modeling of M2M propagation channels for single-input
single-output (SISO) systems has been investigated in [3, 2, 9]. A reference channel
model applicable to urban and suburban areas has been proposed in [3] for SISO
M2M Rayleigh fading channels. The corresponding statistical properties have been
studied in [2]. The sum-of-sinusoids method and the inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT) filtering based method have been used in [9] to design simulation models
for narrowband M2M channels. Reference models derived from the geometrical
two-ring scattering model have been proposed in [4, 10] for narrowband MIMO
M2M Rayleigh channels. In these reference models, double-bounce scattering is
assumed. Waves radiated by the transmit antennas are first captured by scatterers
around the transmitter and then by the scatterers around the receiver before they
are re-radiated to the receive antennas. However, due to increasing demands for
high-speed communications, future M2M communication systems are required to
operate in much larger bandwidths than today’s systems. Hence, for the design and
performance evaluation, it is of crucial importance to have accurate and realistic
wideband MIMO M2M channel models.
In this paper, we extend the narrowband two-ring MIMO reference channel
model in [10] to a wideband channel model. Thereafter, we propose a new geo-
metrical two-ring reference model based on single-bounce scattering for narrow-
band MIMOM2M fading channels. This model assumes that waves radiated by the
transmit antennas are captured by scatterers only around the transmitter or around
the receiver. We show how the proposed MIMO channel model can be extended
with respect to frequency-selectivity. The temporal, spatial, and frequency cor-
relation properties will be analyzed and visualized assuming isotropic scattering
conditions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II extends the
double-bounce two-ring scattering model with respect to frequency selectivity. In
Section III, we propose a narrowband two-ring MIMO M2M reference channel
model based on single-bounce scattering. Moreover, we extend the proposed ref-
erence model with respect to frequency selectivity. The temporal, spatial, and fre-
quency correlation properties will be analyzed and visualized in Section IV assum-
ing isotropic scattering conditions. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in
Section V.
II. A DOUBLE-BOUNCE SCATTERING WIDEBAND TWO-RING MIMO M2M
REFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we will show how the double-bounce scattering narrowband two-
ring reference model can be extended with respect to frequency selectivity.
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A. Review of the Narrowband Reference Channel Model
The starting point for the extension to frequency selectivity is the narrowband two-
ring channel model as shown in Fig.B.1, where double-bounce scattering is as-
sumed [10]. Both the transmitter and the receiver are in motion and equipped with
MT transmit antennas and MR receive antennas, respectively. The local scatterers
S(m)T (m = 1;2; : : : ;M) around the transmitter lie on a ring of radius RT , while the
scatterers S(n)R (n = 1;2; : : : ;N) around the receiver are located on a second ring
of radius RR. The reference model is based on the assumption that the number of
local scatterers, M and N, are infinite. Homogeneous plane waves emitted from
the transmitter are first captured by the scatterers S(m)T and then by the scatterers
S(n)R before they are re-radiated to the receiver. The distance between the transmit-
ter and the receiver, denoted by D, is very large compared to the radii RT and RR,
i.e., D maxfRT ;RRg. The antenna spacings at the transmitter and the receiver
are denoted by dT and dR, respectively. It is assumed that (MT   1)dT RT and
(MR 1)dRRR.
The complex channel gain of the link from the transmit antenna element A(l)T (l=
1;2; : : : ;MT ) to the receive antenna element A
(k)
R (k= 1;2; : : : ;MR) can be expressed
as [10]
gkl(t) = lim
M!¥
N!¥
1p
MN
M;N
å
m;n=1
gmne j[2p( f
(m)
T + f
(n)
R ) t+qmn] (1)
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gmn = am bn cmn (2)
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Figure B.1: Geometrical two-ring double-bounce scattering model for an MTMR
MIMO channel.
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am = e j(MT 2l+1)p(dT =l )cos(f
(m)
T  bT ) (3)
bn = e j(MR 2k+1)p(dR=l )cos(f
(n)
R  bR) (4)
cmn = e j
2p
l (RT cosf
(m)
T  RR cosf (n)R ) (5)
f (m)T = fTmax cos(f
(m)
T  aT ) (6)
f (n)R = fRmax cos(f
(n)
R  aR): (7)
In the equations presented above, the angle bT describes the tilt angle of the antenna
array at the transmitter. Analogously, the angle bR denotes the tilt angle of the
antenna array at the receiver. The transmitter and the receiver move in the direction
determined by the angles aT and aR. The maximum Doppler frequencies caused
by the movements of the transmitter and the receiver are denoted by fTmax and fRmax ,
respectively. The carrier’s wavelength is l . The angle f (m)T represents the angle of
departure (AOD) at the transmitter, while the angle of arrival (AOA) is described by
f (n)R . In the double-bounce scattering two-ring model, both the AOD f
(m)
T and the
AOA f (n)R are independent random variables determined by the distributions of the
local scatterers. The joint phases qmn are independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables, each having a uniform distribution over [0;2p).
B. Extension with Respect to Frequency Selectivity
From the narrowband MIMO channel model shown in Fig.B.1, we can observe that
the minimum propagation delay is given by t 0min = D=c0, where c0 represents the
speed of light. The propagation delay t 0mn corresponding to the scatterers S
(m)
T to
S(n)R can be expressed as
t 0mn =
RT +RR+Dmn
c0
 RT
c0
(1  cosf (m)T )+
RR
c0
(1+ cosf (n)R )+
D
c0
(8)
where we have assumed that the inequality DmaxfRT ;RRg holds. In (8), Dmn
represents the distance between the scatterer S(m)T and the scatterer S
(n)
R . Without loss
of generality, the minimum delay t 0min = D=c0 can be set to 0, since it is common
to all paths and can be neglected. Therefore, the (relative) propagation delay can be
written as
t 0mn 
RT
c0
(1  cosf (m)T )+
RR
c0
(1+ cosf (n)R ): (9)
In wideband transmission systems, the propagation delay differences must be con-
sidered in comparison to the data symbol duration Ts. All propagation delays t 0mn,
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which are within the range t 0` 1 < t
0
mn  t 0`, are gathered together and assigned to
a single delay t 0` (` = 1;2; : : : ;L ). The propagation delays t
0
` are assumed to be
known from a specification or measurements.
For each scatterer S(m)T , a set of scatterers S
(n)
R can make the corresponding
propagation delay t 0mn within the interval (t 0` 1;t
0
` ] and be assigned to the same
delay t 0`. Therefore, an index set I`;m is defined to denote the locations of these
scatterers S(n)R , which is a subset of I = f1;2;    ;Ng. We assume that the propa-
gation delay corresponding to the scatterer S(m)T to any scatterer S
(n)
R is assigned to
the same delay t 0` if n 2 I`;m. The number of the propagation delays which have
been assigned to the same propagation delay t 0` is denoted by K`. Moreover, the
condition åL`=1K` = MN must hold. Hence, the complex channel gain gkl;`(t)
associated with the `th discrete propagation path can be expressed as
gkl;`(t) = lim
K`!¥
1p
K`
M
å
m=1
å
n2I`;m
gmne j[2p( f
(m)
T + f
(n)
R )t+qmn]: (10)
Then, the complex channel gain in (1) can be extended to the impulse response of a
wideband MIMO channel model as follows
hkl(t 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a`gkl;`(t)d (t 0  t 0`): (11)
In (11), a` denotes the path gain of the `th discrete propagation path and d () is the
delta function.
III. A SINGLE-BOUNCE SCATTERING WIDEBAND TWO-RING MIMO M2M
REFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL
We propose a single-bounce two-ring scattering model for narrowbandMIMOM2M
channels in this section. Then, its extension to frequency selectivity will be de-
scribed.
A. Derivation of the Narrowband Reference Channel Model
In the single-bounce two-ring scattering model as shown in Fig.B.2, the diffuse
component at the receiver are composed of waves scattered only by the scatterers
S(m)T and only by the scatterers S
(n)
R . For ease of comprehension, we draw the two
propagation scenarios separately in Figs.B.3(a) and B.3(b). In the first scenario
illustrated in Fig.B.3(a), it is assumed that plane waves travel from A(l)T to A
(k)
R via
the scatterers S(m)T , while the second scenario, as shown in Fig.B.3(b), takes into
account that the waves traveling from A(l)T to A
(k)
R via the scatterers S
(n)
R . Hence,
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Figure B.2: Geometrical single-bounce scattering two-ring model for an MTMR
MIMO channel.
the channel gain can be expressed as a sum of components derived from the two
scenarios [4, 5], i.e.,
gkl(~rR) = lim
M!¥
M
å
m=1
E1;me
j[q1;m+~k
(m)
T1
~rT1 ~k
(m)
R1
~rR1 k0D1;m]
+ lim
N!¥
N
å
n=1
E2;ne
j[q2;n+~k
(n)
T2
~rT2 ~k
(n)
R2
~rR2 k0D2;n] (12)
where E1;m and q1;m represent the gains and the phase shifts caused by the interac-
tion of the local scatterers S(m)T in the first scenario, respectively. Moreover,~k
(m)
T1 is
the wave vector pointing in the propagation direction of the mth transmitted plane
wave and~rT1 denotes the spatial translation vector of the transmitter. By analogy,
~k(m)R1 describes the wave vector pointing in the propagation direction of the mth re-
ceived plane wave and~rR1 represents the spatial translation vector of the receiver.
In the first scenario, the total propagation distance from the transmit antenna A(l)T to
the receive antenna A(k)R is denoted by D1;m. Furthermore, k0 = 2p=l represents the
free-space wave number and l is the wavelength. Similarly, E2;n and q2;n denote the
gains and the phase shifts related to the second scenario. The wave vectors pointing
in the propagation direction of the nth transmitted and received plane are described
by~k(n)T2 and
~k(n)R2 , respectively,~rT2 and~rR2 denote the spatial translation vector of the
transmitter and the receiver. The total wave propagation distance from the transmit
antenna A(l)T to the receive antenna A
(k)
R in the second scenario is denoted by D2;n.
In the proposed model, it is assumed that the inequalities DmaxfRT ;RRg,
(MT  1)dTRT , and (MR 1)dRRR hold. Thus, for a particular scatterer S(m)T
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Figure B.3: Waves impinging on the receiver bounced by local scatterers S(m)T
around the transmitter and local scatterers S(n)R around the receiver.
(or S(n)R ), the gain and the phase shift are the same for waves arriving from (or
traveling to) different antenna elements [4]. The gains E1;m and E2;n are assumed to
be constant and given by E1;m = 1=
p
2M and E2;n = 1=
p
2N. The phase shifts q1;m
and q2;n are i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed over the interval [0;2p).
In the first scenario illustrated in Fig.B.3(a), the AOA f (m)R1 can be related to the
AOD f (m)T1 according to the following equation, derived by using the law of sines in
the triangle OTS
(m)
T OR:
RT
sin(p f (m)R1 )
=
D
sin(f (m)R1  f
(m)
T1 )
: (13)
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By using the approximation sinx  x for small x, sin(p   f (m)R1 ) can be approxi-
mated as p f (m)R1 since the angle p f
(m)
R1 is small. Moreover, the approximation
sin(f (m)R1  f
(m)
T1 ) = sin[(p f
(m)
R1 )+f
(m)
T1 ]  sinf
(m)
T1 holds. Then, we can approxi-
mate the AOA f (m)R1 as follows
f (m)R1  p fmaxR sinf
(m)
T1 (14)
where fmaxR  RT=D. The phase changes~k(m)T1 ~rT1 and~k
(m)
R1 ~rR1 are given by
~k(m)T1 ~rT1 = 2p fTmax cos(f
(m)
T1  aT )t (15)
~k(m)R1 ~rR1 = 2p fRmax cos(f
(m)
R1  aR)t (16)
respectively. Furthermore, the phase change k0D1;m due to the total propagation
distance can be written as
k0D1;m =
2p
l
(D(1;m)T1 +D
(m;1)
R1 ) (17)
where D(1;m)T1 and D
(m;1)
R1 are the distances as illustrated in Fig.B.3(a). Since (MT  
1)dT RT and (MR  1)dRRR, the distances D(1;m)T1 and D
(m;1)
R1 can be approxi-
mated by using the approximation
p
1+ x 1+ x=2 (x 1), i.e.,
D(1;m)T1  RT  
(MT  2l+1)dT
2
cos(f (m)T1  bT ) (18)
D(m;1)R1  D RT cosf
(m)
T1  
(MR 2k+1)dR
2
cos(f (m)R1  bR): (19)
Analogously, we can express the corresponding terms for the second scenario rep-
resented in Fig.B.3(b) [1]. The relationship between the AOD f (n)T2 and AOA f
(n)
R2
can be established as
f (n)T2  fmaxT2 sinf
(n)
R2 (20)
where the quantity fmaxT  RR=D designates one half of the maximum AOD f (n)T2 .
The phase changes~k(n)T2 ~rT2 and~k
(n)
R2 ~rR2 can be expressed as
~k(n)T2 ~rT2 = 2p fTmax cos(f
(n)
T2  aT )t (21)
~k(n)R2 ~rR2 = 2p fRmax cos(f
(n)
R2  aR)t (22)
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respectively. Moreover, the phase change k0D2;n can be written as
k0D2;n =
2p
l
(D(1;n)T2 +D
(n;1)
R2 ): (23)
The distances D(1;n)T2 and D
(n;1)
R2 can be approximated as
D(1;n)T2  D+RR cosf
(n)
T2  
(MT  2l+1)dT
2
cos(f (n)T2  bT ) (24)
D(n;1)R2  RR 
(MR 2k+1)dR
2
cos(f (n)R2  bR) (25)
respectively. Finally, by substituting (14)–(25) in (12), the complex channel gain
gkl(t) describing the transmission link from the transmit antenna element A
(l)
T to the
receive antenna element A(k)R can be represented as follows
gkl(t) = lim
M!¥
1p
2M
M
å
m=1
al;mbk;me j(2p f1;mt+q1;m)+ lim
N!¥
1p
2N
N
å
n=1
cl;ndk;ne j(2p f2;nt+q2;n)
(26)
where
al;m = e
jp(MT 2l+1) dTl cos(f
(m)
T1
 bT ) (27)
bk;m = e
jp(MR 2k+1) dRl [fmaxR sinf
(m)
T1
sinbR cosbR] (28)
cl;n = e
jp(MT 2l+1) dTl [fmaxT sinf
(n)
R2
sinbT+cosbT ] (29)
dk;n = e
jp(MR 2k+1) dRl cos(f
(n)
R2
 bR) (30)
f1;m = fTmaxcos(f
(m)
T1  aT )  fRmaxcos(fmaxR sinf
(m)
T1 +aR) (31)
f2;n = fTmaxcos(fmaxT sinf
(n)
R2  aT )+ fRmaxcos(f
(n)
R2  aR): (32)
B. Extension with Respect to Frequency Selectivity
It can be observed from Fig.B.3(a) that the minimum and maximum propagation de-
lays related to the first scenario are given by t 0min =D=c0 and t
0
Tmax = t
0
min+2RT=c0,
respectively. We can express the propagation delays from A(l)T via the scatterers
S(m)T to A
(k)
R as
t 0m =
RT +
q
D2+RT 2 2DRT cosf (m)T1
c0
 RT
c0
(1  cosf (m)T1 )+
D
c0
: (33)
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Without loss of generality, we can set t 0min to 0. Then, the (relative) maximum
propagation delay is given by t 0Tmax = 2RT=c0 = t
0
L . Furthermore, the (relative)
propagation delay can be expressed as
t 0m = t 0Tmax 
1  cosf (m)T1
2
: (34)
By analogy with (34), the propagation delay the from A(l)T to A
(k)
R via the scatterers
S(n)R is
t 0m  t 0Rmax 
1+ cosf (n)R2
2
(35)
where t 0Rmax = 2RR=c0 = t
0
L holds [11]. Hence, we may write
f (m)T1 = arccos(1 2
t 0m
t 0Tmax
) (36)
f (n)R2 = arccos(2
t 0n
t 0Rmax
 1): (37)
In order to extend the proposed channel model to the general case of a wideband
channel model, we partition each ring of scatterers intoL pairs of segments. Each
segment consists ofM` scatterers around the transmitter andN` scatterers around the
receiver. Moreover, the condition åL`=1M` = M and å
L
`=1N` = N must hold. The
angles limiting the segments are denoted by jT;` and jR;`. According to (36) and
(37), we can establish the relationship between the given delays t 0` and the angles
jT;` and jR;` as follows
jT;` = arccos(1 2
t 0`
t 0L
) (38)
jR;` = arccos(2
t 0`
t 0L
 1): (39)
The angles f (m)T1 and f
(n)
R2 are within the `th interval if
jT;` 1+jT;`
2
<f (m)T1 
jT;`+jT;`+1
2
or 2p  jT;`+jT;`+1
2
<f (m)T1  2p 
jT;` 1+jT;`
2
(40)
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jR;`+jR;`+1
2
<f (m)R2 
jR;` 1+jR;`
2
or 2p  jR;` 1+jR;`
2
<f (m)R2  2p 
jR;`+jR;`+1
2
(41)
for ` = 2;3; : : : ;L . We assume that the indexes of the scatterers S(m)T and S
(n)
R can
be described by IT = f1;2;    ;Mg and IR = f1;2;    ;Ng, respectively. Then,
the locations of the scatterers S(m)T and S
(n)
R in the `th segment can be denoted by the
index sets IT;` and IR;`, which belong to the sets IT and IR, respectively. The
channel gain gkl;`(t) can be expressed according to (26) as
gkl;`(t) = lim
M`!¥
1p
2M`
å
m2IT;`
al;mbk;me j(2p f1;mt+q1;m)
+ lim
N`!¥
1p
2N`
å
n2IR`
cl;ndk;ne j(2p f2;nt+q2;n): (42)
Finally, the impulse response of the new wideband model can be presented in the
same form as (11).
IV. CORRELATION PROPERTIES
In this section, we study the statistical properties of the proposed single-bounce
two-ring scattering model. The temporal ACF, the 2-D space CCF, and the FCF are
of special interest. Since the extension with respect to frequency selectivity is the
main topic of this paper, the FCF of the double-bounce two-ring scattering model
will also be discussed in this section. For simplicity, we consider a 22 channel in
the following.
The three-dimensional (3-D) space-time CCF between the diffuse components
g11(t) and g22(t) is defined as
r11;22(dT ;dR;t) = Efg11(t)g22(t+ t)g (43)
where () denotes the complex conjugation and Efg is the expectation operator.
Submitting (26) in (43) gives
r11;22(dT ;dR;t) = lim
M!¥
1
2M
M
å
m=1
a21;mb
2
1;me
  j2p f1;mt + lim
N!¥
1
2N
N
å
n=1
c21;nd
2
1;ne
  j2p f2;nt :
(44)
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As the number of local scatterers M and N is infinite, the 3-D CCF in (44) can be
expressed in the integral form as
r11;22(dT ;dR;t) =
1
2
Z 2p
0
a21;m(dT ;fT1)b
2
1;m(dR;fT1)e
  j2p f1;mt p(fT1)dfT1
+
1
2
Z 2p
0
c21;n(dT ;fR2)d
2
1;n(dR;fR2)e
  j2p f2;nt p(fR2)dfR2: (45)
The temporal ACF rgkl(t) is defined as rgkl(t) = Efgkl(t)gkl(t+t)g, which can
be obtained from r11;22(dT ;dR;t) by setting the antenna spacings dT and dR to zero,
i.e., rgkl(t) = r11;22(0;0;t). Thus,
rgkl(t) =
1
2
Z 2p
0
e  j2p f1;mt p(fT1)dfT1 +
1
2
Z 2p
0
e  j2p f2;nt p(fR2)dfR2: (46)
The 2-D space CCF r11;22(dT ;dR), defined as r11;22(dT ;dR) = Efg11(t)g22(t)g,
equals to the 3-D CCF r11;22(dT ;dR;t) at t = 0. In both cases, we obtain
r11;22(dT ;dR) =
1
2
Z 2p
0
a21;m(dT ;fT1)b
2
1;m(dR;fT1)p(fT1)dfT1
+
1
2
Z 2p
0
c21;n(dT ;fR2)d
2
1;n(dR;fR2)p(fR2)dfR2: (47)
The FCF of the wideband MIMO reference channel model is defined as
rt 0(v
0) = EfHkl( f 0; t)Hkl( f 0+ v0; t)g: (48)
Here, Hkl( f 0; t) is the time-variant transfer function, which is the Fourier transform
of the impulse response hkl(t 0; t). Submitting Hkl( f 0; t) obtained from the single-
bounce scattering model or from the double-bounce scattering model in (48), we
can express the FCF of the models as
rt 0(v
0) =
L
å`
=1
a2`e
  j2pv0t 0`: (49)
Some results for the temporal ACF and the 2-D CCF of the single-bounce two-
ring scattering channel model are presented in Figs.B.4 and B.5, respectively. The
absolute value of the FCF of the two kinds of wideband two-ring channel models
using the HiperLAN/2 model C is shown in Fig.B.6 [8]. These results are valid
for a 22 MIMO channel under the assumption of isotropic scattering, where the
maximum Doppler frequencies fTmax and fRmax were set to 91Hz. The wavelength
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Figure B.4: Absolute value of the temporal ACF j rgkl(t) j of the single-bounce
two-ring scattering model for isotropic scattering environments.
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Figure B.5: The 2-D space CCF rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) of the single-bounce two-ring scat-
tering model for isotropic scattering environments.
l = 0:15m. The angles of motion aT and aR at the transmitter and the receiver
were set to p=3, respectively. The tilt angles bT and bR were equal to p=2 and
fmaxT = fmaxR = 2.
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Figure B.6: Absolute value of the FCFs j rt 0(v0) j of the double-bounce two-ring
scattering model and the single-bounce two-ring scattering model using the 18-path
HiperLAN/2 model C [8].
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the narrowband two-ring MIMO channel model based on double-
bounce scattering has been extended with respect to frequency selectivity. A new
geometrical two-ring reference model under the assumption of single-bounce scat-
tering has been derived for narrowband MIMO M2M communication channels.
Thereafter, a further extension of the proposed channel model to frequency selec-
tivity has been made. Closed-form solutions have been presented for the temporal
ACF, the 2-D space CCF, and the FCF. Our proposed reference models can be used
as a starting point for the design of stochastic and deterministic MIMO channel sim-
ulators. The proposed channel models are useful for the design, test, and optimiza-
tion of future wideband M2M communication systems. Moreover, these models are
of crucial importance for studying the channel capacity of wideband channels under
specific propagation conditions.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the design and simulation of narrowband
indoor propagation channels under line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS)
propagation conditions. We propose a reference channel model assuming that
the scatterers are uniformly distributed in the two-dimensional (2D) horizontal
space of a room. We derive analytical expressions for the probability density
function (PDF) of the angle-of-arrival (AOA), the Doppler power spectral den-
sity (PSD), and the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF). We derive a sum-
of-cisoids (SOC) channel simulator from the reference model. It is shown by
numerical results that the statistical properties of the SOC channel simulator
match very closely with the ones of the referencemodel. It turns out that our in-
door reference model can be approximated by an SOC channel simulator with
reduced realization expenditure. The resulting SOC channel simulator allows
us to evaluate the performance of mobile communication systems in indoor
environments by simulations. It is demonstrated that the generalized method
of equal areas (GMEA) and the basic Riemann sum method (BRSM) are effi-
cient parameter computation methods for the design of SOC indoor channel
simulators.
I. INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in wireless indoor communication systems and applica-
tions of local area networks has resulted in many investigations on the characteris-
tics of indoor radio propagation channels. In the last few years, several empirical
channel models [4, 16, 17, 2] have been developed based on indoor channel mea-
surements. The obtained experimental results, such as the PDF of the AOA and the
angular spread, are important statistical quantities describing the characteristics of
fading channels. However, the empirical models are only useful and accurate for
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environments having the same specific characteristics as those where the measure-
ments were made. They cannot be applied to other indoor environments without
further modifications.
To cope with the problems faced by empirical models, several geometrical scat-
tering models have been proposed in the literature, e.g., the one-ring scattering
model [10, 13], the two-ring scattering model [1, 9], and the elliptical scattering
model [3]. The application of geometrical scattering models has even been ex-
tended to characterize mobile fading channels for three-dimensional scattering en-
vironments [15]. Most of the aforementioned geometrical models have been widely
used to characterize fading channels for outdoor environments. But few applica-
tions are found for the indoor channel modeling. A geometrically based statistical
channel model has been proposed in [8] for indoor and outdoor propagation en-
vironments assuming scatterers are randomly distributed around the BS within a
circle. However, the model proposed in [8] is only applicable to indoor environ-
ments when considering the distance between the BS and the scatterers follows the
exponential distribution. Such an assumption limits applications of such a model in
the indoor channel modeling.
In this paper, we propose a new geometrical-based channel model for indoor
propagation environments. Our starting point is a geometrical indoor scattering
model, where we assume that an infinite number of scatterers are uniformly dis-
tributed in the 2D horizontal space of a room. In our channel model, we will con-
sider the general case, where the base station (BS) and the mobile station (MS) are
arbitrarily located in the room. Moreover, the LOS component between the BS and
the MS will be taken into consideration, which allows us to include the NLOS scat-
tering scenarios as a special case. Analytical expressions are derived for the PDF of
the AOA, the Doppler PSD, and the temporal ACF. Moreover, we will describe how
to derive an SOC channel simulator from the reference model. To compute the main
parameters of the SOC channel simulator, we apply the GMEA [6] and the BRSM
[7]. The PDF of the envelope and the temporal ACF will be visualized assuming
NLOS and LOS propagation conditions. It will be shown that the most important
statistical properties of the SOC channel simulator match very closely the ones of
the reference channel model. The excellent fitting demonstrates that the reference
channel model can be approximated by an SOC channel simulator using a finite
number of cisoids. It also indicates that the GMEA and the BRSM are efficient pa-
rameter computation methods for designing indoor SOC channel simulators. When
comparing the two methods, we find that the BRSM is better regarding the approx-
imation of the temporal ACF.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the geomet-
rical scattering model for indoor propagation environments. Section III presents a
new indoor reference channel model and its statistical characterization in form of the
PDF of the AOA, the Doppler PSD, and the temporal ACF. Section IV shows how
to derive an SOC channel simulator from the reference model. Numerical results
are presented in Section V under the assumption of LOS and NLOS propagation
conditions. Finally, our conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL INDOOR SCATTERING MODEL
We consider the geometrical indoor scattering model as illustrated in Fig.C.1.
The rectangle in Fig.C.1 represents a room with length A and width B. The BS and
the MS are arbitrarily placed in the horizontal plane of the room. We assume that
the transmitter is the BS and the receiver is the MS. The MS moves along the x
direction.
To guarantee that the derived indoor channel model can be applied to various
indoor propagation scenarios, we first concentrate on a general geometrical in-
door scattering model by comprehensively considering different possible scenarios.
O
D
MS
A
B
y
xa
bBS
Figure C.1: Geometrical model for an indoor channel with local scatterers uni-
formly distributed within the 2D horizontal plane of the room. (The origin of the
coordinate system is located at the center of the room.)
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Therefore, we assume that there are an infinite number of local scatterers, which
are uniformly distributed across the 2D horizontal plane of the room. It should be
mentioned that such an indoor model acts only as a nonrealizable reference model,
from which we can obtain different channel simulators with scatterers located in
different positions.
III. THE INDOOR REFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL AND ITS
STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we first give an introductory description of the reference channel
model. Then, we analyze the PDF of the AOA and the Doppler PSD for the pro-
posed indoor reference channel model.
A. Description of the Reference Channel Model
Taking the LOS component between the transmitter and the receiver into account,
we can model the frequency-nonselective fading channel by a complex process
mr(t) = m(t)+mr(t); (1)
where the process m(t) represents the sum of the diffuse part and mr(t) denotes
the LOS component. Here, the LOS component can be described by a time-variant
deterministic process in the following form [12]
mr(t) = r e j (2p fr t+qr ): (2)
The quantities r , fr , and qr in (2) are constant, which denote the gain, the Doppler
frequency, and the phase of the LOS component, respectively.
The diffuse part m(t) representing the sum of an infinite number of scattered
plane waves is modeled by a complex Gaussian random process. Usually, we as-
sume that the real part and the imaginary part of m(t) are zero-mean Gaussian pro-
cesses, each having the variance s2m=2. It turns out that the absolute value of mr(t),
denoted by x (t) = jmr(t)j, follows the Rice distribution [12]. Under NLOS condi-
tions (r = 0), the PDF px (z) of the envelope reduces to the Rayleigh distribution.
According to the results in [5], the average power of mr(t) is time invariant and
equal to s2mr = s
2
m +r2.
B. Derivation of the PDF of the AOA
Suppose that the location of all scatterers is described by (x; y). The position of
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the MS is denoted by (a; b). As shown in Fig.C.1, the AOA  can be expressed as
=
8>>>>><>>>>>:
acrtan
y b
x a ; if x a;
p+ acrtan
y b
x a ; if x< a and y  b;
 p+ acrtany b
x a ; if x< a and y < b:
(3)
For convenience of analysis, we shift the origin of the coordinate system in Fig.C.1
to the position where the MS is placed. The geometrical model in the new coordi-
nate system is shown in Fig.C.2, where we have x0 = x  a and y0 = y  b. In this
figure, the location of the BS has been neglected since it has no influence on the
statistical properties of the reference channel model. Thus, the AOA  in (3) can
be rewritten as
=
8>>>>><>>>>>:
acrtan
y0
x0
; if x0  0;
p+ acrtan
y0
x0
; if x0 < 0 and y0  0;
 p+ acrtany
0
x0
; if x0 < 0 and y0 < 0:
(4)
As already mentioned in Section II, the scatterers are uniformly distributed
within the 2D horizontal plane of the room. Therefore, the random variable x0 =
b
B 
2
2
B
b
2
A
a
2
A
a
MS
'y
'x
maxz
Figure C.2: Geometrical model for an indoor channel in the shifted coordinate sys-
tem (a 0 and b 0).
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x a is also uniformly distributed over [ A=2 a; A=2 a], while y0= y b fol-
lows the uniform distribution over [ B=2  b; B=2  b]. Thus, the PDF px0(x0) of
x0 and the PDF py0(y0) of y0 are given by
px0(x0) =
1
A
; py0(y
0) =
1
B
: (5a,b)
Assuming that the random variables x0 and y0 are independent, the joint PDF
px0y0(x0;y0) of x0 and y0 can be expressed as
px0y0(x
0;y0) = px0(x0)  py0(y0)
=
1
AB
: (6)
The transformation of the Cartesian coordinates (x0;y0) into polar coordinates (z;a)
gives the joint PDF pz(z;a) of z =
p
x02+ y02 and the AOA = argfy0=x0g
pz(z;a) =
z
AB
: (7)
After integrating the joint PDF pz(z;a) over z, we obtain the PDF of the AOA 
p(a) =
z2max
2AB
: (8)
Here, zmax describes the distance from the origin to the boundary of the room, which
is a function of A, B, and the AOA a . Using the geometrical relationships, we
derive an expression for zmax in form of a piecewise function depending on the
AOA ranges separated by the dashed lines in Fig.C.2. For brevity, we only present
here the final expression for the PDF of the AOA, which can be found at the bottom
of this page [see (9)].
p(a) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(A 2a)2
8ABcos2(a) ; if   acrtanB+2bA 2a < a  acrtanB 2bA 2a ;
(B 2b)2
8ABsin2(a) ; if acrtan
B 2b
A 2a < a  p  acrtanB 2bA+2a ;
(A+2a)2
8ABcos2(a) ; if p  acrtanB 2bA+2a < a  p
or  p < a  p+ acrtanB+2bA+2a ;
(B+2b)2
8ABsin2(a) ; if  p+ acrtan
B+2b
A+2a < a  acrtanB+2bA 2a :
(9)
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C. Derivation of the Doppler PSD
According to [5], the Doppler PSD Smrmr ( f ) of the process mr(t) can be pre-
sented as
Smrmr ( f ) = Smm( f )+r
2d ( f   fr); (10)
which is composed of the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of m(t) and a weighted delta func-
tion at f = fr contributed by the LOS component. In the following, we will con-
centrate on deriving an analytical expression for the Doppler PSD Smm( f ), so that
the solution for the PSD Smrmr ( f ) is straightforward by making use of (10).
Since the AOA  is a random variable, it turns out that the corresponding
Doppler frequency, defined by
f = f () := fmax  cos(); (11)
is also a random variable. Here, fmax denotes the maximum Doppler frequency.
According to the fundamental theorem of transformation of random variables [11,
Eq. (5.16)], the PDF of the Doppler frequencies f , denoted by pf ( f ), can be calcu-
lated by means of the relation
pf ( f ) =
m
å
v=1
p(av)
j dda f (a) ja=av
: (12)
In (12), m is the number of solutions of the function in (11) within the interval
[ p; p). If f  j fmaxj, we find two real-valued solutions within the interval, which
are known as
a1 = a2 = arcos( f= fmax): (13)
Therefore, we have m= 2 and the PDF in (12) can be expressed as
pf ( f ) =
p(a1)+ p(a2)p
f 2max  f 2

a1= a2=arcos( f= fmax)
: (14)
In the reference channel model, we assume that the number of scatterers is in-
finite. Therefore, the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of the diffuse part m(t) is continuous.
The average power within an infinitesimal frequency interval d f can be represented
by Smm( f )d f . On the other hand, the incoming power between f and f + d f is
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proportional to pf ( f )d f . Thus, the following relation holds
Smm( f )d f  pf ( f )d f : (15)
We remind that the total power of the diffuse part m(t) is equal to s2m . Thus, we haveR ¥
 ¥ Smm( f )d f = s2m . After employing the property
R ¥
 ¥ pf ( f )d f = 1, it follows
Smm( f ) = s2m  p f ( f ): (16)
By taking (16) into account and using (9) and (14), we obtain the final result for the
Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of m(t), which can be found in (17)
Smm( f )=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(B2+4b2)s2m f 2max
4AB( f 2max  f 2)3=2
; if   (A+2a) fmaxp
(A+2a)2+(B+2b)2
< f  (A 2a) fmaxp
(A 2a)2+(B+2b)2 ;
[(B 2b)2 f 2+(A 2a)2( f 2max  f 2)]s2m f 2max
8AB f 2( f 2max  f 2)3=2
;
if (A 2a) fmaxp
(A 2a)2+(B2b)2 < f 
(A 2a) fmaxp
(A 2a)2+(B2b)2 ;
[A 2( 1)ka]2s2m f 2max
4AB f 2
p
f 2max  f 2
; if [A 2( 1)
ka] fmaxp
[A 2( 1)ka]2+(B 2b)2 < ( 1)
k f  fmax; k = 0;1:
(17)
We can observe from (17) that the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) tends to infinity at f =
 fmax. However, to avoid discussing the detail of Smm( f ) at f = fmax, we follow
the traditional notation using j f j  fmax instead of j f j< fmax, which has been done
by other publications, e.g. [12].
Thus, the Doppler PSD Smrmr ( f ) of mr(t) can easily be derived by substituting
(17) into (10). From the Smrmr ( f ), we can directly obtain the ACF rmrmr (t) =
Efmr(t)mr(t+t)g by computing the inverse Fourier transform of the Doppler PSD
Smrmr ( f ), i.e.,
rmrmr (t) =
¥Z
 ¥
Smrmr ( f )e
j2p f t d f : (18)
By taking (10) into consideration, we can express the temporal ACF rmrmr (t) [see
(18)] in terms of the temporal ACF rmm(t) of m(t) as follows
rmrmr (t) = rmm(t)+r
2 e j2p frt : (19)
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Since no closed-form solution exists for the temporal ACF rmm(t)=
R ¥
 ¥ Smm ( f )e j2p f td f ,
this integral has to be solved numerically.
IV. THE INDOOR SOC CHANNEL SIMULATOR
Due to the infinite realization complexity of the reference model, this model
cannot be used directly in system simulations. For the design and performance
evaluation of indoor radio communication systems, fading channel simulators with
low realization expenditure are desirable, by which the overall production cost and
the simulation time can be reduced considerably.
In this section, we present a stochastic SOC channel simulator, which can be
obtained from the reference model by applying the SOC principle [14]. The idea is
to model the diffuse component m(t) of a flat fading channel by a sum of N cisoids,
i.e.,
mˆ(t) =
N
å
n=1
cne j(2p fnt+qn): (20)
Here, cn, fn, and qn are called the gain, the Doppler frequency, and the phase of
the nth propagation path, respectively. For a stochastic channel simulator, it is often
assumed that the gains cn and the Doppler frequencies fn are constant, which can
be determined by a parameter computation method in such a way that the statistical
properties of the stochastic channel simulator are as close as possible to those of
the reference channel model. The phases qn are independent, identically distributed
random variables, which are uniformly distributed over (0;2p]. Thus, we can model
the stochastic SOC channel simulator by a random process of the form
mˆr(t) = mˆ(t)+mr(t); (21)
where the time-variant deterministic process mr(t) equals the LOS component in
(2). The stochastic process mˆr(t) can be interpreted as a family of sample functions
depending on the phases qn. If we fix qn, e.g., by considering them as the outcomes
of a random generator with a uniform distribution over (0;2p], then the stochas-
tic channel simulator becomes a deterministic one, which can be used for system
simulations.
A. Parameter Computation Methods
In the following, we apply two parameter computation methods, namely the GMEA
[6] and the BRSM [7], to compute the SOC parameters cn and fn.
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1) The GMEA: According to the GMEA, the gains cn are defined as
cn =
smp
N
: (22)
Due to the relation fn = fmax  cosan, we can determine the Doppler frequencies fn
by finding the AOAs an that satisfy the following equation
anZ
0
g(a)da =
1
2N
(n  1
2
); (23)
where g(a) = [p(a) + p( a)]=2 is the even part of the PDF p(a) of the
AOA. Performing algebraic manipulations on (9) allows us to present the even part
of the PDF p(a) in the form shown in (24)
g(a)=
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(A 2a)2
8ABcos2(a) ; if ja j  acrtanB 2bA 2a ;
1
16AB [ (A 2a)
2
cos2(a) +
(B 2b)2
sin2(a) ]; if ja j>acrtan
B 2b
A 2a and ja jacrtanB+2bA 2a ;
B2+4b2
8ABsin2(a) ; if ja j>acrtan
B+2b
A 2a and ja jp  acrtanB+2bA+2a ;
1
16AB [ (A+2a)
2
cos2(a) +
(B 2b)2
sin2(a) ]; if ja j>p acrtan
B+2b
A+2a and ja jp acrtanB 2bA+2a ;
(A+2a)2
8ABcos2(a) ; if ja j> p  acrtanB 2bA+2a and jaj  p:
(24)
2) The BRSM: According to the BRSM, the gains cn and the Doppler frequencies
fn can be determined by the equations
cn = sm
s
g(an)
åNn=1 g(an)
; (25a)
fn = fmax  cos(an); (25b)
where an = p(n  12)=N.
B. Statistical Properties of the SOC Channel Simulator
It is shown in [14] that the PDF pxˆ (z) of the envelope xˆ =jmr(t) j has the follow-
ing form
pxˆ (z) = (2p)
2z
¥Z
0
"
N
Õ
n=1
J0(2pjcnjx)
#
J0(2pzx)J0(2prx)xdx; (26)
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which is completely determined by the number of cisoids N, the gains cn, and the
amplitude r of the LOS component. In (26), J0() denotes the zeroth-order modified
Bessel function of the first kind.
The temporal ACF of mˆr(t), defined by rmˆr mˆr (t) = Efmˆr(t)mˆr(t+t)g, is given
by [5]
rmˆr mˆr (t) =
N
å
n=1
c2n e
j2p fnt +r2 e j2p frt : (27)
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we will illustrate the main theoretical results by evaluating the
Doppler PSD, the PDF of the envelope, and the temporal ACF of the reference
model and the simulation model.
We consider a rectangular room with the length A= 8m and the width B= 5m
as our indoor environment. All theoretical results were evaluated by choosing s2mr =
s2m +r2 = 1, fr = 65Hz, qr = 0, and fmax = 91Hz. The Rice factor cR = r2=s2m
was chosen from the set f0;2;4g. The SOC channel simulator was designed with
N = 20 cisoids. Its main parameters, i.e., the gains cn and the Doppler frequencies
fn, were determined by applying the GMEA and the BRSM described in Subsection
IV-A.
The theoretical results for the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) [see (17)] of the channel’s
diffuse component m(t) are presented in Fig.C.3 and C.4 for different MS loca-
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Figure C.3: Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of the channel’s diffuse component m(t) for the
case when the abscissa of the MS location equals zero (A= 8 B= 5, and a= 0).
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Figure C.4: Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of the channel’s diffuse component m(t) for the
case when the ordinate of the MS location is zero (A= 8, B= 5, and b= 0).
tions. With reference to (10), it becomes obvious that the Doppler PSD Smrmr ( f )
of the process mr(t) can be obtained from the graph of Smm( f ) by adding a discrete
Doppler spectral line located at f = fr with a weighting factor of r2. By compar-
ing the two figures, we may conclude that the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of the diffuse
component is symmetrical if the abscissa of the MS location equals zero, i.e., a= 0,
while it is not the case if the ordinate of the MS location equals zero. Moreover, it
can be seen from Fig.C.3 that if a= 0, the Doppler PSD at j f j close to fmax are the
same for different values of b. This can be explained by the fact that, at the pole
which is close to  fmax, the Doppler PSD depends on the value of a, while it is
independent on the value of b [see (17)].
Figure C.5 shows the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) for different values of the room
length A. The curve of the Doppler PSD resembles a U shape when the length
A increases. The theoretical results illustrated in Figs.C.3–C.5 are also verified by
simulations. In simulations, we generated scatterers located randomly in the 2D hor-
izontal plane of the room. The horizontal (and vertical) locations of all scatterers in
the shifted coordinate system have been determined as outcomes of a random gener-
ator with a uniform distribution over [ A=2 a;A=2 a] (and [ B=2 b;B=2 b]).
By making use of the relations (4) and (11), we can measure the distribution of the
Doppler frequencies from which we can find the Doppler PSD by means of (16).
In Fig.C.6, we plot the envelope PDF px (z) of the reference channel model by
considering different values for the Rice factor cR. As shown in this figure, under
LOS conditions (cR 6= 0), the PDF of the envelope follows the Rice distribution,
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Figure C.5: Doppler PSD Smm( f ) of the channel’s diffuse component m(t) for dif-
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Figure C.6: Comparison between the theoretical envelope PDF px (z) of the ref-
erence channel model and the envelope PDF pxˆ (z) of the SOC channel simulator
designed with the GMEA and the BRSM.
while the envelope PDF reduces to the Rayleigh distribution for the NLOS case
(cR = 0). In Fig.C.6, we also present the theoretical envelope PDF pxˆ (z), intro-
duced in (26), of the SOC channel simulator. Both parameter computation methods,
i.e., the GMEA and the BRSM, have been applied to determine the gains cn of the
SOC channel simulator. It can be concluded from Fig.C.6 that the GMEA and the
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BRSM are resulting in an excellent approximation px (z) pxˆ (z).
In the case when the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) is symmetrical, we compare the
absolute value of the temporal ACF jrmrmr (t)j [see (19)] of the reference chan-
nel model with the one of the SOC channel simulator, denoted by jrmˆr mˆr (t)j [see
(27)]. For the sake of clarity, we present the ACF jrmˆr mˆr (t)j in Fig.C.7 by ap-
plying the GMEA, while the corresponding ACF results obtained by using the
BRSM are shown in Fig.C.8. Assuming the Doppler PSD Smm( f ) is asymmetri-
cal, a comparison between jrmrmr (t)j and jrmˆr mˆr (t)j by applying the GMEA is
illustrated in Fig.C.9, while we plot the graphs of jrmˆr mˆr (t)j in Fig.C.10 for the
BRSM. As depicted in Figs.C.7 and C.9, when the GMEA is applied, the graphs of
jrmˆr mˆr (t)j match perfectly the ones of jrmrmr (t)j within the interval [0; N=(8 fmax)].
It can be seen from Figs.C.8 and C.10 that the BRSM yields a good approximation
jrmˆr mˆr (t)jjrmrmr (t)j for t 2 [0; N=(4 fmax)]. Thus, we can conclude that the BRSM
outperforms the GMEA in terms of the evaluation of the ACF. We also confirm the
correctness of the theoretical results presented in Figs.C.7–C.10 by simulations.
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Figure C.10: Comparison between the ACF rmrmr (t) of the reference channel model
and the ACF rmˆr mˆr (t) of the SOC channel simulator designed with the BRSM for
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a reference channel model for indoor propaga-
tion scenarios, where the LOS component has been taken into account. Analytical
expressions have been derived for the PDF of the AOA, the even part of the PDF of
the AOA, the Doppler PSD, and the temporal ACF. The obtained analytical results
are not only important for theoretically studying the performance of indoor commu-
nication systems, but also indispensable for deriving efficient channel simulators.
It has been shown that the Doppler PSD of the diffuse component is symmetrical
if the abscissa of the MS location equals zero, while it becomes asymmetrical if the
ordinate of the MS location is equal to zero.
We have also shown in this paper how to derive an SOC channel simulator from
a reference channel model. Two parameter computation methods—the GMEA and
the BRSM have been applied to simulate indoor fading channels. It has been shown
that the PDF of the envelope and the temporal ACF of the SOC channel simulator
match perfectly the ones of the reference channel model.
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Abstract—This paper focuses on the modeling, simulation, and experimen-
tal verification of wideband single-input single-output (SISO) mobile fading
channels for indoor propagation environments. The indoor reference channel
model is derived from a geometrical rectangle scattering model, which con-
sists of an infinite number of scatterers exponentially distributed over the two-
dimensional (2D) horizontal plane of a rectangular room. Analytical expres-
sions are derived for the probability density function (PDF) of the angle of
arrival (AOA), the power delay profile (PDP), and the frequency correlation
function (FCF). An efficient sum-of-cisoids (SOC) simulator is obtained from
the non-realizable reference channel model by employing the SOC principle.
It is shown that the SOC channel simulator approximates the reference with
respect to the FCF. The SOC channel simulator enables to evaluate the per-
formance of wideband indoor wireless communication systems with reduced
realization expenditure. Moreover, the validity of the derived indoor channel
model is confirmed by measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years, indoor wireless communications has captured more and more atten-
tions due to the various emerging indoor services deployed by personal communi-
cation systems [26, 15], wireless local area networks [23, 6] and wireless private
branch exchanger [19]. In order to design an efficient indoor wireless commu-
nication system and predict accurately its system performance, a prerequisite is
to develop an appropriate indoor channel model describing precisely underlying
propagation characteristics.
To assist the indoor channel characterization and modeling, numerous measure-
ment tests have been conducted under a variety of indoor situations such as of-
fices, corridors, buildings, and factories. The obtained measurement results have
been reported in literature at various frequency bands, such as 900MHz [1, 3, 37],
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1.5GHz [34, 40], 4-5.5GHz [12, 35], 17-18GHz [5, 35], and 60GHz [5, 24, 43].
Based on these measurements results, many empirical statistical channel models [9,
10, 37, 42, 43] have been developed for the simulation and performance analysis
of various indoor communication systems. The advantage of statistical models is
that they are capable of characterizing realistic fading behaviors since these model
are based on real-world measurements. By changing their channel parameters, the
developed statistical models can be employed to simulate other indoor propagation
channels. However, to determine appropriate parameters for different propagation
scenarios, extensive new measurement data are required, which is time consum-
ing and leads to a high channel implementation cost. Alternatively, an approach
based on ray-tracing techniques [4, 17, 36, 38] was used to simulate indoor propa-
gation channels. Ray-tracing channel models [13, 16, 20, 39] can efficiently capture
fading behaviors of specified indoor environments. Many developed ray-tracing
channel models have shown good agreement with measured channel characteris-
tics [2, 18, 33]. However, ray-tracing models greatly depends on the physical lay-
outs and materials through which signals propagate, e.g., walls, floors, and ceilings.
In addition, the main drawback of ray-tracing models comes from their computa-
tional cost, which relies on the size and complexity of the geographic database as
well as the interaction order in a ray search. Therefore, the tradeoff between the
prediction accuracy and the simulation efficiency has to be taken into account when
modeling indoor propagation channels by means of ray-tracing techniques.
The two main types of indoor channel models, i.e., empirical statistical channel
models and ray-tracing channel models, have their own strengths and limitations
when they are applied to characterize radio propagation channels for indoor envi-
ronments. To cope with drawbacks mentioned above, a geometrical channel model
has been proposed in [14] for indoor environments, where it is assumed that scat-
terers are randomly distributed around the BS within a circle. However, the model
developed in [14] is only applicable to the indoor environments where the distance
between the BS and the scatterers follows the exponential distribution. Such an
assumption limits applications of the model in the indoor channel modeling. In ad-
dition, it is not reasonable to represent an indoor scatterer region, such as offices
and corridors, by a circle. In contrast, a rectangle is a more appropriate geometry
shape to model various indoor propagation environments. A geometrical rectan-
gle scattering model has been used in [22] to characterize narrowband indoor radio
propagation channels. However, to the author’s knowledge, modeling wideband in-
door radio channels by employing an appropriate geometrical scattering model is
still an open problem.
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Motivated by the scarcity of proper wideband geometry-based indoor chan-
nel models, in this paper, we are concerned with developing a wideband indoor
geometry-based channel model by further extending the geometrical rectangle scat-
tering model [22] with respect to frequency selectivity. We concentrate on the sta-
tistical characterization of a wideband reference channel model, which is based on
the assumption that an infinite number of scatterers is exponentially distributed over
the 2D horizontal plane of a rectangular room. In contrast to [31, 30, 21], we apply a
different procedure to study the statistical properties of the resulting reference chan-
nel model, which requires no knowledge of the complex channel gain. We obtain
the analytical expressions for the PDF of the AOA, the PDP, and the FCF. More-
over, we derive an SOC channel simulator from the reference model. It is shown
that the designed SOC channel simulator matches the underlying reference model
with respect to the FCF. The obtained SOC channel simulator enables to simulate
indoor mobile fading channels with reduced realization expenditure. At the end,
we demonstrate the validity of the proposed reference channel model by comparing
its mean access delay and the root mean square (RMS) delay spread with empirical
ones measured form corridors and offices [25].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly describe
the 2D geometrical scattering model. Section III analyzes the statistical characteris-
tics of the wideband reference channel model in the form of the PDF of the AOA, the
PDP and the FCF. Section IV introduces the procedure of designing the wideband
indoor SOC channel simulator. Numerical and simulation results are presented in
Section V to confirm the correctness of the derived theoretical results. Section VI
validates the validity of the derived indoor channel model by comparing its chan-
nel statistics with the empirical ones measured from real-world channels. Finally,
Section 7 draws the conclusion.
II. THE GEOMETRICAL INDOOR SCATTERING MODEL
This section briefly describes the geometrical scattering model, which was first pro-
posed in [22] to characterize indoor propagation scenarios. Although a room has
three dimensional, we only consider its 2D horizontal plane where all local scat-
terers, the base station (BS) and the mobile station (MS) are located. As shown in
Fig.D.1, the rectangle represents a 2D horizontal plane of a room. Its length and
width are denoted by A and B, respectively. The BS is considered as the trans-
mitter, while the MS is the receiver. It is also assumed that the MS moves along
the x direction. Moreover, we consider single bounce scattering, which means that
plane waves emitted from the BS are only bounced once by scatterers before reach-
ing the MS. The black nodes in Fig.D.1 represent local scatterers. In real world,
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Figure D.1: Geometrical indoor scattering model with local scatterers Sn exponen-
tially distributed over the 2D horizontal plane of the room (a 0andb 0).
the number of scatterers and their locations differ from one propagation scenario
to another. To avoid studying fading characteristics for a specific indoor propaga-
tion scenario characterized by a finite number of scatterers, we focus on a general
statistical model that results from averaging over all possible propagation scenar-
ios. Therefore, we assume that an infinite number of scatterers is exponentially
distributed over the 2D horizontal plane of the room. Such a model acts here as a
non-realizable stochastic reference model. From the reference channel model, effi-
cient channel simulators with low realization expenditure can be easily derived by
making use of the SOC principle [32].
III. STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE REFERENCE CHANNEL MODEL
This section deals with studying the statistical properties of the proposed indoor
wideband reference channel model. The PDF of the AOA, the PDP, and the FCF
are of special interest.
It is shown in Fig.D.1 that the BS is placed at the position (c;0)(c  0), while
the MS is located at the origin of the coordinate system. The AOA is described by
. As already mentioned in Section 2, the scatterers are exponentially distributed
within the 2D horizontal plane of the room. Therefore, the random variable x is
exponentially distributed over [ A=2 a; A=2 a], while y follows the exponential
distribution over [ B=2 b; B=2 b]. Thus, the PDF px(x) of x and the PDF py(y)
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of y are given by
px(x) = P1  e w1x; py(y) = P2  e w2y; (1a,b)
where
P1 =
w1
e(
A
2+a)w1  e (A2 a)w1
; (2a)
P2 =
w2
e(
B
2+b)w2  e (B2 b)w2
; (2b)
Under the assumption that the random variables x and y are independent, the joint
PDF pxy(x;y) of x and y can be expressed as
pxy(x;y) = px(x)  py(y) = P1 P2  e (w1  x+w2  y): (3)
The position of scatterers is described using the polar coordinates by (z;a).
According to [22], the joint PDF pz(z;a) of z and  can be expressed as
pz(z;a) = z P1 P2  e z[w1  cos(a)+w2  sin(a)]: (4)
Let D be the overall plane wave traveling distance from the BS to the MS via a
single scatterer, then D is given by
D= z+
p
z2 2czcosa+ c2: (5)
We now focus on finding the joint PDF of the distanceD and the AOA  from (4).
For this purpose, we introduce the auxiliary random variable  = . Solving the
system of equations determined by (5) and q = a gives us the following solution
a = q ; (6a)
z =
D2  c2
2(D  ccosq) : (6b)
By applying the fundamental theorem of transformation of random variables [27,
p. 201], the joint PDF pD(D;q) of the distanceD and the auxiliary random vari-
able  is given by
pD(D;q) = jJ(D;q)j  pz

D2  c2
2(D  ccosq) ;a

; (7)
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where
J(D;q) =

¶a
¶D
¶a
¶q
¶ z
¶D
¶ z
¶q
= 
D2 2Dccosq + c2
2(D  ccosq)2 (8)
denotes the Jacobian determinant of the inverse transformation. Substituting (8)
into (7) and considering (4), we find the expression for the joint PDF pD(D;q).
Due to  = , the joint PDF pD(D;a) can be directly expressed using the joint
PDF pD(D;q) by replacing q in (7) by a . Finally, we have
pD(D;a) =
P1P2[D2 2cDcos(a)+c2](D2 c2)
4[D ccos(a)]3  e
  [w1cos(a)+w2sin(a)](D
2 c2)
2[D ccos(a)] : (9)
A. The PDF of the AOA
In this subsection, we are concerned with the derivation of the PDF of the AOA
from (9). For this purpose, we divide all propagation delays, defined as,
t 0 =
D jcj
c0
; (10)
where c0 denotes the speed of light, intoL subintervals as follows
I` =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
[0; t
0
1+t
0
2
2 ); if `= 1;
[
t 0` 1+t
0
`
2 ;
t 0`+t
0
`+1
2 ); if `= 2;3; : : : ;L  1;
[
t 0L 1+t
0
L
2 ; t
0
max); if `=L :
(11)
Here, t 0max is the maximum propagation delay, and t 0` denotes the propagation delay
of the ` th path (` = 1;2; : : : ;L ). The PDF of the AOA related to the propagation
delay t 0 2 I` can be obtained from the joint PDF pD(D;a) as follows
pjt 02I`(a) =
Z
D2ID
pD(D;a)dD: (12)
The valueD2 ID in (12) must satisfy the following two conditions: i)DDmax(a)
and ii) (D  jcj)=c0 2 I`. Here, Dmax(a) denotes the maximum traveling distance
of the plane wave reaching the receiver antenna under the AOA a .
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After carrying out some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the PDF pjt 02I`(a)
as follows
pjt 02I`(a) = P1P2
(
(c2 D2)  [w1  cos(a)+w2  sin(a)] 2 [D  c  cos(a)]
2 [w1  cos(a)+w2  sin(a)]2 [D  c  cos(a)]
 e 
[w1cos(a)+w2sin(a)](D2 c2)
2[D ccos(a)]
) f2(a)
f1(a)
:
where
f1(a) =min

Dmax(a);
(t 0` 1+ t
0
`)  c0
2
+ jcj

; (13a)
f2(a) =min

Dmax(a);
(t 0`+ t
0
`+1)  c0
2
+ jcj

; (13b)
and, as proved in Appendix D.A, Dmax is given by
Dmax(a) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
A 2a
2cos(a)
+
s
A 2a
2cos(a)
2
  c(A 2a)+ c2;
if   acrtanB+2b
A 2a < a  acrtan
B 2b
A 2a ;
B 2b
2sin(a)
+
s
B 2b
2sin(a)
2
 c(B 2b)cot(a)+ c2;
if acrtan
B 2b
A 2a < a  p  acrtan
B 2b
A+2a
;
A+2a
2cos(a)
+
s
A+2a
2cos(a)
2
+c(A+2a)+ c2;
if p  acrtanB 2b
A+2a
<ap or  p<a p+ acrtanB+2b
A+2a
;
B+2b
2sin(a)
+
s
B+2b
2sin(a)
2
+c(B+2b)cot(a)+ c2;
if  p+ acrtanB+2b
A+2a
< a  acrtanB+2b
A 2a :
(14)
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Finally, the overall PDF of the AOA, denoted by p(a), is given by
p(a) =
L
å`
=1
pjt 02I`(a): (15)
B. The PDP
The PDF of the distanceD, denoted by pD(D), can be calculated via the following
relation
pD(D) =
Z

pD(D;a)da : (16)
Solving the integral in (16) over  [see (B.9) in Appendix D.B], we finally find the
analytical expression for the PDF of the traveling distance D, which is shown as
follows
pD(D) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
g2( p;p); if jcj  D D4;
g2( p;a1)+g2(a2;p); if D4 < D D8;
g2( p;a3)+g2(a4;a1)+g2(a2;p); if D8 < D D1;
g2( p;a3)+g2(a4;a5)+g2(a6;a1)+g2(a2;p); if D1 < D D2;
g2( p;a3)+g2(a4;a5)+g2(a2;p); if D2 < D D3;
g2( p;a3)+g2(a2;p); if D3 < D D6;
g2(a8;a3)+g2(a2;a7); if D6 < D D5;
g2(a8;a3); if D5 < D D7;
(17)
where
g2(m;n) =
nZ
m
pD(D;a)da ; (18a)
a1;2 = 2arctan
D2 c2
p
(D2 c2)2 (B 2b)2(D2 c2)
(B 2b)(d+ c) ; (18b)
a3;4 =  2arctan (D
2 c2)
p
(D2 c2)2 (B+2b)2(D2 c2)
(B+2b)(d+ c)
; (18c)
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a5;6 = arccos (A 2a)D
(A 2a)c+D2  c2 ; (18d)
a7;8 = arccos (A+2a)D
(A+2a)c  (D2  c2) : (18e)
Taking the relation between the propagation delay t 0 and the traveling distance
D in (10) into account and applying the fundamental theorem of transformation of
random variables [27, p. 201], we can express the PDF of the delay t 0 as
p 0(t 0) = c0  pD(c0  t 0+ jcj): (19)
Here, pD(c0  t 0+ jcj) has a similar form as (17). One only needs to replace D in
(17) by the term c0  t 0+ jcj. For brevity, the expression for pD(c0  t 0+ jcj) is not
presented here. Let the total power of the reference model be denoted by s20 , and let
St 0(t 0) represent the PDP. It follows that
R ¥
0 St 0(t 0)dt 0=s20 . By taking the propertyR ¥
0 p 0(t 0)dt 0 = 1 into account, the following relation holds
St 0(t 0) = s20  p 0(t 0): (20)
C. The FCF
According to the Wiener Khinchine theorem, the PDP and the FCF form a Fourier
transform pair. The inverse Fourier transform of the PDP gives us the FCF rt 0(v0), i.e.,
rt 0(v
0) =
¥Z
0
St 0(t 0)e j2pv
0t 0 dt 0: (21)
Substituting (20) in (21) and taking (19) into account result finally in the expression
for the FCF, which is given by
rt 0(v
0) = c0s20
¥Z
0
pD(c0  t 0+ jcj)e j2pv0t 0 dt 0: (22)
Since no closed-form solution exists, the integral above has to be solved numeri-
cally.
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IV. DESIGN OF THE SOC CHANNEL SIMULATOR
This section deals with the design of the stochastic SOC channel simulator [32,
29]. Suppose that the time-variant impulse response of the wideband SOC channel
simulator, consisting ofL discrete propagation paths, can be formulated as
hˆ(t 0; t) =
L 1
å`
=0
a` mˆ`(t)d (t 0  t 0`): (23)
Here, the delay coefficients a` measure the square root of the power delay profile
assigned to the ` th discrete propagation delay. Therefore, we have [28, p. 282]
a` =
rZ
t 02I`
St 0(t 0)dt 0; `= 1;2; : : : ;L : (24)
The stochastic complex process mˆ`(t) in (23) denotes the time-variant impulse re-
sponse of the ` th propagation path. According to the SOC principle, such an
stochastic process can be represented by a sum of N` cisoids as follows [32]
mˆ`(t) =
N`
å
n=1
cn;`e j(2p fn;`t+qn;`): (25)
Here, the quantities cn;`, fn;`, and qn;` represent the Doppler coefficient, the Doppler
frequency, and the Doppler phase of the ` th path, respectively. The Doppler coeffi-
cients cn;` and the Doppler frequencies fn;` are constant, which can be determined
by a proper parameter computation method. For example, according to the MMEA
[8], the Doppler coefficients cn;` are given by
cn;` =
s0p
N`
: (26)
Determining the Doppler frequencies fn;` are equivalent to determine the AOAs aˆn;`
due to the following relation
fn;` = fmax  cos(aˆn;`): (27)
Here, fmax is called the maximum Doppler frequency. The AOAs aˆn;` are realiza-
tions of the random variable . They can be obtained by the MMEA by solving the
following equation
an;`Z
 p
pjt 02I`(a)da =
1
N`
(n  1
4
); n= 1;2; : : : ;N`: (28)
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The Doppler phases qn;` of the stochastic SOC channel simulator are indepen-
dent and identically distributed random variables, each following a uniform distri-
bution over [0;2p). Thus, the stochastic SOC channel simulator can be interpreted
as a family of sample functions depending on the Doppler phases qn;`. A sam-
ple function can be obtained from the stochastic channel simulator by fixing all
Doppler phases. Such a sample function, which is also known as a deterministic
channel simulator, can be used in simulations.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section illustrates the theoretical results given by (15) and (22). The correct-
ness of the theoretical results will be verified by simulations. We will also show
that the SOC channel simulator matches the reference channel model by evaluating
the FCF. The validity of the proposed indoor channel model is also confirmed by
measurements by studying the mean delay and the root mean square delay spread.
In all simulations, we consider a room with length A = 10m and width B = 5m
as our indoor environment. The parameters a and b have been chosen to be 2 and
1, respectively. The SOC channel simulator is designed by the MMEA [8] using
N` = 8 (`= 1;2; : : : ;L ) harmonic functions in each discrete propagation path.
The theoretical result for the PDF of the AOA [see (15)] of the wideband ref-
erence channel model is presented in Fig.D.2 for different BS locations (c =  2
and c =  4). It can be observed from this figure that the shape of the PDF of the
AOA is independent of the position of the BS. The theoretical results illustrated
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Figure D.2: The PDF p(a) of the AOA a for different locations of the BS.
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in Fig.D.2 have been verified by simulations. In our simulations, we determined
the horizontal (and vertical) locations of all scatterers in the coordinate system as
outcomes of a random generator exponentially distributed over [ A=2 a;A=2 a]
(and [ B=2 b;B=2 b]). Starting from the position of a scatterer, we calculate
the AOA and the propagation delay. Then, we measure the conditional PDF of the
AOA pjt 02I`(a)(` = 1;2; : : : ;L ) from the obtained random values of the AOAs.
Summing up all theL conditional PDFs of the AOA gives us the simulation results
for the overall PDF of the AOA. Figure D.2 also shows the PDF of the AOA of the
narrowband channel model (see [22, Eq. (9)]).
The impact of the parameters a and b on the shape of the PDF of the AOA are
illustrated in Fig.D.3 and Fig.D.4, respectively. As shown in Fig.D.1, the param-
eters a and b control the symmetry of the room with respect to the MS location.
It can be observed from Fig.D.3 that when we increase the value of a from 0 to
4, the probability for the small AOAs, which means the angles belong to the range
[ acrtanB+2bA 2a ; acrtanB 2bA 2a ], decreases. In contrast, the PDF of the large values of
the AOA, i.e. a 2 [ acrtanB+2bA+2a ; p] or [acrtanB 2bA+2a ;p], increases.
Figure D.4 points out that an increase of b leads to an inverse impact on the
shape of the PDF of the AOA compared with that of increasing a.
Figure D.5 shows the absolute value of the FCF calculated using (22) for dif-
ferent values of the room length A. For comparison purposes, we also plot the
theoretical curve for the FCF computed by Eq. (31) in [31]. We consider L = 10
propagation paths for the SOC channel simulator with the corresponding delays
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t 0` = f0;1;3;8;12;17;25;28;32;36gns. The powers assigned to different paths are
determined according to the method described in [28, pp. 281–282]. The AOAs of
the SOC are computed by employing the modified method of equal areas [8]. We
observe from Fig.D.5 that the FCF of the SOC channel simulator can be brought
into extremely good agreement with that of the reference model. The FCF decays
faster with increasing the frequency separation v0 if the room length A increases
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(here from 10m to 30m). The coherence bandwidth1 Bc becomes smaller as in-
creasing A.
The influence of the room width on the FCF is presented in Fig.D.6, from which
the same conclusions can be drawn.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed geometrical-based indoor reference
channel model, we will show how the statistics of the reference channel model can
be fitted to the statistics of real-world channels by optimizing the relevant param-
eters of the reference model. Here, two of the most important wideband channel
statistics, i.e., the mean access delay and the RMS delay spread, are considered.
The mean access delay mt 0 is defined as the first moment of the PDP, i.e., [41,
11]
mt 0 =
¥R
0
t 0 St 0(t 0)dt 0
¥R
0
St 0(t 0)dt 0
: (29)
1The coherence bandwidth Bc is the smallest positive value of the frequency separation variable
u 0 = Bc which fulfills the condition jrt 0(Bc)j= jrt 0(0)j=2.
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The RMS delay spread can be expressed as follows,
st 0 =
vuuuuut
¥R
0
(t 0 mt 0)2 St 0(t 0)dt 0
¥R
0
St 0(t 0)dt 0
; (30)
which is the square root of the second central moment of the PDP. The mean ac-
cess delay mt and the RMS delay spread st 0 of the reference model can easily be
calculated by substituting the PDP [see (20)] into (29) and (30), respectively.
The experimental results of the mean access delaym?t 0 and the RMS delay spread
s?t 0 considered in this section are taken from [25]. The measurement experiments
were carried out at 60GHz in two 30m1:75m2:80m corridors as well as inside
the laboratory with dimensions 19:5m7:5m.
We combine all the relevant model parameters, which determine the mean ac-
cess delay mt 0 and the RMS delay spread st 0 of the reference channel model, into
a parameter vector denoted and defined by W := (A; B; a; b; c; w1; w2). We also
introduce the following error function
E(W) =W1  (m?t 0 mt 0)+W2  (s?t 0 st 0); (31)
for measuring the deviations between the mean access delay m?t 0 and mt 0 as well as
between s?t 0 and st 0 . In (31),W1 andW2 represent the weighting factor.
The optimization of the parameter vector W is carried out by minimizing nu-
merically the above error function E(W) by means of the quasi-Newton procedure
[7]. The optimization results are presented in Table D.1 for corridor and library
scenarios. For convenience, the measured mean assess delay m?t 0 and the measured
RMS delay spread s?t 0 , presented in [25], are shown again in Table D.1. The mean
assess delay in the range of 3:84ns to 8:18ns is for hallways and 3:52ns to 14:69ns
is for offices. In addition, the RMS delay spread varies from 12:34ns to 15:04ns for
corridors and from 12:56ns to 21:09ns for the laboratory. In our optimization pro-
cedure, the weighting factorsW1 andW2 are assigned to 0:35 and 0:65, respectively.
Table D.2 presents the mean access delay mt and the RMS delay spread st 0 of
the reference channel model, which have been computed according to the channel
parameters taken from Table D.1. This table also compares the mean access de-
lay and the RMS delay spread of the reference model with those obtained from the
real-world channel. The deviation between m?t 0 and mt 0 is measured by the relative
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Table D.1: The optimized parameters of the reference models for corridor and li-
brary scenarios (values for the measured mean access delay m?t 0 and the RMS delay
spread s?t 0 are in nanoseconds)
m?t 0 s
?
t 0 A B a b c w1 w2
Loc. 1 5.17 13.70 24.67 2.92 11.23 0.71 -11.61 -0.13 -5.27
Loc. 2 8.18 15.04 27.48 5.22 6.21 2.02 -12.51 0.036 -34.63
Loc. 3 3.84 12.35 29.12 6.23 13.93 2.27 -13.92 -0.091 -19.92
Loc. 4 5.37 12.34 23.59 3.02 11.74 0.75 -10.88 -0.15 -7.02
Average
Corridor 5.64 13.36 24.11 2.85 10.92 0.68 -11.07 -0.13 -8.62
Loc. 5 8.42 14.72 25.56 2.78 11.12 0.87 -12.39 -0.13 -4.85
Loc. 6 3.52 12.56 28.32 5.98 12.79 2.03 -13.24 -0.085 -20.84
Average
Lab (LOS) 5.97 13.64 23.75 2.96 11.34 0.77 -10.93 -0.14 -7.95
Loc. 7 12.81 19.94 18.68 7.51 9.07 3.14 -8.79 -0.032 -25.17
Loc. 8 14.69 21.09 19.73 6.34 9.82 2.56 -9.52 -0.03 -34.65
Average
Lab (NLOS) 13.75 20.52 17.55 9.21 8.64 4.37 -8.58 -0.029 -28.79
Overall 7.75 15.22 20.84 5.57 10.11 2.55 -10.25 -0.027 -23.53
Table D.2: Comparisons of channel statistics between the reference model and the
real-world channel.
m?t 0 (ns) s
?
t 0 (ns) mt 0 (ns) st 0 (ns) emt 0 (%) est 0 (%)
Loc. 1 5.17 13.70 5.17 13.70 4.8210 12 2.1610 13
Loc. 2 8.18 15.04 8.24 15.04 0.76 1.7910 8
Loc. 3 3.84 12.35 3.86 12.35 0.56 6.5410 9
Loc. 4 5.37 12.34 5.37 12.34 3.2310 13 8.0410 14
Average Corridor 5.64 13.36 5.64 13.36 4.4010 14 2.4810 14
Loc. 5 8.42 14.72 8.42 14.72 5.9110 12 2.5710 13
Loc. 6 3.52 12.56 3.52 12.56 6.4110 13 6.9510 14
Average Lab (LOS) 5.97 13.64 5.97 13.64 8.810 14 7.2510 14
Loc. 7 12.81 19.94 12.81 19.94 5.2710 13 3.7410 14
Loc. 8 14.69 21.09 14.69 21.09 6.7610 13 5.1910 14
Average Lab (NLOS) 13.75 20.52 13.75 20.52 1.5310 13 2.1610 13
Overall 7.75 15.22 7.75 15.22 9.8910 14 9.9510 14
error of the mean access delay2 emt 0 . We also introduce the relative error of the
RMS delay spread3, denoted by est 0 , to evaluate the deviation between the RMS
delay spread s?t 0 and st 0 . As shown in Talbe D.2, the theoretical mean access delay
2The relative error of the mean access delay is defined as
emt 0 =
mt 0  m?t 0
m?t 0
:
3The relative error of the RMS delay spread is given by
est 0 =
st 0  s?t 0
s?t 0
:
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and the RMS delay spread are extremely close to those empirical ones for differ-
ent indoor propagation scenarios, which demonstrates that the proposed reference
channel model is usefulness for characterizing real-world wideband indoor mobile
fading channels.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a wideband mobile fading channel model for indoor
propagation environments. The wideband extension is applied on the geometrical
scattering model under the assumption that an infinite number of scatterers is expo-
nentially distributed over the 2D horizontal plane of a rectangular room. Analytical
expressions have been derived for the PDF of the AOA, the PDP, and the FCF. We
have shown that the shape of the PDF of the AOA is independent of the position of
the BS. Both the room length and width have influence on the PDF of the AOA and
the FCF. If the room length or width increases, the FCF decays faster with increas-
ing the frequency separation. The coherence bandwidth decreases with increasing
the room size. The usefulness of the proposed reference channel model has been
demonstrated by the close agreement between the theoretical and empirical channel
statistics.
An efficient channel simulator has been derived from the reference channel
model by applying the SOC principle. It should be mentioned that the SOC chan-
nel simulator matches perfectly the wideband reference model with respect to the
FCF. Thus, instead of using the reference channel model, the designed SOC channel
simulators enable to evaluate the performance of wideband indoor wireless commu-
nication systems more efficiently due to the reduced realization expenditure.
D. A Derivation of the Maximum plane wave travel-
ing distance for a given value of the AOA
The function D(z;a), defined by
D(z;a) = z+
p
z2 2czcosa+ c2; (A.1)
describes the traveling distance from the BS to the MS via a single scatterer located
at an arbitrary place of the 2D horizontal plane of the room. Due to the fact that the
derivative of D(z;a) with respect to z is always positive, i.e.,
d
dz
D(z;a) =
z  ccosap
z2 2czcosa+ c2+1 > 0; (A.2)
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D(z;a) is a monotonic increasing function with respect to z. That means for a given
AOA, the traveling distance takes a maximum value when the distance z from the
MS to a scatterer is maximum. The maximum z, denoted by zmax, always occurs
when a scatterer is located at the boundary of the rectangle.
According to the geometrical relationship in Fig.D.1, if the AOA a 2
( arctanB+2bA 2a ; arctan B 2bA 2a ], we have
zmax =
A 2a
2cos(a)
: (A.3)
Substituting (A.3) into (A.1) gives an analytical expression for the maximum trav-
eling distance Dmax(a)
Dmax(a)=
A 2a
2cos(a)
+
s
A 2a
2cos(a)
2
 c(A 2a)+c2; (A.4)
which depends only on the AOA a . By analogy, we can obtain the maximum
traveling distance Dmax(a) for the rest range of the AOAs. For brevity, we only
present the final expression for Dmax(a) in (14).
D. B Determination of the values Di and ai in (17)
In this appendix, we first determine the value Di, denoting the maximum or mini-
mum value of Dmax, for the following four cases.
Case I:  arctan B+2bA 2a < a  arctan B 2bA 2a
It can easily be seen from (A.4) that Dmax(a) is a monotonic increasing function
with respect to a within the range [0; arctan B 2bA 2a ]. We find that Dmax(a) takes the
minimum value D1 when a=0, while Dmax(a) is maximum when a=arctan B 2bA 2a ,
i.e.,
D1 = min(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a=0
= A 2a  c (B.1a)
D2 = max(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a=arctan B 2bA 2a
=
p
(A 2a)2+(B 2b)2+
p
(A 2a 2c)2+(B 2b)2
2
: (B.1b)
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If a 2 ( arctan B+2bA 2a ; 0), Dmax(a) decreases if a increases. Thus, the maximum
Dmax(a) over this range is given by
D3 = max(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a= arctan B+2bA 2a
=
p
(A 2a)2+(B+2b)2+
p
(A 2a 2c)2+(B+2b)2
2
: (B.2)
Case II: If the AOA a belongs to the range (arctan B 2bA 2a ; p  arctan B 2bA+2a ], by set-
ting the first derivative of Dmax(a) [see the second part of the piecewise function in
(14)] with respect to a to zero, then we obtain the fixed point a = p+ arctan B 2bc .
Since the second derivative of Dmax(a) with respect to a is positive, Dmax(a) has
a minimum value D4 at the fixed point a = p+ arctan B 2bc , i.e.,
D4 = min(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a=p+arctan B 2bc
=
q
(B 2b)2+ c2 (B.3)
If a 2  p+ arctan B 2bc ; p  arctan B 2bA+2a, Dmax is a monotonic increasing func-
tion. Therefore, Dmax(a) takes a maximum value D5 at a = p  arctan B 2bA+2a , i.e.,
D5 = max(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a=p arctan B 2bA+2a
=
p
(A+2a)2+(B 2b)2+
p
(A+2a+2c)2+(B 2b)2
2
: (B.4)
If a 2 (arctan B 2bA 2a ; p + arctan B 2bc ], Dmax(a) decreases when increasing a .
Thus, we have Dmax(a)< D2.
Case III: a2(p arctan B 2bA+2a ; p][ ( p; p+arctan B+2bA+2a ]
By studying the first and second derivatives of Dmax(a) [see the third part of the
piecewise function in (14)], it can be shown thatDmax(a) is a monotonic decreasing
function within (p  arctan B 2bA+2a ; p]. Thus, we have D6  Dmax(a)< D5, where
D6 = min(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a=p
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= A+2a+ c: (B.5)
If a2( p; p+arctan B+2bA+2a ], D6<Dmax(a)D7, where
D7 = max(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)ja= p+arctan B+2bA+2a
=
p
(A+2a)2+(B+2b)2+
p
(A+2a+2c)2+(B+2b)2
2
: (B.6)
Case IV: Processing the similar procedures as shown in Case II, we obtain the range
of Dmax(a) for the rest range of the AOAs a 2 ( p + arctan B+2bA+2a ; arctan B+2bA 2a ].
For brevity, we only present the final results here. The function Dmax(a) has a
minimum value at the fixed point a= p  arctan B+2bc , i.e.,
D8 = min(Dmax(a))
= Dmax(a)

a= p arctan B+2bc
=
q
(B+2b)2+ c2: (B.7)
The value of Dmax(a) decreases if the AOA changes from  p + arctan B+2bA+2a to
the fixed point given above. Within this range, we have D8  Dmax(a) < D7. If
a 2 ( p arctan B+2bc ; arctan B+2bA 2a ], Dmax(a) increases and the maximum value
occurs at a = arctan B+2bA 2a and we have D8 < Dmax(a) D3.
An example for the maximum traveling distanceDmax(a) is illustrated in Fig.D.7.
It should be mentioned that a traveling distance D is always less than or equal to
Dmax(a). Since D4 is the minimum value of Dmax(a) [see Fig.D.7], for a given
value of the traveling distance D  D4, all the AOAs a 2 ( p; p] satisfy the in-
equality D  Dmax(a)  D4. However, if the traveling distance D4 < D  D8, the
inequality D  Dmax(a) can be guaranteed if a 2 ( p; a1] or a 2 [a2; p]. Here,
the AOAs a1 and a2 can be obtained by solving the equation
Dmax(a) = D: (B.8)
As shown in Fig.D.7, a1; a2 2 (arctan B 2bA 2a ; p arctan B 2bA+2a ]. Thus, we select the
second piece of Dmax(a) in (14) as the expression for the left-hand side of (B.8).
Solving (B.8) results finally in the expressions for a1 and a2 as presented in (18b).
For the other given values of D, it is necessary to meet the condition D 
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Figure D.7: The maximum traveling distance Dmax(a) for different values of the
AOA a (A= 10m, B= 5m, a= 2m, b= 1m, and c= 2m).
Dmax(a). According to Fig.D.7, we have
1) a 2 ( p; a3][ [a4; a1][ [a2; p]; ifD8 < D D1;
2) a 2 ( p; a3][ [a4; a5][ [a6; a1][ [a2; p]; ifD1 < D D2;
3) a 2 ( p; a3][ [a4; a5][ [a2; p]; ifD2 < D D3;
4) a 2 ( p; a3][ [a2; p]; ifD3 < D D6;
5) a 2 [a8; a3][ [a2; a7]; ifD6 < D D5;
6) a 2 [a8; a3]; ifD5 < D D7:
(B.9)
The AOA ai (i = 3;4; : : : ;8) can be determined similarly by solving (B.8). The
expression for Dmax(a) on the left-hand side of (B.8) is chosen in accordance to the
range of ai. For example, since a3 2 ( p+ arctan B+2bA+2a ; arctan B+2bA 2a ], the fourth
part of Dmax(a) [see (14)] obtained for Case IV is selected.
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Abstract — This paper analyzes the performance of wideband sum-of-
sinusoid (SOS) channel simulators w.r.t. the bit error probability (BEP) of
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. Analytical ex-
pressions for the BEP are derived for a binary phase-shift keying (BPSK)
OFDM system in the presence of perfect and imperfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI). The derived analytical expressions are used to study the degra-
dation of the BEP introduced by an imperfect channel simulator. It allows us
to reduce the channel realization expenditure to a minimum without introduc-
ing significant performance degradations. Analytical and simulation results
for the BEP enable a fair evaluation of the efficiency of different parameter
computation methods, such as the generalized method of exact Doppler spread
(GMEDS1) and the Monte Carlo method (MCM). The performance of both
methods w.r.t. the BEP of OFDM systems is also investigated in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, Rice’s sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) method [12] has emerged as
one of the key approaches for designing channel simulators for mobile fading chan-
nels, such as narrowband fading channels [5], wideband fading channels [8], and
multiple-input multiple-output channels [6]. Due to their low realization expendi-
ture, SOS channel simulators have been widely used in practical system simulations,
e.g., in OFDM systems [7]. The statistical properties of narrowband and wideband
SOS channel simulators have been studied in [8]. So far, the performance of SOS
channel simulators w.r.t. the BEP of a transmission system has been studied only
for narrowband fading channels [10]. However, the performance of wideband SOS
channel simulators w.r.t. the BEP is unknown.
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In this paper, we analyze the performance of a wideband deterministic SOS
channel simulator w.r.t. the BEP of a BPSK OFDM system assuming both perfect
and imperfect CSI. Analytical expressions are derived for the BEP of the system
composed of a wideband deterministic SOS channel simulator, which is introduced
as the actual BEP. Since the SOS channel simulator is derived from a nonrealiz-
able reference channel model, for comparison, we also present the BEP of a BPSK
OFDM system in the presence of a reference model, which is introduced as the ref-
erence BEP. From our derived BEP expressions, we study the deviation of the actual
BEP from the reference BEP, which is caused by the finite number of sinusoids used
in the channel simulator. The deviation of the BEP enables us to reduce the channel
simulator realization expenditure to a minimum, where the performance degrada-
tion is negligible. It is proved that the actual BEP approaches to the reference BEP
as the number of sinusoids tends to infinity. Moreover, we determine the maximum
time lag over which the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) has a strong in-
fluence on the BEP. Such a maximum time lag provides important information for
some parameter design methods, e.g., the Lp-Norm method [8]. Finally, we com-
pare the performance of the stochastic parameter computation method (MCM) with
the deterministic one (GMEDS1).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the
wideband reference channel model and the corresponding SOS channel simulator.
Under the assumption of perfect CSI, Section III analyzes the performance of a
BPSK OFDM system by using a wideband SOS channel simulator. Section IV
concentrates on the performance analysis of a pilot-based BPSK OFDM system in
the presence of imperfect CSI. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. WIDEBAND CHANNEL MODELS
Section II mainly studies the statistical properties of the wideband reference channel
and the corresponding SOS channel simulator, which are relevant to the subject of
this paper.
A. The Wideband Reference Channel Model
Under the assumption of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS)
[1], the time-variant transfer function of the reference channel model can be ex-
pressed as
H( f 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a`m`(t)e  j2p f
0t 0`: (1)
Here,L is the number of discrete propagation paths. The path gain and the propa-
gation delay of the ` th path are denoted by the quantities a` and t 0`, respectively.
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We assume that the power constraint åL`=1 a2` = 1 is fulfilled to ensure that the av-
erage power of the channel model is normalized to unity [8]. In (1), the processes
m`(t) represent uncorrelated zero-mean complex Gaussian random processes, each
having the variance 2s20 = 1.
For isotropic scattering environments, the temporal ACF rHH(t) = EfH( f 0; t)
H( f 0; t+ t)g of H( f 0; t) is given by
rHH(t) = 2s20 J0(2p fmaxt); (2)
where J() denotes the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and fmax is the
maximum Doppler frequency [8].
Let us denote the envelope of the time-variant transfer function H( f 0; t) at a spe-
cific frequency f 0 = f 00 as z (t) = jH( f 00; t)j. According to (1), H( f 00; t) is a superpo-
sition ofL weighted statistically uncorrelated Gaussian processes m`(t). It follows
that H( f 00; t) is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random process with the variance
s2H = 2s20 . Thus, the probability density function (PDF) pz (r) of the envelope z (t)
follows the Rayleigh distribution [13].
B. The Wideband SOS Channel Simulator
Reference models are nonrealizable due to their tremendously high realization com-
plexity. By applying Rice’s SOS principle combined with the concept of determin-
istic channel modeling [8], we can easily derive an efficient SOS channel simulator
from the reference model, which can be used for the purpose of system simulations.
The time-variant transfer function H˜( f 0; t) of the wideband SOS channel simu-
lator can be expressed as
H˜( f 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a`m˜`(t)e  j2p f
0t 0`; (3)
where m˜`(t) = m˜1;`(t)+ jm˜2;`(t) represents a deterministic Gaussian process. Ac-
cording to Rice’s SOS method, m˜i;`(t) can be described mathematically as
m˜i;`(t) =
Ni;`
å
n=1
ci;n;` cos(2p fi;n;`+qi;n;`); i= 1;2; (4)
where Ni;` denotes the number of sinusoids belonging to the real part (i = 1) or
the imaginary part (i = 2) of m˜`(t). In (4), the parameters ci;n;`, fi;n;`, and qi;n;`
represent the Doppler coefficient, the Doppler frequency, and the Doppler phase of
the ` th path, respectively. In this paper, two parameter computation methods are
applied to determine these parameters.
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1) The GMEDS1 [9]: according to the GMEDS1, the parameters ci;n;` and fi;n;` are
given by
ci;n;` = s0
q
2
Ni;`
; fi;n;` = fmax sin
h
p
2Ni;`
(n  12)+ai;`
i
; (5a,b)
where ai;` = ( 1)i 1p`=(4Ni;`L ) is the angle of rotation.
2) The MCM [4]: based on the MCM, the primary parameters can be determined
by the equations
ci;n;` = s0
q
2
Ni;`
; fi;n;` = fmax sin
 p
2un;`

; (6a,b)
where un;` is a random variable uniformly distributed over the interval (0;1]. For
both methods, the phases qi;n;` are considered as outcomes of a random generator
with a uniform distribution over (0;2p].
When designing the wideband SOS channel simulator, it has to be taken into
account that the processes m˜`(t) are uncorrelated for different propagation paths.
Such a condition can easily be guaranteed if the resulting sets f fi;n;`g are disjoint
for different propagation paths. For both methods, we can choose the same number
of sinusoids Ni;` not only for the real and imaginary parts of m˜`(t), but also for all
propagation paths, i.e., N1;` = N2;` = N for `= 1;2; : : : ;L .
The temporal ACF of H˜( f 0; t) is given by [8]
r˜HH(t) =
L
å`
=1
a2` r˜m`m`(t); (7)
where r˜m`m`(t) = å
2
i=1å
Ni;`
n=1(c
2
i;n;`=2)cos(2p fi;n;`t) describes the temporal ACF of
the deterministic process m˜`(t).
We denote the envelope of the time-variant transfer function H˜( f 0; t) at a specific
frequency f 0 = f 00 as z˜ (t) =jH˜( f 00; t)j. By applying the concept of the characteristic
function and using similar mathematical techniques as described in [8, pp. 64–68],
we obtain the PDF p˜z (r) of the envelope z˜ (t) in the form
p˜z (r) = 4pr
pZ
0
¥Z
0
L
Õ`
=1
[h1;`(y;q) h01;`(y;q) h2;`(y;q) h02;`(y;q)]  J0(2pry)ydydq ;
(8)
where
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h1;`(y;q) =
N1;`
Õ
n=1
J0[2pa`ycosq cos(2p f 00t
0
`)c1;n;`]; (9a)
h01;`(y;q) =
N1;`
Õ
n=1
J0[2pa`ysinq sin(2p f 00t
0
`)c1;n;`]; (9b)
h2;`(y;q) =
N2;`
Õ
m=1
J0[2pa`ycosq sin(2p f 00t
0
`)c2;m;`]; (9c)
h02;`(y;q) =
N2;`
Õ
m=1
J0[2pa`ysinq cos(2p f 00t
0
`)c2;m;`]: (9d)
The theoretical results for the PDF pz (r) and p˜z (r) [see (8)] are illustrated in
Fig.E.1. The channel simulator is designed by the GMEDS1 with N = 6. It can be
seen from Fig.E.1 that p˜z (r) approximates to pz (r) very well. This observation is
also confirmed by simulations. We show in Appendix E.A that p˜z (r)! pz (r) if
Ni;`! ¥.
III. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE WITH PERFECT CSI
Under the assumption of perfect CSI, this section will analyze the performance of
the wideband SOS channel simulator w.r.t. the BEP of the BPSK OFDM system.
In fading channels, we can derive the BEP by averaging the conditional BEP
over the fading channel statistics [11], i.e.,
P˜b =
¥Z
0
Pbjz (r)p˜z (r)dr: (10)
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Figure E.1: Probability density function pz (r) of the absolute value of the time-
variant transfer function z (t) =jH( f 00; t)j.
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The conditional BEP Pbjz (r) in (10) is given by [11]
Pbjz (r) =
1
2
erfc

r
r
Eb
N0

(11)
for the BPSK scheme. In (11), erfc(x) =
R ¥
x
2p
p e
 y2dy represents the complemen-
tary error function and Eb=N0 denotes the bit-to-noise ratio.
After substituting (8) and (11) into (10), and carrying out some algebraic ma-
nipulations (see Appendix E.B), we finally obtain the BEP expression for the BPSK
OFDM system using the channel simulator
P˜b =
1
2p
pZ
0
¥Z
0
1
y
 e 
p2y2
2gb M1
2 ;
1
2
(
p2y2
gb
) (12)
L
Õ`
=1
[h1;`(y;q) h01;`(y;q)][h2;`(y;q) h02;`(y;q)]dydq ;
where gb=2s20Eb=N0 is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit andMl ;m(x)
is the Whittaker function [3].
As discussed in Section II, the absolute value of the time-variant transfer func-
tion H( f 00; t) of the reference model is Rayleigh distributed. Thus, the BEP for the
BPSK OFDM system using the reference model can be formulated as [11]
Pb =
1
2
 
1 
s
gb
1+ gb
!
: (13)
It is shown in Appendix E.C that the BEP P˜b in (12) converges to the reference
BEP Pb [see (13)] if Ni;`! ¥.
The analytical result for the reference BEP Pb given by (13) is shown in Fig.E.2.
This figure also shows the BEP performance evaluated by employing the wideband
SOS simulators designed with theMCM and the GMEDS1. All the presented results
are obtained by using the 6-path Rural Area channel model specified by COST 207
[8]. We further assume that each OFDM symbol consists of K = 128 subcarriers.
A cyclic prefix (CP) sequence with 16 samples is appended to each OFDM symbol.
The sampling duration T equals 0:1ms. The theoretical results in Fig.E.2 are also
validated by simulations.
It can be seen from Fig.E.2 that the approximation Pb  P˜b is excellent. The
channel simulators designed with the GMEDS1 and the MCM are equivalent w.r.t.
the impact on the BEP. The reason for this observation is that the BEP P˜b is depen-
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Figure E.2: BPSK OFDM system performance using the reference channel model
and the channel simulators designed with the GMEDS1 and the MCM.
dent on the Doppler coefficients ci;n;`, which are the same for the GMEDS1 and the
MCM.
Finally, we measure the deviation of the BEP in (12) from the reference BEP in
(13) by the so-called relative error
eBEP =
P˜b Pb
Pb
: (14)
The relative error of the BEP enables us to reduce the channel realization expen-
diture to a minimum, such that the deviation from the reference BEP Pb can be
neglected. FigureE.3 illustrates the relative error eBEP for various values of N. It
can be seen from this figure that, even for N = 3, the absolute value of eBEP is
below 4:1%, which can be tolerated in most practical applications. Therefore, the
approximation P˜b  Pb is astonishingly good if N  3.
IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE WITH IMPERFECT CSI
In the following, we study the BPSK OFDM system performance assuming
imperfect CSI. Suppose that we insert a pilot symbol before every block of POFDM
symbols. By applying the least-square (LS) estimation algorithm [11], we estimate
the CSI at the pilot position, which is also used for the symbol decisions for the next
P OFDM symbol interval.
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Figure E.3: Evaluation of the relative error of the BEP eBEP for various values of
the number of sinusoids N.
If them th symbol is a pilot symbol, according to the LS algorithm, the estimated
CSI is determined by
Hˆkm = Hkm+Vkm; k = 1;2; : : : ;K; (15)
where Hˆkm and Hkm describe the estimated and the real CSI of the k th subchannel in
the m th symbol time slot. In this equation, Vkm represents the error term due to the
presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Both the error term Vkm and
the AWGN noise have the same variance denoted by 2s2n [2]. Since Hkm and Vkm
are independent complex Gaussian random variables, the resulting estimated CSI
Hˆkm remains a Gaussian random variable with the variance sˆ2H = 2s20 +2s
2
n .
According to [2], the BEP of the (m+ p) th OFDM symbol can be written as
Pp =
1
2
241  r1q
1+ 1g¯b +r2
35 ; p= 1;2; : : : ;P; (16)
where r1 and r2 represent the real and imaginary parts of the correlation coefficient
of Hˆkm and Hkm. For isotropic scattering environments, we have r1 =
rHH(pTs)
sH sˆH and
r2 = 0, where Ts represents the OFDM symbol duration.
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Thus, the average reference BEP on condition that the pilot sequence is inserted
before P OFDM symbols is given by
Pb =
P
å
p=1
1
P
Pp =
1
2
266641 
P
å
p=1
rHH(p Ts)
2s20P(1+
1
gb
)
37775 : (17)
On the assumption that the PDF p˜z (r) is close to the PDF pz (r) of the reference
model, the actual BEP is closely related to the expression (17). We only need to
replace rHH(p Ts) in (17) by r˜HH(p Ts) , which is defined in (7). Thus, we can
formally write
P˜b  12
266641 
P
å
p=1
r˜HH(p Ts)
2s20P(1+
1
gb
)
37775 : (18)
From (17) and (18), we realize that the temporal ACF has a strong influence
on the BEP. Furthermore, the deviation of the temporal ACF r˜HH(t) from the ACF
rHH(t) of the reference model has a significantly influence on the relative error of
the BEP. It is worth mentioning that, according to our analysis, we find the interval
[0;P Ts], over which the approximation r˜HH(t) rHH(t) is of special interest.
According to (7) and the results in [10], the temporal ACF of a wideband chan-
nel simulator can be approximated by
r˜HH(pTs) rHH(p Ts)  (pTs)
2
2
L
å`
=1
a2`4b`: (19)
Here,4b` describes the model error introduced by an imperfect channel simulator.
After substituting the preceding approximation into (18) and taking (17) into
account, we obtain
P˜b = Pb+4Pb; (20)
where
4Pb =
P
å
p=1

p Ts
2
2 L
å
`=1
a2`4b`
2s20P(1+
1
gb
)
(21)
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denotes the deviation of the BEP.
For the GMEDS1, it has been proved in [8] that the model error 4b` is zero.
Thus, the deviation of the BEP results in 4Pb = 0, which means that the BEP P˜b
given by (18) equals the reference BEP Pb in (17). The result for the reference BEP
Pb and actual BEP P˜b are presented in Fig.E.4, which describes the performance of
OFDM system using the reference channel model and the channel simulator. It can
be seen that the actual BEP P˜b coincides exactly with the reference BEP Pb.
For the MCM, the model error4b` is approximately normally distributed with
zero-mean and the variance Varf4b`g= b 2` =N, where b`= r¨m`m`(0)= (2p fmaxs0)2
[8]. We find that in the limit gb! ¥, the relative error eBEP in (14) is approximately
Gaussian distributed with zero-mean and variance
Var
4Pb
Pb

 Var
(
L
å`
=1
a2`4b`
 L
å`
=1
a2`b`
)
=
1
N
: (22)
The BEPs Pb and P˜b computed according to (17) and (18) are presented in
Fig.E.5 for fmax = 100Hz and fmax = 500Hz. The channel parameters have been
computed by applying the MCM. It is shown that increasing fmax or the value of
P leads to BEP performance degradations. We observe that a single realization of
the BEP P˜b deviates in a random manner from the reference BEP Pb. The deviation
from Pb becomes larger if the maximum Doppler frequency fmax or the value of P
is increased.
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Figure E.4: Pilot-based OFDM system performance using the reference channel
model and the channel simulator designed with the GMEDS1 (single realization,
P= 5, Ts = 12:8ms).
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Figure E.5: Pilot-based OFDM system performance using the reference chan-
nel model and the channel simulator designed with the MCM (5 realizations,
Ts = 12:8ms).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has analyzed the performance of wideband SOS channel simulators
w.r.t. the BEP of BPSK OFDM systems. Analytical expressions for the BEP have
been derived for these systems in the presence of perfect and imperfect CSI.
Under the assumption of perfect CSI, it is shown by theory and confirmed by
simulations that both parameter computation methods, the GMEDS1 and the MCM,
are equivalent w.r.t. the BEP. We have demonstrated that the actual BEP evaluated
in the presence of a SOS channel simulator converges to the reference BEP if the
number of sinusoids tends to infinity. It turns out that the absolute value of the
relative error of the BEP is below 4:1% if N  3.
In the presence of imperfect CSI, closed-form expressions have been presented
not only for the actual BEP but also for the deviation of the BEP. It is shown that the
BEP performance degrades if the maximum Doppler frequency or the pilot-inserted
period increases. It has been shown that the relative error of the BEP is zero if the
GMEDS1 is applied to design the channel simulator. However, if the MCM is used,
the actual BEP deviates in a random manner from the reference BEP. The deviation
of the BEP becomes larger with increasing the maximum Doppler frequency or the
pilot-inserted period. We proved that the relative error of the BEP is approximately
Gaussian distributed as the average SNR tends to infinity. Thus, we can conclude
that, assuming imperfect CSI, the GMEDS1 outperforms the MCM w.r.t. the BEP
deviation. All theoretical results in this paper have been confirmed by simulations.
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E. A Proof of p˜z(r)! pz(r)
Due to [4, p. 335], the functions h1;`(y;q) and h01;`(y;q) tend to
h1;`(y;q) = e 2(pa`ys0)
2 cos2(q)cos2(2p f 0t 0`); (A.1a)
h01;`(y;q) = e
 2(pa`ys0)2 sin2(q)sin2(2p f 0t 0`); (A.1b)
if N1;`! ¥. Similarly, if N2;`! ¥, then we obtain
h2;`(y;q) = e 2(pa`ys0)
2 cos2(q)sin2(2p f 0t 0`); (A.2a)
h02;`(y;q) = e
 2(pa`ys0)2 sin2(q)cos2(2p f 0t 0`): (A.2b)
By submitting the right-hand side of (A.1a)–(A.2b) in (8) and performing the
integration over the variable q give us
lim
Ni;`!¥
p˜z (r) = 4p2r
¥Z
0
J0(2pry)  e 2(pys0)2ydy: (A.3)
Then, by making use of the relation [3, Eq. (6.631.4)]
¥Z
0
ye ay
2
J0(by)dy=
e 
b2
4a
2a
; Refag> 0;b > 0; (A.4)
we obtain
lim
Ni;`!¥
p˜z (r) =
r
s20
e
  r
2
2s20 ; r  0; (A.5)
which is known as the Rayleigh distribution.
E. B Derivation of the BEP P˜b
Substituting (8) and (11) into (10), we obtain
P˜b =
pZ
0
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
erfc

r
r
Eb
N0
 L
Õ`
=1
[h1;`(y;q) h01;`(y;q)]
[h2;`(y;q) h02;`(y;q)] 2pry J0(2pry)drdydq : (B.1)
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We can reduce the threefold integral on the right-hand side of (B.1) to a double
integral by using [3, Eq. (6.784.1)]
¥Z
0
xv+1erfc(ax)Jv(bx)dx= a v
G(v+ 32)
b2 G(v+2)e
  b
2
8a2 M1
2 v+
1
2 ;
1
2v+
1
2

b2
4a2

; (B.2)
where j arga j< p
4
, b > 0, and Refvg >  1. After carrying out some algebraic
manipulations, we finally obtain (12).
E. C Proof of P˜b! Pb hold if Ni;`! ¥
If we put the right-hand side of (A.1a)–(A.2b) in (12) and solve the integral over the
variable q , (12) simplifies to
P˜b =
1
2
¥Z
0
1
y
e
 p
2y2
2g¯b M1
2 ;
1
2
(
p2y2
g¯b
)  e 2(pys0)2dy: (C.1)
The remaining integral over y can be solved by making use of Eq. (7.621.8) in [3].
Finally, if Ni;`! ¥, we find P˜b = Pb.
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Abstract — In this paper, we analyze the performance of a wideband sum-
of-cisoids (SOC) channel simulator w.r.t. the bit error probability (BEP) of dif-
ferential phase-shift keying (DPSK) orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) systems. Analytical BEP expressions are derived for coherent and
noncoherent DPSK OFDM simulation systems in the presence of a wideband
SOC channel simulator. We also study the degradations of the BEP introduced
by an imperfect channel simulator. Using the deviation of the BEP as an appro-
priate measure, we evaluate the performance of three parameter computation
methods, known as the method of exact Doppler spread (MEDS), the random-
ized MEDS (R-MEDS), and the Monte Carlo method (MCM). For coherent
DPSK OFDM systems, it turns out that these three methods are equivalent.
For noncoherent DPSK OFDM systems, it is theoretically shown that both the
MEDS and the R-MEDS outperform the MCM. The correctness of all theoret-
ical results are validated by simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rice’s sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) principle has been accepted as a proper method for
modeling mobile fading channels [13, 14, 7]. By applying the SOS principle com-
bined with the concept of deterministic channel modeling [7], accurate and efficient
SOS channel simulators can be easily designed for all kinds of channel models that
can be derived from Gaussian random processes. Such channel simulators have
been commonly used in system simulations due to their low realization expendi-
ture. In recent years, the performance analysis of SOS channel simulators has been
an important research subject. In [10], the performance of narrowband SOS channel
simulators w.r.t. the BEP has been investigated.
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The SOS method has been extensively employed in modeling flat fading chan-
nels [7], frequency-selective channels [7], and even widebandmultiple-input multiple-
output channels [6]. However, it has been shown in [11] that the SOS principle is
of advantage for developing mobile radio channels in isotropic scattering environ-
ments, while in case of non-isotropic scattering environments, the SOC method is
more efficient. So far, the performance of SOC channel simulators w.r.t. the BEP
has not been studied. The purpose of this paper is to fill this gap.
In this paper, we study the performance of a DPSK OFDM system in the pres-
ence of a stochastic wideband SOC channel simulator w.r.t. the BEP of the simula-
tion system. For comparison, we present the BEP of a DPSK OFDM system using
a reference channel model, which is known as the reference BEP. As a starting
point, we study the probability density functions (PDFs) of the absolute value of
the time-variant transfer function and the temporal-frequency correlation function
(CF) of both channel models. Next, we derive the BEP expressions for the OFDM
systems using coherent and noncoherent DPSK schemes. For the coherent DPSK
OFDM system, we demonstrate that the BEP of the simulation system approaches
to the reference BEP if the number of cisoids in the SOC channel simulator tends
to infinity. Based on the analytical BEP results, we discuss the deviation between
the reference BEP and the BEP of the simulation system. Then, we compare the
performance of three parameter computation methods: the MEDS, the R-MEDS,
and the MCM. We assume isotropic scattering conditions here. However, it should
be mentioned that the obtained BEP expressions are general and also applicable to
non-isotropic scattering conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first give a brief
review of the frequency-selective reference channel model and the corresponding
SOC channel simulator. Then, we study the statistical properties of both channel
models. Section III provides an analysis of the BEP performance of coherent DPSK
OFDM systems. In Section IV, we concentrate on the noncoherent DPSK OFDM
system performance analysis. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE CHANNEL MODELS
In this section, a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model
[7, 1] is employed as an appropriate frequency-selective reference channel from
which the SOC channel simulator is derived.
A. The Frequency-Selective Reference Channel Model
The time-variant transfer function of the wideband reference channel model can be
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formulated as [7]
H( f 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a`m`(t)e  j2p f
0t 0`; (1)
where L denotes the number of discrete propagation paths. The quantities a` and
t 0` describe the path gain and the propagation delay of the ` th discrete propagation
path, respectively. The symbol m`(t) in (1) represents a complex random Gaussian
process. It is supposed that the constraint åL`=1 a2` = 1 holds to ensure that the
average power of the channel model is normalized to unity. We assume that the
real and imaginary parts of m`(t) in (1) are uncorrelated Gaussian processes with
zero-mean and the same variance s20 = 1=2.
Let rHH(v0;t) = EfH( f 0; t)H( f 0+ v0; t+ t)g be the temporal-frequency CF of
H( f 0; t). According to [8], rHH(v0;t) can be expressed in closed-form as
rHH(v0;t) =
L
å`
=1
a2`rm`m`(t)e
  j2pv0t 0`; (2)
where rm`m`(t) denotes the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF) of the Gaussian
process m`(t). If we consider isotropic scattering conditions, the temporal ACF can
be written as
rm`m`(t) = 2s
2
0 J0(2p fmaxt); (3)
where J() represents the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and fmax is
the maximum Doppler frequency.
According to (1), the real part and the imaginary part of H( f 0; t) are statistically
independent Gaussian processes, each having the variance s20 . Let us denote the
envelope of the time-variant transfer function H( f 0; t) at a specific carrier frequency
f 0 = f 00 as z (t) = jH( f 00; t)j. The PDF of the envelope z (t) can be described by the
Rayleigh distribution [12]
pz (r) =
8><>: rs20 e
  r
2
2s20 ; r  0;
0; r < 0:
(4)
B. Frequency-Selective SOC Channel Simulator
In this subsection, we design a frequency-selective channel simulator by making
use of the SOC principle.
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In the reference model described by (1), we replace the Gaussian processes m`(t)
by stochastic complex processes mˆ`(t) (` = 1;2; : : : ;L ), which can be represented
by a sum of N` cisoids as follows [11]
mˆ`(t) =
N`
å
n=1
cn; `e j (2p fn;` t+qn;`); (5)
where cn;`, fn;`, and qn;` represent the Doppler coefficient, the Doppler frequency,
and the Doppler phase of the ` th path, respectively. According to (5), the real part
and the imaginary part of mˆ`(t) are correlated. However, such a correlation can be
neglected under isotropic scattering conditions [11].
The Doppler phases qn;` are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom variables, each having a uniform distribution over [0;2p). The Doppler co-
efficients cn;` and the Doppler frequencies fn;` are constant, which can be deter-
mined in such a way that the statistical properties of mˆ`(t) are as close as pos-
sible to those of the Gaussian random processes m`(t). In this paper, three pa-
rameter computation methods will be applied for computing the primary model
parameters. Since most of the parameter design methods proposed for SOS mod-
els cannot directly be adopted to the SOC model, they need to be modified [4].
1) MEDS [9]: The parameters cn; ` and fn; ` can be determined by the MEDS as
follows
cn; ` = s0
q
2
N`
; fn; ` = fmax sin
h
2p
N`
(n  14)
i
: (6a,b)
2) R-MEDS: Performing the modification on the R-MEDS [15] results in the fol-
lowing equations
cn; ` = s0
q
2
N`
; fn; ` = fmax cos
h
2p
N`
(n  14)+an;`
i
; (7a,b)
where the quantities an;` are i.i.d. random variables with a uniform distribution over
(  p2N` ;
p
2N`
].
3) MCM [5]: The application of the MCM allows us to compute the parameters
cn; ` and fn; ` according to
cn; ` = s0
q
2
N`
; fn; ` = fmax sin
 
2pun; `

; (8a,b)
where un; ` are i.i.d. random variables uniformly distributed over the interval (0;1].
To guarantee the uncorrelated scattering (US) condition, the processes mˆ`(t)
must be uncorrelated for different paths, i.e., for different values of `. For the
MEDS, the almost uncorrelatedness of the processes mˆ`(t) can be ensured by the
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convention N` = N+ ` 1, where N denotes the number of cisoids used in the first
process mˆ1(t). Since the Doppler frequencies generated by the R-MEDS and the
MCM are random variables, the uncorrelatedness is guaranteed even by using the
same number of cisoids for different paths. In this paper, we assume that the num-
ber of cisoids belonging to different processes equals to N if the R-MEDS or the
MCM is applied.
Similar to (1), we can express the time-variant transfer function Hˆ( f 0; t) of the
stochastic SOC channel simulator as
Hˆ( f 0; t) =
L
å`
=1
a`mˆ`(t)e  j2p f
0t 0`; (9)
which can be interpreted as a family of sample functions depending on the param-
eters qn; `. If all phases qn; ` are fixed, the stochastic process mˆ`(t) in (5) becomes a
deterministic one. Hence, we obtain a single realization of Hˆ( f 0; t), which is also
deterministic and can be used in simulations.
The mathematical description of the channel simulator allows us to study the
temporal-frequency CF of the channel simulator. Due to the US condition, the
temporal-frequency CF rˆHH(v0;t)=EfHˆ( f 0; t)Hˆ( f 0+ v0; t+ t)g is given by [7]
rˆHH(v0;t) =
L
å`
=1
a2` rˆm`m`(t)e
  j2pv0t 0`; (10)
where rˆm`m`(t) = å
N`
n=1 c
2
n; `e
j2p fn; `t describes the temporal ACF of the stochastic
process mˆ`(t) [11].
The PDF pˆz (r) of the envelope zˆ (t) =jHˆ( f 00; t)j can be calculated similarly to
[11]. According to Appendix F.A, we have
pˆz (r) = (2p)2r
¥Z
0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2pa`cn; `y)
#
J0(2pry)ydy: (11)
The envelope PDF pz (r) of the reference channel model as well as the envelope
PDF pˆz (r) of the SOC channel simulator designed by the MEDS with L = 6 and
N = 6 is depicted in Fig.F.1. A good correspondence between the envelope PDFs
of the reference model and that of the corresponding channel simulator can be ob-
served. This figure shows also the simulation results of the PDF of zˆ (t) =jHˆ( f 00; t)j
obtained from the simulation of Hˆ( f 0; t) given by (9) and averaging over 50 trials.
Moreover, we prove in Appendix F.B that pˆz (r)! pz (r) for N`! ¥.
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Figure F.1: Probability density function pz (r) of the absolute value of the time-
variant transfer function z (t) =jH( f 00; t)j.
III. PERFORMANCE OF THE SOC CHANNEL SIMULATOR IN
COHERENT DPSK OFDM SYSTEMS
Section III analyzes the performance of the wideband SOC channel simulator in a
coherent DPSK OFDM system.
For the reference channel model, it is shown in Section II that the absolute value
of the time-variant transfer function follows the Rayleigh distribution. Therefore,
the reference BEP is given by [12]
Pb =
1
2(1+ gb)
; (12)
where gb = 2s20Eb=N0 is the average signal-to-noise ratio.
The BEP of the simulation system Pˆb can be calculated by the relation
Pˆb =
¥Z
0
Pbjr(r)pˆz (r)dr; (13)
where
Pbjr(r) =
1
2
e r
2 Eb
N0 ; (14)
is the conditional BEP of the coherent DPSK system [12].
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If we substitute (11) and (14) in (13), we obtain the following analytical expres-
sion for the BEP of the DPSK OFDM system using the SOC channel simulator
Pˆb =
p2
Eb=N0
¥Z
0
e
  p2y2Eb=N0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2pa`cn; `y)
#
ydy: (15)
The derivation of the BEP Pˆb can be found in Appendix F.C. Note that the BEP Pˆb
is independent of the Doppler frequencies fn;`. The channel simulators designed
with the MEDS, the R-MEDS, and the MCM are equivalent w.r.t. the BEP, since
the Doppler coefficients cn;` calculated by these three methods are the same.
The BEP Pb computed according to (12) is presented in Fig.F.2. This figure also
illustrates the BEP performance of the coherent DPSK OFDM system using differ-
ent SOC channel simulators designed with the MEDS, the R-MEDS, and the MCM.
The theoretical results are validated by simulations. In all simulations, we use the 6-
path channel model with the propagation delays t 0` 2f0; 100; 200; 300; 400; 500gms
(`= 1;2; : : : ;L ). The powers assigned to the 6 different paths equal to f0; 4; 8;
 12; 16; 20gdB. We consider the DPSK OFDM system consisting of K = 128
subcarriers with a sampling duration of T = 100ms.
We also prove in Appendix F.C that Pˆb ! Pb holds as N` ! ¥. However, the
deviation of the BEP between Pˆb and Pb cannot be ignored if the number of cisoids
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Figure F.2: Coherent DPSK OFDM system performance using the reference model
and the SOC channel simulators designed with the MEDS, the R-MEDS, and the
MCM.
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is small. Here, we introduce the relative error of the BEP Pˆb
eBEP =
Pˆb Pb
Pb
(16)
to evaluate the BEP deviation in terms of N.
The influence of the number of cisoids N on the relative error is illustrated in
Fig.F.3. From this figure, we can conclude that the absolute value of the relative
error jeBEPj is less than 4:327% if N  5.
IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE SOC CHANNEL SIMULATOR IN
NONCOHERENT DPSK OFDM SYSTEMS
According to [2, pp. 193], the BEP of noncoherent DPSK in Rayleigh fading is
given by
Pb =
1
2
241  rhh(T )
1+ 1gb
35 ; (17)
where rhh(T ) denotes the value of the temporal ACF rhh(t) = åL`=1 a2`rm`m`(t) of
the channel impulse response at t = T . Different from [2], the channel response in
this paper is described by a time-variant transfer function. Thus, we can express the
BEP of a noncoherent DPSK OFDM system by replacing rhh(T ) in (17) with the
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Figure F.3: Evaluation of the relative error of the BEP eBEP for the coherent DPSK
OFDM system for various values of the number of cisoids N.
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temporal-frequency CF rHH(v0;t) at v0 = fs and t = T , i.e.,
Pb =
1
2
241  rHH( fs;T )
1+ 1gb
35 : (18)
Here fs = 1=(KT ) is the subcarrier spacing. Substituting rHH(v0;t) given by (2) in
(18), we have
Pb =
1
2
26641  2s
2
0 J0(2p fmaxT )
L
å
`=1
a2`e
  j2p fst 0`
1+ 1gb
3775 : (19)
Assuming that the PDF pˆz (r) is close to the PDF pz (r) of the reference channel
model, the BEP of the simulation system Pˆb for the DPSKOFDM system employing
the wideband SOC channel simulator is similar to the expression in (18). We only
need to replace rHH( fs;T ) in (18) by rˆHH(v0;t) at v0 = fs and t = T [see eq. (10)].
Thus, we finally obtain
Pˆb  12
266641 
L
å
`=1
a2`e
  j2p fst 0`
N`
å
n=1
c2n; `e
j2p fn;`T
1+ 1gb
37775 : (20)
Using the relative error eBEP in (16) as a criterion, we can now evaluate the
performance of theMEDS, the R-MEDS, and theMCM. In this paper, the inequality
fn; `T  1 holds. According to the approximation ex  1+ x+ x2=2(x 1), the
temporal ACF rˆm`m`(T ) = å
N`
n=1 c
2
n; `e
j2p fn;`T can be approximated as follows
rˆm`m`(T )
N`
å
n=1
c2n; `[1+ j2p fn; `T  2(p fn; `T )2]
= rˆm`m`(0)+T ˙ˆrm`m`(0)+
T 2
2
¨ˆrm`m`(0): (21)
Here, ˙ˆrm`m`() and ¨ˆrm`m`() denote the derivative and the second derivative of rˆm`m`(),
respectively.
For the special case, where the power spectral density (PSD) is symmetrical,
the value for the imaginary part of rˆm`m`(T ) is zero. Since the power constraint
rˆm`m`(0) = rm`m`(0) holds for all the three methods mentioned above, we make a
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further simplification concerning (21) [10]
rˆm`m`(T ) rˆm`m`(0)+
T 2
2
¨ˆrm`m`(0)
= rm`m`(0)+
T 2
2
r¨m`m`(0) 
T 2
2
4b`
= rm`m`(T ) 
T 2
2
4b`: (22)
In the preceding equation, 4b` = r¨m`m`(0)  ¨ˆrm`m`(0) represents the model error
of the SOC channel simulator. For the Jakes PSD, we have b` =  r¨m`m`(0) =
(2ps0 fmax)2 for the reference channel model and for the SOC channel simulator,
we obtain ¨ˆrm`m`(0) = (2p)2åN`n=1(cn;` fn;`).
By making use of (2), (10), and (22), we can rewrite the temporal-frequency CF
rˆHH( fs;T ) in (10) as follows
rˆHH( fs;T ) rHH( fs;T )  T
2
2
N`
å
n=1
a2`4b` e  j2p fst
0
`: (23)
Putting (23) into (20) and taking the relation (19) into consideration, the BEP Pˆb
can be expressed in closed-form as
Pˆb = Pb+4Pb; (24)
where
4Pb =

T
2
2 L
å
`=1
a2`4b`e  j2p fst
0
`
1+ 1gb
: (25)
By making use of (25), we can express the relative error of the BEP as follows
eBEP =
T 2
2
L
å`
=1
a2`4b`e  j2p fst
0
`
1+ 1gb
 2s20 J0(2p fmaxT )
L
å
`=1
a2`e
  j2p fst 0`
: (26)
Since the model error 4b` = 0 if the MEDS is applied [7], it follows that the
relative error eBEP = 0. Thus, we can say that the SOC channel simulator designed
with the MEDS is equivalent to the reference channel model in terms of the BEP.
The analytical results for the BEP Pb and Pˆb are depicted in Fig.F.4 for different
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Figure F.4: Noncoherent DPSK OFDM system performance using the reference
model and the SOC channel simulator designed with the MEDS.
maximum Doppler frequencies. This figure also shows the relevant simulation re-
sults, which match the analytical results very well. All parameters are identical to
the parameters used in Section III.
When designing the SOC channel simulator by the R-MEDS, we find the ex-
pected value E f4b`g of the model error4b` equals to 0 and the variance Varf4b`g
is b 2` =(4N
2
` ). For the MCM, the model error 4b` is approximately normally dis-
tributed, i.e.,4b`N(0;b 2` =(2N`)) [7]. The BEP performances of the noncoherent
DPSK OFDM system using the channel simulator designed with the R-MEDS and
the MCM are shown in Fig.F.5 and Fig.F.6 (4 realizations of the BEP Pˆb without
averaging), respectively. For comparison, we replot in these two figures the BEP
Pb computed according to (19). From these figures, it can be seen that the single
realization of the BEP, denoted by P˜b, deviates from Pb in a random manner. The
reason is that the R-MEDS and the MCM are typical stochastic parameter design
methods. Different from the MEDS, the discrete Doppler frequencies generated by
these two methods are random variables. It can be observed that the BEP degrades if
the maximum Doppler frequency fmax changes from 100Hz to 500Hz. The approx-
imation P˜b  Pb is good when using the R-MEDS. However, comparing Fig.F.5 and
Fig.F.6, we find that the deviation between P˜b and Pb in Fig.F.6 is large and cannot
be neglected. The reason for this observation is that the variance of the model error
using the MCM is larger than that of using the R-MEDS. Therefore, averaging over
the BEP P˜b obtained from different realizations is unavoidable if the MCM is used.
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Figure F.5: Noncoherent DPSK OFDM system performance using the reference
model and the SOC channel simulator designed with the R-MEDS (P˜b: realizations
of Pˆb in (20)).
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Figure F.6: Noncoherent DPSK OFDM system performance using the reference
model and the SOC channel simulator designed with the MCM (P˜b: realizations of
Pˆb in (20)).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the performance of the frequency-selective reference channel model
and the corresponding SOC channel simulator have been analyzed w.r.t. the BEP
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of DPSK OFDM systems. Analytical expressions for the BEP have been derived
for both the coherent and noncoherent DPSK OFDM systems. From the deriva-
tions of the BEP, the relative error of the BEP has been studied, which allows to
reduce the channel realization expenditure to a lower bound without causing any
obvious BEP distortion. We have compared the best deterministic parameter design
method (MEDS), the best stochastic one (R-MEDS), and the MCM by employing
the relative error of the BEP as an appropriate criterion.
For coherent DPSK OFDM systems, it is shown by theory and confirmed by
simulations that the SOC channel simulators designed by the MEDS, the R-MEDS,
and the MCM are equivalent w.r.t. the BEP performance. When the number of
cisoids tends to infinity, it has been proved that the BEP of the simulation system
in the presence of a wideband SOC channel simulator converges to the reference
BEP. The relative error of the BEP can be neglected if the channel simulator is
designed using not less than 5 cisoids. For noncoherent DPSK OFDM systems,
a closed-form expression has been derived for the relative error, which provides a
powerful tool when discussing the performance of different parameter computation
methods. From our results, we can conclude that the performance of the MEDS and
the R-MEDS is almost the same w.r.t. the relative error of the BEP. However, both
methods outperform the MCM.
F. A Derivation of the envelope PDF pˆz(r)
This appendix is devoted to the derivation of the PDF of the envelope zˆ (t) =j
Hˆ( f 00; t)j. Suppose that Hˆ1;`( f 00; t) and Hˆ2;`( f 00; t) represent the real part and the
imaginary part of the `th component a`mˆ`(t)e  j2p f
0
0t
0
` of H( f 00; t), respectively. For
fixed values of t = t0, the joint characteristic function YˆH1;`H2;`(n1;n2) of Hˆ1;`( f 00; t0)
and Hˆ2;`( f 00; t0) can be expressed by the relation [11]
YˆH1;`H2;`(n1;n2) =
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `
q
n21 +n
2
2 ): (A.1)
We denote the real and imaginary parts of H( f 0; t) by H1( f 0; t) and H2( f 0; t), re-
spectively. As mentioned before, the Doppler phases qn are i.i.d. random variables,
which leads to the fact that the terms Hˆi( f 00; t0) = Hˆi;1( f
0
0; t0)+ Hˆi;2( f
0
0; t0)+   +
Hˆi;L ( f 00; t0) are also i.i.d. random variables (i= 1;2). Thus, the joint characteristic
function YˆH1H2(n1;n2) of Hˆ1( f 00; t0) and Hˆ2( f
0
0; t0) can be formulated as theL -fold
product of the joint characteristic functions YˆH1;`H2;`(n1;n2), i.e.,
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YˆH1H2(n1;n2) =
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `
q
n21 +n
2
2 ): (A.2)
Then, the joint PDF pˆH1H2(x1;x2) is given by the inverse Fourier transform of
YˆH1;`H2;`(n1;n2) [3, eq. (3.397-1,2)]
pˆH1H2(x1;x2) =
¥Z
 ¥
YˆH1H2(n1;n2)e
j2p(n1x1+n2x2)dn1dn2
= 2p
¥Z
0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y)
#
 J0(2py
q
x21+ x
2
2)ydy: (A.3)
The transformation of the Cartesian coordinates (x1;x2) into polar coordinates (r;q)
with x1 = r cosq and x2 = r sinq allows us to calculate the joint PDF pˆzJ (r;q) of
the envelope zˆ (t) = j Hˆ( f 00; t) j and the phase Jˆ(t) = argfHˆ( f 00; t)g as follows
pˆzJ (r;q) = r pˆH1H2(r cosq ;r sinq)
= 2pr
¥Z
0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y)
#
 J0(2pry)ydy; (A.4)
for z 0 and jq j p . Integrating the joint PDF pˆzJ (r;q) over q results in
pˆz (r) = (2p)2r
¥Z
0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y)
#
 J0(2pry)ydy: (A.5)
F. B Proof of pˆz(r)! pz(r) Holds If N`! ¥
In the following, we prove that the envelope PDF pˆz (r) of the SOC channel sim-
ulator converges to the Rayleigh distribution as N` ! ¥. According to [7, p. 335],
we have
lim
N`!¥
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y) = e 2(p a`s0y)
2
: (B.1)
By using the result in (B.1) and considering the relation åL`=1 a2` = 1, we obtain
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2pa`cn;`y) = e
 2(ps0y)2
L
å
`=1
a2`
= e 2(ps0y)
2
(B.2)
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as N`! ¥. Thus, in the limit N`! ¥, the envelope PDF pˆz (r) in (A.5) tends to
pˆz (r) = (2p)2r
¥Z
0
e 2(p ys0)
2  J0(2pry)ydy
=
r
s20
e
  r
2
2s20 ; r  0; (B.3)
which is known as the Rayleigh distribution.
F. C Derivation of the BEP Pˆb
Putting (11) and (14) into (13) results in the following twofold integral for the BEP
Pˆb = 2p2
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
r e r
2 Eb
N0 J0(2pry)dr 
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y)
#
ydy: (C.1)
The integral over r can be solved by using the relation [3, eq. (6.631.4)]
¥Z
0
re ar
2
J0(b r)dr =
e 
b2
4a
2a
; Refag> 0;b > 0: (C.2)
After some calculations, we finally obtain
Pˆb =
p2
Eb=N0
¥Z
0
e
  p2y2Eb=N0
"
L
Õ`
=1
N`
Õ
n=1
J0(2p a` cn; `y)
#
ydy: (C.3)
Next, we prove that Pˆb! Pb holds if N`!¥. If we substitute the result in (B.2)
into the right-hand side of (B.3), we obtain
Pˆb =
p2
Eb=N0
¥Z
0
e
  p2y2Eb=N0 e 2(ps0y)
2
ydy
=
1
2(1+2s20
Eb
N0
)
=
1
2(1+ gb)
(C.4)
as N`! ¥.
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Abstract — This paper investigates the performance of multiple-input
multiple-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM)
systems using different wideband MIMO channel models. The considered
MIMO channel models are based on the geometrical elliptical model and the
geometrical one-ring model. The spatial correlation effects due to the limited
antenna spacings and the Doppler effect caused by the movement of the re-
ceiver are studied separately. It is shown that increasing the antenna spacings
leads to a higher diversity gain. The relevant range of the antenna spacings
that has a strong influence on the system performance is obtained through sim-
ulations. When the antenna spacings exceed the determined range, then the
diversity gain does not increase significantly. Moreover, to achieve the same
system performance, the MIMO-OFDM system employing the one-ring model
requires larger antenna spacings than using the elliptical channel model. Fur-
thermore, the influence of the maximum Doppler frequency has been stud-
ied under perfect and imperfect channel state information (CSI). It is demon-
strated that system performance degradations occur if the maximum Doppler
frequency increases, especially in case of imperfect CSI.
I. INTRODUCTION
OFDM has been adopted in wireless local area networks (WLANs) and the
IEEE 802.11a standard for its high spectral efficiency and ability to deal with fre-
quency selective fading. The combination of MIMO techniques with OFDM is
regarded as a promising solution for increasing data rates of future WLANs and
4th generation wireless communication systems. Most of the theoretical works in
the past assumed simplified channel models such as frequency-flat fading channels.
However, due to demands for high-speed communications, future communication
systems are required to operate in much larger bandwidths than today’s systems
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[9]. The performance of practical receivers depends on the propagation conditions
of the channel. Hence, for the design and realistic performance evaluation of space-
time codedMIMO-OFDM systems, widebandMIMO channel models with accurate
temporal, spatial, and frequency correlation properties are required.
The geometrical one-ring model [10], [5] and the two-ring model [1] have
widely been accepted as proper narrowband MIMO channel models. To design, op-
timize, and test future mobile systems, wideband MIMO channel models based on
the geometric elliptical model and the extended geometrical one-ring model were
proposed [7], [8]. The performance of space-time coded MIMO-OFDM systems
using a wideband MIMO one-ring channel simulator was investigated in [13]. Dif-
ferent geometrical channel models were proposed for different environments. The
elliptical model was proposed for micro- and picocell environments, where multi-
path scattering exists at both the base station (BS) and the mobile station (MS). By
contrast, the one-ring model is often used to model mobile radio channels in macro-
cell environments, such as rural and suburban areas. Hence, it is quite necessary and
useful to investigate the system performance under realistic propagation conditions
emulated by different geometrical-based MIMO channel simulators.
In this paper, we will focus on the performance comparison of MIMO-OFDM
systems using the wideband MIMO elliptical channel model and the one-ring chan-
nel model. The comparison of the system performance will be made for transmis-
sion scenarios proposed in [2] for the high performance radio local area network
(HiperLAN/2) standard. The main difference between the two channel models are
the spatial correlation properties, which are determined by the antenna spacings [7],
[8]. In this paper, we will first discuss the impact of the antenna spacings on the
system performance assuming isotropic scattering conditions. Thereafter, the effect
of the maximum Doppler frequency is studied under the assumption of both perfect
CSI and imperfect CSI.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the
wideband MIMO channel reference models derived from the geometric elliptical
scattering model and the one-ring model. Section III briefly reviews the basic space-
time coded MIMO-OFDM system. Its symbol error rate (SER) performance using
different channel models is studied in Section IV. In this section, the impact of
different channel parameters on the system performance is also discussed. Finally,
the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. TWO WIDEBAND MIMO CHANNEL MODELS
A reference channel model consists of an infinite number of scatterers and is
thus not realizable. However, reference channel models are important for the deriva-
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tion of efficient MIMO channel simulators. According to the sum-of-sinusoids prin-
ciple, a stochastic simulation model can easily be derived from a reference model by
using a limited number of scatterers [4]. Finally, the resulting deterministic simula-
tion model is obtained from the stochastic one by fixing all model parameters.
In this section, we will present two MIMO reference channel models obtained
from the geometric elliptical model and the one-ring model.
A. The Geometric Elliptical Reference Model
In the narrowband elliptical reference model presented in [7], it is assumed that an
infinite number of random scatterers is located on a single ellipse. The transmitter
and the receiver are located at the focal points of the ellipse. To extend the narrow-
band channel model to a wideband model, we consider a propagation environment
with scatterers located on more than one ellipse as shown in [7, Fig.7]. All scat-
terers associated with a certain propagation delay t 0` are located on the `th ellipse.
Assuming a MIMO system employing MT transmit antennas at the BS and MR re-
ceive antennas at the MS, the impulse response of the wideband reference channel
model can be expressed as
hkl(t 0; t) =
L 1
å`
=0
a`gkl;`(t)d (t 0  t 0`) (1)
where d () is the delta function andL is the number of discrete propagation paths
with different path gains a`. The complex channel gain associated with the `th path
is denoted as gkl;`(t) and can be expressed by [7]
gkl;`(t) = lim
N`!¥
1p
N`
N`
å
n=1
al;n;`bk;n;`e j(2p fn;`t+qn;`) (2)
where
al;n;` = e jp(MT 2l+1)
dT
l cos(f
(n)
T  aT ) (3)
bk;n;` = e jp(MR 2k+1)
dR
l cos(f
(n)
R  aR) (4)
fn;` = fmax cos(f
(n)
R  aV ) (5)
for l = 1;2; : : : ;MT and k = 1;2; : : : ;MR. Let us denote N` as the number of scat-
terers located on the `th ellipse, then the total number of scatterers N is given by
N = åL 1`=0 N`. In the equations above, the symbol l is referred to as the carrier’s
wavelength, aV represents the angle of motion, and fmax is the maximum Doppler
frequency. The phases qn;` are independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables, each with a uniform distribution over [0;2p). The quantities dT and dR repre-
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sent the antenna spacings at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The angle aT
describes the tilt angle of the antenna array at the transmitter. By analogy, the tilt
angle at the receiver is denoted as aR. The angle f
(n)
T represents the angle of depar-
ture (AOD) of the nth incoming wave at the transmitter, while the angle of arrival
(AOA) is described by f (n)R . In the reference model, the AOAs f
(n)
R are independent
random variables determined by the distribution of the local scatterers. The exact
relation between the AOD f (n)T and the AOA f
(n)
R is given in [7].
B. The Geometrical One-Ring Reference Model
In the narrowband one-ring reference model, all scatterers are located on a ring
around the MS [5, Fig.1]. In order to incorporate frequency-selectivity in the one-
ring model, we partition the ring of scatterers intoL pairs of segments as described
in [8], where each pair of segments is assigned to a single discrete propagation delay
t 0` according to a fixed rule. Finally, we can obtain the impulse response of the one-
ring reference model according to (1) when we replace al;n;` and bk;n;` in (3) and
(4) by
al;n;` = e jp(MT 2l+1)
dT
l [cos(aT )+f
max
T sin(aT )sin(f
(n)
R )] (6)
bk;n;` = e jp(MR 2k+1)
dR
l cos(f
(n)
R  aR) (7)
respectively. In (6), fmaxT denotes one half of the maximum AOD seen at the BS.
C. Correlation Properties of Wideband Reference Models
The two-dimensional (2D) space cross-correlation function (CCF) of the reference
model is defined as [7, 8]
rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) = Efgkl(t)gk0l0(t)g (8)
where Efg denotes the expectation operator. The 2D space CCF of the elliptical
(one-ring) model can be obtained by substituting the corresponding channel gains
into (8). The results for the 2D space CCFs of the elliptical and the one-ring refer-
ence models are illustrated in Figs. G.1 and G.2, respectively. In the simulations,
isotropic scattering is taken into account, where aT =aR= p=2, aV = p , fmaxT = 2,
and fmax = 91Hz.
The frequency-correlation function (FCF) of the wideband MIMO reference
channel model is defined as [7, 8]
rt 0(v
0) = EfHkl( f 0; t)Hkl( f 0+ v0; t)g (9)
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Figure G.1: The 2D space CCF rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) of the elliptical reference model.
Figure G.2: The 2D space CCF rkl;k0l0(dT ;dR) of the one-ring reference model.
where Hkl( f 0; t) is the time-variant transfer function, which is the Fourier transform
of the impulse response hkl(t 0; t) with respect to the propagation delay t 0. The
absolute value of the FCFs of the elliptical model and the one-ring model according
to the HiperLAN/2 model C is shown in Fig.G.3 [2].
III. SPACE-TIME CODED MIMO-OFDM SYSTEM
In this section, we consider the 2 2 space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM
system shown in Fig.G.4. The serial data bits Xn are first passed through a serial-
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Figure G.4: Space-time block coded MIMO-OFDM system with two transmit and
two receive antennas.
to-parallel converter. The resulting parallel data bits are modulated by a 16-QAM
modulator, which produces a sequence of complex data symbols denoted by X(m)
(m= 0;1; : : : ;M 1). Then, two consecutive data symbols, X(2m) and X(2m+1),
are coded together by using the Alamouti scheme[11]. After computing the inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT), the cyclic prefix (CP) is added to each sequence. The
baseband OFDM symbol sequences are then transmitted over the MIMO channel.
The MIMO channel has been modeled as described in Section II. For each of the
two MIMO reference channel models, a MIMO channel simulator has been derived
by using the concept of deterministic channel modeling [4]. Moreover, we take into
account that the time-variant transfer function Hkl( f ; t) changes during the trans-
mission of two consecutive OFDM symbols due to fading.
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At the receiver side, the demodulated symbol sequences are passed through a
combiner. Finally, by using the CSI obtained from the channel estimator, all the
symbols can be decoded as described in [11].
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we use the wideband MIMO channel simulators, obtained from
the elliptical model and the one-ring model, to study the system performance of
2 2 and 4 4 MIMO-OFDM systems. We assume that there are 240 scatterers
located on each ellipse in the deterministic elliptical model and 220 scatterers in
the one-ring model. The generalized method of exact Doppler spread (GMEDSq)
[6] is used to compute the AOAs f (n)R for both models. All other parameters of the
deterministic simulation models are identical to the corresponding parameters of the
reference models described in Section II. Moreover, we have employed the specified
18-path HiperLAN/2 model C [2] to describe the delay profile corresponding to
typical large open areas.
Assuming perfect CSI at the receiver, we first present the symbol error rate
(SER) performance for various antenna spacings without space-time block coding.
The least square decoder described in [12] has been employed. Figure.G.5 shows
the SER performance for various antenna spacings by employing the wideband el-
liptical model. From this figure, we can conclude that the system performance
improves with increasing the antenna spacings. The reason is that the spatial cor-
relation between sub-channels becomes smaller with increasing antenna spacings
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(see Fig.G.1). Moreover, we can realize that a certain antenna spacing increment
at the transmitter leads to a higher diversity gain than that of the same amount at
the receiver. However, if dT > 0:5l and dR > 0:3l , then no performance differ-
ence can be observed. In this case, the antenna spacings at the transmitter and the
receiver have the same influence on the system performance.
The corresponding results for the one-ring model are shown in Fig.G.6, from
which principally the same conclusions can be drawn. Here, no significant perfor-
mance improvement can be observed if the dT > 10l and dR > l .
We also investigated the SER performance of the space-time coded MIMO-
OFDM system using the elliptical 22 and 44 MIMO channel models. The re-
sults are shown in Fig.G.7 for various antenna spacings. In the system simulations,
the transmission matrices G2 andH4 described in [11] were chosen for the MIMO-
OFDM systems with two and four transmit antennas, respectively. The diversity
gain obtained by employing space-time codes can be observed clearly by compar-
ing the performance with that of the uncoded MIMO-OFDM system (see Fig.G.5).
Moreover, the same antenna spacing ranges can be obtained when space-time block
codes are used. In addition, the simulation results demonstrate that significant di-
versity gains can be achieved by increasing the number of transmit antennas.
The SER performance for different antenna spacings using the one-ring 2 2
and 4 4 MIMO channel models is shown in Fig.G.8. The same conclusions can
be drawn when using the elliptical model. From the SER performance depicted in
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Figs.G.7 and G.8, it can be observed that the MIMO-OFDM system employing the
elliptical channel model outperforms the one-ring model under the same conditions
regarding the number of antennas and antenna spacings. The system using the ellip-
tical 44 channel model with the antenna spacings dT = 10l and dR = 0:3l gains
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about 3.7dB against that using the one-ring channel model at the SER of 10 5.
The reason for this observation is that the spatial correlation function of the ellipti-
cal model decays faster with increasing antenna spacings than that of the one-ring
model (compare Fig.G.1 and Fig.G.2).
The simulation results using the two channel models with different maximum
Doppler frequencies are shown in Figs.G.9 and G.10, where we have assumed that
the antenna spacings are given by dT = 15l and dR = 15l . Both the perfect and
imperfect CSI cases have been studied. For the latter case, the improved least square
(LS) channel estimator described in [3] has been employed. It can be observed that
the system performance degrades slightly under the assumption of perfect CSI if the
maximum Doppler frequency fmax changes from 50Hz to 500Hz. However, severe
degradations are obtained when fmax increases and imperfect CSI is assumed. It
should be mentioned that the maximum Doppler frequency have an influence on the
SER performance since the fading during two consecutive transmission time slots
has been taken into account.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, different kinds of wideband MIMO channel simulators based on the
geometric elliptical model and the one-ring model have been used to study the
performance of space-time coded MIMO-OFDM systems. The influences of the
antenna spacings and the maximum Doppler frequency have been discussed sepa-
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rately. We have determined the antenna spacing ranges, which are very helpful for
the design of antenna arrays. If the antenna spacings exceed the determined val-
ues, then the diversity gain does not increase significantly with increasing antenna
spacings. Furthermore, the MIMO-OFDM system employing the elliptical channel
model can achieve a better performance than using the one-ring model with same
antennas and antenna spacings. At the SER of 10 5, it is observed that the MIMO-
OFDM system with the 4 4 elliptical channel model gains about 3.7dB against
the one-ring channel model if the antenna spacings are dT = 10l and dR = 0:3l .
The reason is that the spatial correlation function of the elliptical model decays
faster with increasing antenna spacings than that of the one-ring model. Moreover,
our simulation results have also shown that the SER performance degrades with in-
creasing maximum Doppler frequency, especially in case of imperfect CSI. Hence,
accurate fast-tracking channel estimators are indispensable for mobile communica-
tion systems with high moving speed.
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Abstract—This paper analyzes the performance of space-time block coded
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. In our analysis,
we abandon the usually made assumption of quasi-static channel conditions.
Instead of this, we consider the more general and realistic case that the channel
envelope changes during two consecutive transmission time slots. In addition,
we take the spatial correlation between sub-channels into account. We first
present a general formal expression for the bit error probability (BEP), from
which we find analytical solutions for the BEP not only for temporally fad-
ing channels but also for spatially correlated channels. The knowledge of the
obtained analytical solutions makes the determination of the BEP less time-
consuming compared with system simulations. Moreover, they give a deep
insight into the impact of the Doppler effect and the antenna spacing on the
system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A space-time block coding (STBC) scheme was originally proposed by Alamouti
as an effective method to achieve a transmit diversity gain [3]. Recently, increas-
ing demands for high data rate wireless communication services necessitate data
transmissions over wideband channels. The combination of STBC with OFDM is
regarded as a promising solution for combating frequency-selective fading [8]. For
both single-carrier and multi-carrier transmission systems, the Alamouti scheme
works well if the channel is time-invariant over two consecutive symbol durations.
However, it is not realistic to assume that the channel remains constant during
the period of the Alamouti codeword transmission, especially not under fast fading
conditions. The impact of a time-varying fading channel on the performance of the
Alamouti transmit scheme has been investigated in [13] for a single-carrier system
and in [6] for an OFDM system. In both papers, the spatial correlation between
the time-varying multipath Rayleigh fading sub-channels has not been considered.
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However, it has been shown in [7] by simulations that the performance of a STBC-
OFDM system depends not only on the temporal correlation but also on the spatial
correlation.
In this paper, we study the performance of an Alamouti coded OFDM system
in time-varying and spatially correlated Rayleigh fading channels. In our analysis,
we take into account the channel variations during two consecutive transmission
time slots. The zero-forcing (ZF) detector proposed in [13] has been used in this
paper for the symbol detection. We first derive a general formal expression for the
BEP. It is worth mentioning that the derived BEP expression is generally valid. It
can be used to study the BEP performance for the more general and practical case,
where the multipath channels can be arbitrarily correlated in either the temporal or
the spatial domain or even in both domains. Starting from this relation, we derive
analytical expressions for the BEP for (i) temporally correlated fading channels and
(ii) spatially correlated channels. The derived theoretical expressions can be used
to study the influence of the maximum Doppler frequency and the antenna spacing
on the system performance. Although the temporal autocorrelation function (ACF)
and the space cross-correlation function (CCF) have the same shape under isotropic
scattering conditions, we find their influence on the system performance is different.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first give a
brief review of the Alamouti coded OFDM system as well as the wideband channel
model. Considering that the channel changes within the duration of two neighbor-
ing symbols, a general expression for the BEP is derived in Section III. Section
IV analyzes the performance of the Alamouti coded OFDM system in temporally
correlated channels. Section V is devoted to the performance analysis in spatially
correlated channels. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. A STBC-OFDM SYSTEM
In this paper, we consider an OFDM system equipped with two transmit antennas
and a single receive antenna. We assume that the complex data symbol pair (S1; S2)
is encoded first by the Alamouti scheme [12] before it is transmitted over the mul-
tipath channel. The received symbols at time slots t1 and t2 are given by
Y1 = H11( f 0;x1; t1)S1+H21( f 0;x2; t1)S2+N1; (1a)
Y2 = H11( f 0;x1; t2)S2+H21( f 0;x2; t2)S1+N2; (1b)
where Ni (i= 1; 2) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) component and
Hk1( f 0;xk; ti) =
L
å`
=1
a`m`(xk; ti)e  j2p f
0t 0`; (2)
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represents the space-time-variant transfer function in the time slot ti of the trans-
mission link from the k th transmitting antenna located at xk (k = 1; 2) to the single
receiving antenna. In the equation above, L is the number of discrete propagation
paths. The quantities a` and t 0` denote the path gain and the propagation delay of the
` th path, respectively. The processes m`(xk; ti) in (2) represent zero-mean complex
Gaussian random processes. We further assume that the real and imaginary parts of
m`(xk; ti) are uncorrelated, each having the variance s20 = 1=2. To ensure that the
average power of the channel model is normalized to unity, the path gains a` have
to fulfill the power constraint åL`=1 a2` = 1.
Keeping in mind that mobile radio fading channels vary during two consecutive
symbol slots, we use the combining strategy proposed in [13, 2] for symbol detec-
tion. Moveover, we assume that the knowledge of the channel state information is
perfectly known at the receiver and no synchronization error exists. Therefore, the
estimated symbols at the output of the ZF detector can be expressed as follows [13]
Sˆ1 = [H11( f 0;x1; t1)H11( f
0;x1; t2)+H21( f 0;x2; t1)H21( f
0;x2; t2)]S1
+H11( f
0;x1; t2)N1+H21( f 0;x2; t1)N2 ; (3a)
Sˆ2 = [H11( f 0;x1; t1)H11( f
0;x1; t2)+H21( f 0;x2; t1)H21( f
0;x2; t2)]S2
+H21( f
0;x2; t2)N1+H11( f 0;x1; t1)N2 : (3b)
To facilitate the performance analysis, the complex space-time-variant transfer
functions can be represented as
H11( f 0;x1; t1) = R1eQ1; H11( f 0;x1; t2) = R2eQ2;
H21( f 0;x2; t1) = R3eQ3; H21( f 0;x2; t2) = R4eQ4: (4)
Here, the envelope Rm represents the absolute value of the corresponding space-
time-variant transfer function and Qm denotes the random phase (m = 1;2;3;4).
Moreover, studying the channel model described above, it becomes obvious that
the random envelope Rm is Rayleigh distributed.
Since the system model is symmetrical, the BEP for S1 is equal to the one for
S2. Therefore, in the following, we only concentrate on the BEP analysis for S1.
According to (3a), the instantaneous output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for Sˆ1 can
be written as
gå =
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4 cos(Q1 Q2+Q4 Q3)
(R22+R
2
3) 2s2n
; (5)
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where 2s2n is the variance of the AWGN noise. Note that if the channel is constant
during the consecutive time slots t1 and t2, i.e., Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) = Hk1( f 0;xk; t2)(k =
1; 2), (5) reduces to the known instantaneous output SNR of the traditional maximum-
likelihood detector described in [4].
III. GENERAL FORMAL BEP EXPRESSION
As seen from (5), the instantaneous output SNR depends not only on the envelopes
(R1; R2; R3; R4) but also on the phases (Q1;Q2;Q3;Q4). Even if the joint probabil-
ity density function (PDF) of the envelopes and phases is known, it is still difficult
to derive the theoretical expression for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR.
For this purpose, we introduce in this paper an approximation for the instanta-
neous output SNR by neglecting the difference between the phase changes Q1 Q2
and Q3 Q4, i.e., Q1 Q2  (Q3 Q4)  0. Thus, the instantaneous output SNR
gå in (5) can be approximated as
gå 
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4
(R22+R
2
3) 2s2n
: (6)
Starting from the joint PDF of the envelopes R1; R2;R3, and R4, denoted by
pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4), an analytical expression for the PDF pgå (g) of the approxi-
mate instantaneous output SNR is derived in the Appendix H.A [see (A.8)].
To verify its accuracy, we confirm the preceding theoretical PDF pgå (g) [see
(A.8)] by simulations. Figure H.1 presents the simulation results for the PDF of
the approximate instantaneous output SNR as well as for the PDF of the exact in-
stantaneous output SNR. Here, the exact instantaneous output SNR means the in-
stantaneous output SNR without neglecting the overall phase contribution [see (5)].
In this figure, we measure both PDFs by considering different types of correlated
channels, including (i) temporally correlated channels and (ii) spatially correlated
channels. In all simulations, the typical 6-path Rural Area scenario specified ac-
cording to COST 207 [1] has been considered. We assume that the average SNR
g¯ is 5dB, the symbol duration Ts equals 6.4ms, the maximum Doppler frequency
fmax is 500Hz, and the transmit antenna spacing 4x is 0.5l , where l denotes the
wavelength.
As seen from Fig.H.1, the simulation results match the theoretical results very
well. Moreover, the difference between the PDF of the approximate instantaneous
output SNR and the PDF of the exact instantaneous output SNR is indistinguishable.
This means that both PDFs are almost equivalent. Thus, we can conclude that the
overall phase contribution to the instantaneous output SNR is negligible. It should
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Figure H.1: Simulation results for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR for (i)
temporally correlated channels and (ii) spatially correlated channels.
be emphasized that in this paper, we have never neglected the phase change between
Q1 and Q2 (or between Q3 and Q4), i.e., Q1 6= Q2 and Q3 6= Q4. Instead, we only
assume that (Q1 Q2)  (Q3 Q4) 0. The correctness of such an approximation
has been confirmed by the excellent fitting between the theoretical and simulation
results shown in Fig.H.1.
After substituting the obtained joint PDF pgå (g) in the relation [4, Eq. (7.20)],
we finally obtain the general formal expression for the BEP of the STBC-OFDM
system, which has been presented in (7)
Pb =
2s20
8g¯
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
Pbjgå (g) 
z2
z4(z2  z4)w
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4; w  z3pz4 )dz4dz3dz2dg: (7)
In this equation, we have w =
q
2s20 gz2=g¯ and Pbjgå (g) is the BEP conditioned on
a specific value of the SNR g , e.g., Pbjgå (g) = erfc(
pg)=2 for a binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) modulation scheme. Here, erfc(x) =
R ¥
x
2p
p e
 y2dy represents the
complementary error function.
It is worth mentioning that the result in (7) is generally valid. It can not only
be used to study the BEP performance separately for temporally and spatially cor-
related fading channels, but also for channels that are correlated in both space and
time.
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So far, the joint PDF of four dependent Rayleigh variables is unknown in the lit-
erature. Thus, it is not straightforward to express the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4)
of envelops when channels are spatially-temporally correlated. Since the derivation
of the joint PDF of four Rayleigh variables is not the main interest of this paper, in
the following, we will only be concerned with the first two cases to demonstrate the
usefulness of (7).
IV. THE BEP PERFORMANCE OF STBC-OFDM SYSTEMS IN
TEMPORALLY CORRELATED CHANNELS
In this section, we study the system performance in temporally correlated channels.
We assume that the sub-channels are spatially uncorrelated.
According to [5], the temporal ACF of Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) and Hk1( f 0;xk; t2), de-
fined by rHH(t) = EfHk1( f 0;xk; t1) Hk1( f 0;xk; t2)g, where t = t2  t1, can be ex-
pressed as
rHH(t) = 2s20 J0(2p fmaxt) (8)
for isotropic scattering environments. Here, J0() is the zeroth-order Bessel function
of the first kind. We further assume that there is no temporal correlation between
Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) and Hl1( f 0;xl; t2) if k 6= l, so that the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4)
of the envelopes R1; R2; R3; andR4 can be written as
pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) = pR1R2(r1;r2)  pR3R4(r3;r4); (9)
where pR1R2(r1; r2) denotes the joint PDF of the random variables R1 and R2, while
pR3R4(r3; r4) is the joint PDF of R3 and R4. According to [5], the joint PDFs
pR1R2(r1; r2) and pR3R4(r3; r4) are given by
pR1R2(r1;r2)=
r1r2
s40  r2T
 e
 s
2
0 (r
2
1+r
2
2)
2(s40 r2T )  I0
 
r1r2rT
s40  r2T
!
; (10a)
pR3R4(r3;r4)=
r3r4
s40  r2T
 e
 s
2
0 (r
2
3+r
2
4)
2(s40 r2T )  I0
 
r3r4rT
s40  r2T
!
; (10b)
where I0() represents the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind,
and rT = rHH(t)=2 denotes the temporal ACF of the real (imaginary) parts of
Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) and Hk1( f 0;xk; t2) at t = Ts.
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Submitting (9) into (7) and using (10a) and (10b) leads to the expression (11)
Pb =
2s20
16(s40  r2T )2g¯
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2z3(w  z3)
z4(z2  z4)w  e
  s
2
0
2(s40 r2T )
[
(w z3)2
z4
+z2+
z23
z2 z4 ]
 erfc(pg)  I0
 
z3rT
s40  r2T
!
 I0
 
(w  z3)rT
s40  r2T
!
dz4dz3dz2dg : (11)
This equation shows the BEP of the STBC-OFDM system in temporally correlated
channels. Since there is no closed-form solution for the BEP in (11), the integrals
have to be solved numerically.
The evaluation of the analytical expression for the BEP in (11) allows us to
study the influence of the Doppler effect on the BEP. The analytical results are
shown in Fig.H.2 for fmax = 100Hz and fmax = 500Hz. This figure also presents
the relevant simulation results. The simulation results are obtained by considering
the real channel conditions, which means both the envelope change and the phase
change during two consecutive transmission time slots have been taken into account.
It can be seen from this figure that the simulation results match the analytical ones
very well. The considered OFDM system consists of K = 64 subcarriers. All other
parameters are the same as in Section II. It can be concluded from Fig.H.2 that the
maximum Doppler frequency has an influence on the system performance, which
can be attributed to the channel variations during two consecutive transmission time
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Figure H.2: BEP performance of STBC-OFDM systems in temporally correlated
channels for fmax = 100Hz and fmax = 500Hz.
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slots. The performance deteriorates when fmax changes from 100Hz to 500Hz due
to the lower temporal correlation.
V. THE BEP PERFORMANCE OF STBC-OFDM SYSTEMS IN
SPATIALLY CORRELATED CHANNELS
This section deals with the analysis of the system performance in spatially corre-
lated fading channels. We assume that the sub-channels are temporally uncorre-
lated.
The space CCF of H11( f 0;x1; ti) and H21( f 0;x2; ti), defined by rHH(4x)
= EfH11( f 0;x1; ti) H21( f 0;x2; ti)g, can be expressed as [10]
rHH(4x) =
L
å`
=1
a2`rm`m`(4x) (12)
where4x=x2 x1. In (12), rm`m`(4x) designates the space CCF of the m`(xk; ti) at
4x=x2 x1. For the case of isotropic scattering, we have rm`m`(4x) = 2s20 J0(2p4
x=l ) [11].
We further assume that the space CCF between H11( f 0;x1; ti) and H21( f 0;x2; t j)
is zero if i 6= j. Thus, again the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) of the envelopes
R1; R2; R3; andR4 can be represented by the product of two joint PDFs as follows
pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) = pR1R3(r1;r3)R2R4 (r2;r4); (13)
where pR1R3(r1; r3) is the joint PDF of R1 and R3, while pR2R4(r2; r4) is the joint
PDF of R2 and R4. Since both pR1R3(r1; r3) and pR2R4(r2; r4) are given by the joint
PDF of two dependent Rayleigh random variables, it follows that [5]
pR1R3(r1;r3) =
r1r3
s40  r2x
 e 
s20 (r
2
1+r
2
3)
2(s40 r2x )  I0

r1r3rx
s40  r2x

; (14a)
pR2R4(r2;r4) =
r2r4
s40  r2x
 e 
s20 (r
2
2+r
2
4)
2(s40 r2x )  I0

r2r4rx
s40  r2x

: (14b)
Substituting (13) into (7) and using (14a) and (14b) gives the BEP performance
in spatially correlated channels. The analytical expression for the BEP is shown
in (15)
Pb =
2s20
16(s40  r2x )2g¯
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2z3(w  z3)
z4(z2  z4)w  I0

z3
p
z4rx
(s40  r2x )
p
z2  z4

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 I0

(w  z3)
p
z2  z4rx
(s40  r2x )
p
z4

 e 
s20
2(s40 r2x )
[
(w z3)2
z4
+z2+
z23
z2 z4 ]  erfc(pg)dz4dz3dz2dg:
(15)
In this equation, rx = rHH(4x)=2 is the space CCF of the real (imaginary) parts of
H11( f 0;x1; ti) and H21( f 0;x2; ti) at4x= x2  x1.
The BEP calculated according to (15) is illustrated in Fig.H.3 for different an-
tenna spacings 4x = 0:1l and 4x = 3l . From this figure, we realize that system
performance improvements can be achieved by increasing the antenna spacing. The
reason is that the spatial correlation between sub-channels becomes smaller when
the antenna spacing increases. Again, the theoretical curves in Fig.H.3 are vali-
dated by system simulations with the same parameters as described in Section III.
Although the temporal ACF and the space CCF have the same shape, their influence
on the system performance is different.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of STBC-OFDM systems in corre-
lated channels, where the statistical channel variations during two consecutive trans-
mission time slots have been taken into consideration. We have pointed out that the
instantaneous output SNR strongly depends on the statistics of the envelopes of the
space-time-variant transfer functions, while the impact of the overall random phase
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Figure H.3: BEP performance of STBC-OFDM systems in spatially correlated
channels for4x= 0:1l and4x= 3l .
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contribution is negligible. A general equation for the BEP has been derived, which
enables studying the system performance in different types of correlated channels.
For instance, we have discussed the system performance separately for temporally
and spatially correlated channels.
It has been shown that the system performance deteriorates when increasing
the maximum Doppler frequency due to a lower temporal ACF. In contrast, the
performance improves if reducing the space CCF, which can be implemented by
increasing the antenna spacing. Therefore, we can conclude that the temporal ACF
and the space CCF have inverse effect on the system performance. All the theo-
retical results in this paper have been validated by simulations. Even the overall
random phase contribution has been neglected in our performance analysis, it has
been shown the derived analytical results match the simulation results evaluated by
considering this overall phase contribution.
H. A Derivation of the PDF of the instantaneous out-
put SNR
This Appendix is devoted to express the PDF pgå (g) of the instantaneous out-
put SNR as a function of the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) of the envelopes
R1; R2; R3; andR4.
A starting point for the derivation of the joint PDF pgå (g) is given by the PDF
of the random variable Z, which is defined by
Z =
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4
R22+R
2
3
: (A.1)
For this purpose, we define the following system of equations
z1 = (r1r2+ r3r4)2; z2 = r22+ r
2
3; z3 = r1r2; z4 = r
2
3: (A.2)
For z3<
p
z1 and z4< z2, the following solutions to the system of equations can be
found
r1 =
z3p
z2 z4 ; r2 =
p
z2  z4;
r3 =
p
z4; r4 =
p
z1  z3p
z4
: (A.3)
Applying the concept of transformation of random variables [9] leads to the join
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PDF of the random variables Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4
pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1;z2;z3;z4) =j J(z1;z2;z3;z4) j (A.4)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4;
p
z1  z3p
z4
);
where
J(z1;z2;z3;z4) =

¶ z1
¶ r1
¶ z1
¶ r2
   ¶ z1¶ r4
¶ z2
¶ r1
¶ z2
¶ r2
   ¶ z2¶ r4... ... . . . ...
¶ z4
¶ r1
¶ z4
¶ r2
   ¶ z4¶ r4

 1
=  1
8
p
z1z4(z2  z4) (A.5)
denotes the Jacobian determinant. Furthermore, the joint PDF of the random vari-
ables Z1 and Z2 can be obtained by integrating the joint PDF pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1;z2;z3;z4)
over z3 and z4 [9, p.243], i.e.,
pZ1Z2(z1;z2) =
1
8
p
z1
p
z1Z
0
z2Z
0
1
z4(z2  z4) (A.6)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4;
p
z1  z3p
z4
)dz4dz3:
The random variable Z can be written as the quotient of Z1 over Z2. Using the rule
[9, Eq. (6–59)] enables us to calculate the PDF of Z, which is given by
pZ(z) =
1
8
¥Z
0
p
zz2Z
0
z2Z
0
z2
z4(z2  z4)pzz2 (A.7)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2 z4 ;
p
z2 z4;pz4;
p
zz2 z3p
z4
)dz4dz3dz2:
Finally, we are in the position to express the desired PDF pgå (g) of gå = Z=2s
2
n in
the following form
pgå (g) =
2s20
8g¯
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2
z4(z2  z4)w (A.8)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4; w  z3pz4 )dz4dz3dz2;
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where the upper limit w in the second integral represents w=
q
2s20 gz2=g¯ .
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Abstract — This paper deals with the performance analysis of Alamouti
coded orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems over time-
varying multipath Rayleigh fading channels. In our analysis, we consider a
physically more realistic channel, which can be correlated either in time or
in space or even in both domains. We derive an analytical expression for the
bit error probability (BEP), which describes the performance of an Alamouti
coded OFDM system over fading channels correlated in space and time. It is
shown that the derived BEP can be reduced to the known BEP obtained over
fading channels correlated in time or space. The correctness of all theoreti-
cal results is validated by system simulations. The knowledge of the obtained
theoretical results makes the BEP evaluation more straightforward and less
time-consuming compared to simulations. Moreover, it allows us to discuss
the effect of the maximum Doppler frequency and the antenna spacing on the
system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, space-time block coding (STBC) schemes have received
considerable attention due to the fact that they can increase the transmission relia-
bility over wireless fading channels [13]. One of the famous and simple STBCs is
the Alamouti coding scheme [2], which has been proposed by Alamouti to achieve
a transmit diversity gain. It has been shown in the literature, e.g., in [12], that the
simple Alamouti scheme works well if the mobile fading channel remains constant
over an Alamouti codeword period. Due to the increasing demand for high data rate
wireless communication services, future communication systems are supposed to
be operating in much larger bandwidth ranges than today’s communication systems.
To cope with the multipath fading problem faced by future wideband communica-
tion systems, one efficient solution is to combine the Alamouti scheme with OFDM
techniques.
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Since the symbol duration of an OFDM system is much longer than that of a
single-carrier system, a channel which is quasi-static for a single-carrier system
may not be quasi-static for an OFDM system. Therefore, when studying the perfor-
mance of an Alamouti coded OFDM system, it is physically not realistic to consider
the channel as time invariant over two consecutive symbol durations. The impact
of a time-varying fading channel on the performance of Alamouti coded OFDM
systems has been investigated in [6]. The drawback of this paper is that the spa-
tial correlation between the Rayleigh fading subchannels has not been taken into
account. However, it has been shown in [7] by simulations and in [5] by theory
that the performance of an Alamouti coded OFDM system depends not only on the
temporal correlation but also on the spatial correlation. Due to this fact, the au-
thors in [8] have studied the impact of both the temporal and the spatial properties
on the performance of Alamouti coded OFDM systems. However, in [8], the au-
thors assumed that the subchannels cannot be correlated simultaneously in time and
space. For example, they assumed that no spatial correlation exists when analyzing
the system performance over channels correlated in time and vice versa. Thus, the
results in [8] were not generally valid and they cannot be used for the realistic case
where the subchannels are correlated in both time and space.
In this paper, we concentrate again on the performance analysis of Alamouti
coded OFDM systems in time-varying multipath Rayleigh fading channels. In con-
trast to [6] and [8], we restrict our attention to the physically more realistic case that
the channel can be arbitrarily correlated either in time or in space or even in both
domains. In our analysis, we assume that the channel envelope changes during two
consecutive transmission time slots. We derive an analytical expression for the BEP
over channels correlated in space and time. We show that our derived BEP can be
reduced to the BEP presented in [8] for channels correlated only in time or space.
All theoretical results will be confirmed by system simulations. The obtained re-
sults allow us to study the influence of the Doppler effect and the antenna spacing
on the system performance. It is shown that the system performance improvement
can be achieved by increasing the antenna spacing, while the performance deterio-
rates if we increase the maximum Doppler frequency. It turns out that the temporal
autocorrelation function (ACF) and the space cross-correlation function (CCF) have
an inverse effect on the system performance though they have the same shape under
isotropic scattering conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review
the Alamouti coded OFDM system and the statistical properties of the considered
wideband channel model. Section III analyzes the BEP performance over channels
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correlated in space and time, where an analytical expression is derived for the BEP
of Alamouti coded OFDM systems. Section IV confirms the correctness of the
theory by simulation. Finally, we give the conclusions in Section V.
II. REVIEW OF THE ALAMOUTI CODED OFDM SYSTEM
In this paper, we consider an OFDM system equipped with two transmit antennas
and a single receive antenna. The complex data symbol pair (S1; S2) is encoded
first by the Alamouti scheme [12] before it is transmitted over a multipath fading
channel. The symbols received at the time slots t1 and t2 can be expressed as
Y1 = H11( f 0;x1; t1)S1+H21( f 0;x2; t1)S2+N1; (1a)
Y2 = H11( f 0;x1; t2)S2+H21( f 0;x2; t2)S1+N2; (1b)
where Ni denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) component at the time
slot ti (i= 1; 2) and
Hk1( f 0;xk; ti) =
L
å`
=1
a`m`(xk; ti)e  j2p f
0t 0` (2)
represents the space-time-variant transfer function of the transmission link from the
k th transmit antenna located at xk (k = 1; 2) to the single receive antenna. Here,
L is the number of discrete propagation paths. The quantities a` and t 0` denote
the path gain and the propagation delay of the ` th path, respectively. It is assumed
that the average power of the channel model is normalized to unity, i.e., the power
constraint åL`=1 a2` = 1 holds. The processes m`(xk; ti) in (2) represent zero-mean
complex Gaussian random processes. We assume that the real and imaginary parts
of m`(xk; ti) are uncorrelated, each having the variance s20 = 1=2.
It is supposed that the receiver knows perfectly the channel state information,
and we assume that no synchronization error exists. By applying the combining
strategy proposed in [14, 1], the estimated symbols at the output of the detector can
be expressed as
Sˆ1 = [H11( f 0;x1; t1)H11( f
0;x1; t2)+H21( f 0;x2; t1)H21( f
0;x2; t2)]S1
+H11( f
0;x1; t2)N1+H21( f 0;x2; t1)N2 ; (3a)
Sˆ2 = [H11( f 0;x1; t1)H11( f
0;x1; t2)+H21( f 0;x2; t1)H21( f
0;x2; t2)]S2
+H21( f
0;x2; t2)N1+H11( f 0;x1; t1)N2 : (3b)
A. The Instantaneous Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio
For convenience, we express the complex space-time-variant transfer functions by
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their envelopes Rm = jHk1( f 0;xk; ti)j and phases Qm = argfHk1( f 0;xk; ti)g for m =
1;2;3;4 as follows
H11( f 0;x1; t1) = R1eQ1 ; H11( f 0;x1; t2) = R2eQ2 ;
H21( f 0;x2; t1) = R3eQ3 ; H21( f 0;x2; t2) = R4eQ4: (4)
Given the channel model described by (2), it turns out that the random envelope Rm
follows the Rayleigh distribution.
Since the system model is symmetrical, the BEP of S1 is equal to the one for
S2. Therefore, in the following, we only concentrate on the BEP analysis of S1. For
the instantaneous output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of Sˆ1, we find the following
expression from (3a)
gå =
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4 cos(Q1 Q2+Q4 Q3)
(R22+R
2
3) 2s2n
; (5)
where 2s2n denotes the variance of the AWGN noise. It should be mentioned
that if the channel is constant during the consecutive time slots t1 and t2, i.e.,
Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) = Hk1( f 0;xk; t2)(k = 1; 2), the instantaneous output SNR gå in (5)
reduces to the one presented in [4, p.214].
B. Statistical Properties of the Considered Channel Model
As shown in [7], the performance of an Alamouti coded OFDM system depends not
only on the temporal correlation but also on the spatial correlation. For the purpose
of performance analysis, we briefly review the main correlation functions of the
considered channel, which is correlated in both spatial and temporal domains.
First, we consider the temporal ACF rHH(t) between the subchannels
Hk1( f 0;xk; t1) and Hk1( f 0;xk; t2). By making use of the results in [11], we can ex-
press the temporal ACF rHH(t) as follows
rHH(t) = EfHk1( f 0;xk; t1) Hk1( f 0;xk; t2)g
=
L
å`
=1
a2`rm`m`(t); (6)
where t = t2  t1 and rm`m`(t) describes the temporal ACF between m`(xk; t1) and
m`(xk; t2). Assuming isotropic scattering conditions, we have rHH(t) = 2s20
J0(2p fmaxt). Here, J0() is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind and
fmax represents the maximum Doppler frequency.
The space CCF rHH(4x) between H11( f 0;x1; ti) and H21( f 0;x2; ti) can be com-
puted via the definition rHH(4x) = EfH11( f 0;x1; ti) H21( f 0;x2; ti)g. Based on [11],
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we have
rHH(4x) =
L
å`
=1
a2`rm`m`(4x); (7)
where 4x= x2  x1. In (7), rm`m`(4x) designates the space CCF of the random
processes m`(x1; ti) and m`(x2; ti). For the case of isotropic scattering, we have
rHH(4x) = 2s20 J0(2p4x=l ), where l denotes the wavelength.
The space-time CCF between H11( f 0;x1; ti) and H21( f 0;x2; t j) is defined as
rHH(4x;t) = EfH11( f 0;x1; ti) H21( f 0;x2; t j)g; (8)
for i; j = 1;2 and i 6= j. Finally, we mention that the space-time CCF rHH(4x;t)
can be represented by the sum of the space-time CCFs of different propagation paths
weighted by the path power a2` .
III. THE BEP PERFORMANCE OF ALAMOUTI CODED OFDM SYSTEMS OVER
FADING CHANNELS CORRELATED IN SPACE AND TIME
In the following, we will first derive an analytical expression for the joint PDF of
the envelopes R1; R2;R3, and R4, denoted by pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4). Thereafter, we
will find a solution for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR. At the end, the
BEP can be easily derived by averaging the conditional BEP over the obtained PDF
of the instantaneous output SNR [4].
A. The Derivation of the Joint PDF of Four Envelopes
We express the complex space-time-variant transfer functions by their real and
imaginary parts in the following form
H11( f 0;x1; t1) = X1+ jY1; H11( f 0;x1; t2) = X2+ jY2;
H21( f 0;x2; t1) = X3+ jY3; H21( f 0;x2; t2) = X4+ jY4: (9)
As already mentioned in Section II, Xm and Yn are independent Gaussian random
variables (m;n= 1; 2; 3; 4). Therefore, the joint PDF of the eight Gaussian random
variables, i.e., X1; X2; X3; X4; Y1; Y2; Y3; and Y4, can be expressed by the product of
two joint PDFs as follows
pX1X2X3X4Y1Y2Y3Y4(x1; x2; x3; x4; y1; y2; y3; y4) = pX1X2X3X4(x1; x2; x3; x4)
 pY1Y2Y3Y4(y1; y2; y3; y4): (10)
Here, pX1X2X3X4(x1; x2; x3; x4) denotes the joint PDF of the variables X1; X2; X3, and
X4, while the joint PDF of Y1; Y2; Y3; and Y4 is described by pY1Y2Y3Y4(y1; y2; y3; y4).
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Starting from the multivariate Gaussian distribution [10, Eq. (2.20)], we can
compute the joint PDFs pX1X2X3X4(x1; x2; x3; x4) and pY1Y2Y3Y4(y1; y2; y3; y4), which
are presented in (11) and (12)
pX1X2X3X4(x1; x2; x3; x4) =
1
(2p)2
p
E
(11)
 e  12E [A(x21+x22+x23+x24)+B(x1x2+x3x4)+C(x1x3+x2x4)+D(x1x4+x2x3)];
pY1Y2Y3Y4(y1; y2; y3; y4) =
1
(2p)2
p
E
(12)
 e  12E [A(y21+y22+y23+y24)+B(y1y2+y3y4)+C(y1y3+y2y4)+D(y1y4+y2y3)]:
The symbols A; B;C; D and E in (11) and (12) are given by
A= 2rTrxrx;T +s
2
0 (s
4
0  r2T  rx2 r2x;T ); (13a)
B= 2s20rxrx;T  rT (s40  r2T +rx2+r2x;T ); (13b)
C = 2s20rTrx;T  rx(s40 +r2T  rx2+r2x;T ); (13c)
D= 2s20rTrx rx;T (s40 +r2T +rx2 r2x;T ); (13d)
E = (s40  r2T )2+(rx2 r2x;T )2 2(s40 +r2T )(rx2+r2x;T )+8s20rTrxrx;T ; (13e)
where rT = rHH(Ts)=2, rx = rHH(4x)=2, and rx;T = rHH(4x;Ts)=2.
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), we obtain the analytical expression for
the joint PDF pX1X2X3X4Y1Y2Y3Y4(x1; x2; x3; x4; y1; y2; y3; y4). Then, after transform-
ing the Cartesian coordinates (xm; ym) into the polar coordinates (rm; qm), we can
express the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4Q1Q2Q3Q4(r1; r2; r3; r4; q1; q2; q3; q4) of the four en-
velopes Rm = jXm + jYmj and the four phases Qm = argfXm + jYmg in the form
shown at in (14)
pR1R2R3R4Q1Q2Q3Q4(r1; r2; r3; r4; q1; q2; q3; q4) = jJj  pX1X2X3X4Y1Y2Y3Y4(r1 cosq1;
r2 cosq2; r3 cosq3; r4 cosq4; r1 sinq1; r2 sinq2; r3 sinq3; r4 sinq4); (14)
In this equation,
J =

¶x1
¶ r1
   ¶x1¶ r4
¶x1
¶q1
   ¶x1¶q4... . . . ... ... . . . ...
¶x4
¶ r1
   ¶x4¶ r4
¶x4
¶q1
   ¶x4¶q4
¶y1
¶ r1
   ¶y1¶ r4
¶y1
¶q1
   ¶y1¶q4... . . . ... ... . . . ...
¶y4
¶ r1
   ¶y4¶ r4
¶y4
¶q1
   ¶y4¶q4

= r1r2r3r4 (15)
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denotes the Jacobian determinant. Now, the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) of the
envelopes R1; R2;R3, and R4 can be computed by integrating (14) over the phases
q1; q2;q3, and q4, which results finally in the form presented in (16)
pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) =
r1r2r3r4
(2p)2E
 e[  A2E (r21+r22+r23+r24)]

2pZ
0
2pZ
0
e 
1
E [Br3r4 cos(j2)+Cr2r4 cos(j1+j2)+Dr2r3 cos(j1)]
 I0

1
E
p
B2r21r
2
2+C
2r21r
2
3+D
2r21r
2
4+2r1r2r3r4[BCcos(j1)+BDcos(j1+j2)+CDcos(j2)]

dj1dj2:
(16)
B. Derivation of the PDF of the Output Instantaneous SNR
This subsection is devoted to find an expression for the PDF pgå (g) of the instan-
taneous output SNR. It is shown in (5) that the instantaneous output SNR is deter-
mined by the envelopes (R1; R2; R3; R4) and the phases (Q1;Q2;Q3;Q4). Even if
the joint probability density function (PDF) of the envelopes and phases is known
in advance, it is mathematically complicated to find the theoretical expression for
the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR.
For the purpose of performance analysis, we introduce an approximation for the
instantaneous output SNR by neglecting the difference between the phase changes
Q1 Q2 andQ3 Q4, i.e.,Q1 Q2 (Q3 Q4) 0. Thus, the instantaneous output
SNR gå in (5) can be approximated as
gå 
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4
(R22+R
2
3) 2s2n
: (17)
To verify its accuracy, we compare the PDF of the exact instantaneous output SNR
with that of the approximate one by means of simulations. FigureI.1 presents the
simulation results for both PDFs by considering different types of correlated chan-
nels, including (i) channels correlated in time, (ii) channels correlated in space, and
(iii) channels correlated in both domains. All simulation results presented in Fig. I.1
are obtained by considering a typical 6-path rural area propagation scenario [3]. It
is assumed that the average SNR g¯ is 5dB, the symbol duration Ts equals 6.4ms, the
maximum Doppler frequency fmax is 500Hz, and the normalized transmit antenna
spacing4x=l is 0.5.
As illustrated in Fig. I.1, the difference between the two types of PDFs is in-
distinguishable. This means that the PDF of the approximate instantaneous output
SNR is almost equivalent to that of the exact instantaneous output SNR. Thus, the
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Figure I.1: Simulation results for the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR for chan-
nels correlated in time (case I), channels correlated in space (case II), and channels
correlated in space and time (case III).
overall phase contribution to the instantaneous output SNR is negligible. It should
be emphasized again that we have not neglected the phase difference between Q1
andQ2 (or betweenQ3 andQ4), i.e.,Q1 6=Q2 andQ3 6=Q4. Instead of this, we only
assume that (Q1 Q2)  (Q3 Q4)  0. The accuracy of such an approximation
has been confirmed by the excellent fitting between the PDF curves in Fig. I.1.
To obtain the PDF of the instantaneous output SNR, we start from deriving the
PDF of the random variable Z defined by
Z =
R21R
2
2+R
2
3R
2
4+2R1R2R3R4
R22+R
2
3
: (18)
Let us define a system of equations as follows
z1 = (r1r2+ r3r4)2; z2 = r22+ r
2
3; z3 = r1r2; z4 = r
2
3; (19)
from which we find the following real-valued solutions under the preconditions
z3<
p
z1 and z4<z2
r1 =
z3p
z2  z4 ; r2 =
p
z2  z4; r3 =pz4; r4 =
p
z1  z3p
z4
: (20)
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With the concept of transformation of random variables [9], we can express the join
PDF of the random variables Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 as follows
pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1;z2;z3;z4) = jJ(z1;z2;z3;z4)j
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4;
p
z1  z3p
z4
); (21)
where the Jacobian determinant J(z1;z2;z3;z4) equals  1=[8pz1z4(z2  z4)]. Then,
integrating the joint PDF pZ1Z2Z3Z4(z1;z2;z3;z4) over z3 and z4 results in the joint
PDF of the random variables Z1 and Z2, i.e.,
pZ1Z2(z1;z2) =
1
8
p
z1
p
z1Z
0
z2Z
0
1
z4(z2  z4)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4;
p
z1  z3p
z4
)dz4dz3: (22)
Applying the rule presented in [9, Eq. (6–59)], we obtain the following expression
for the PDF of the random variable Z = Z1=Z2
pZ(z) =
1
8
¥Z
0
p
zz2Z
0
z2Z
0
z2
z4(z2  z4)pzz2
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2 z4 ;
p
z2 z4;pz4;
p
zz2 z3p
z4
)dz4dz3dz2: (23)
With [9, Eq. (5–3)], we can now express the desired PDF pgå (g) of gå = Z=2s
2
n in
terms of the joint PDF pR1R2R3R4(r1;r2;r3;r4) as follows
pgå (g) =
2s20
8g¯
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2
z4(z2  z4)w (24)
 pR1R2R3R4(
z3p
z2  z4 ;
p
z2  z4;pz4; w  z3pz4 )dz4dz3dz2;
where the upper limit w in the second integral represents w=
q
2s20 gz2=g¯ .
C. Expression for the BEP
The BEP of the Alamouti coded OFDM system can be calculated by means of the
relation [4, Eq. (7.20)]
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Pb =
¥Z
0
pgå (g) Pbjgå (g)dg ; (25)
where Pbjgå (g) is the conditional BEP of a digital modulation scheme for a spe-
cific value of the SNR g . For the binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation
scheme, e.g., Pbjgå (g) = erfc(
pg)=2. Here, erfc(x) = R ¥x 2pp e y2dy represents the
complementary error function.
Substituting the derived joint PDF pgå (g) [see (24)] into (25) and taking (16)
into account, we finally come to the result of the BEP of a BPSK Alamouti coded
OFDM system as shown in (26).
Pb =
2s20
64p2g¯E
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2z3(w  z3)
z4(z2  z4)w  e
  A2E [
(w z3)2
z4
+z2+
z23
z2 z4 ]  erfc(pg)

2pZ
0
2pZ
0
I0

1
E
r
B2z23+C
2 z4z
2
3
z2 z4+D
2 z
2
3(w z3)2
z4(z2 z4)+2z3(w z3)[BCcosj1+BDcos(j1+j2)+CDcosj1]

 e 
1
E [B(w z3)cosj2+C(w z3)
r
(z2 z4)
z4
cos(j1+j2)+D
p
z4(z2 z4)cosj1]
dj1dj2dz4dz3dz2dg ;
(26)
In the following, we will discuss two special cases. By considering rx = 0 and
rx;T = 0, the BEP in (26) reduces to the BEP
Pb =
2s20
16(s40  r2T )2g¯
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2z3(w  z3)
z4(z2  z4)w  e
  s
2
0
2(s40 r2T )
[
(w z3)2
z4
+z2+
z23
z2 z4 ]
 erfc(pg)  I0
 
z3rT
s40  r2T
!
I0
 
(w  z3)rT
s40  r2T
!
dz4dz3dz2dg ; (27)
which has been presented in [8, Eq. (11)] describing the system performance over
fading channels correlated in time.
For the case when rT = 0 and rx;T = 0, the BEP in (26) can be reduced to the
result presented in [8, Eq. (15)]
Pb =
2s20
16(s40  r2x )2g¯
¥Z
0
¥Z
0
wZ
0
z2Z
0
z2z3(w  z3)
z4(z2  z4)w  I0

z3
p
z4rx
(s40  r2x )
p
z2  z4

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 I0

(w  z3)
p
z2  z4rx
(s40  r2x )
p
z4

 e 
s20
2(s40 r2x )
[
(w z3)2
z4
+z2+
z23
z2 z4 ]  erfc(pg)dz4dz3dz2dg;
(28)
which represents the BEP performance of the Alamouti coded OFDM system over
fading channels correlated in space.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section is devoted to illustrate the theoretical BEP results given by (26), (27),
and (28). To confirm their correctness, all derived theoretical results will be vali-
dated by system simulations. In all the simulations, we assume that the considered
OFDM system consists of K = 64 subcarriers. All other parameters are the same as
in Section II.
The BEP performance over fading channels correlated in spatial and temporal
domains is presented in Fig. I.2 for different antenna spacings4x and different max-
imum Doppler frequencies fmax. It is shown that the theoretical BEPs calculated by
(26) match perfectly the ones obtained by system simulations. Moreover, we can
observe that both the antenna spacing and the maximum Doppler frequency have an
impact on the system performance.
In the following two figures, we present the BEP performance for the two spe-
cial cases, where the channels are correlated either in the temporal or spatial domain.
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Figure I.2: BEP performance of Alamouti coded OFDM systems over fading chan-
nels correlated in space and time for different values of the maximum Doppler fre-
quency fmax and the antenna spacing4x.
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FigureI.3 illustrates the BEP over channels correlated in the temporal domain for
fmax = 100Hz and fmax = 500Hz [see (27)]. This figure also presents the relevant
simulation results, which again confirm the correctness of the analytical ones. It
turns out that the maximum Doppler frequency has an influence on the system per-
formance, which can be attributed to the channel variations during two consecutive
transmission time slots. The performance degrades when changing the maximum
Doppler frequency fmax from 100Hz to 500Hz.
The theoretical results of the BEP described by (28) are depicted in Fig. I.4 for
different antenna spacings 4x = 0:1l and 4x = 3l . It can be concluded from
Fig. I.4 that the system performance can be improved by increasing the antenna
spacing. This can be explained by the fact that the spatial correlation between
subchannels becomes smaller when the antenna spacing increases. By comparing
Fig. I.3 with Fig. I.4, we may conclude that though the temporal ACF and the space
CCF have the same shape, their influence on the system performance is inverse.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of Alamouti coded OFDM sys-
tems over multipath Rayleigh fading channels correlated in space and time. In our
analysis, we have considered the physically more realistic case that the channel en-
velope changes during two consecutive transmission time slots. It has been shown
by simulations that the instantaneous output SNR strongly depends on the statistics
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Figure I.3: BEP performance of Alamouti coded OFDM systems over fading chan-
nels correlated in time for fmax = 100Hz and fmax = 500Hz.
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Figure I.4: BEP performance of Alamouti coded OFDM systems over fading chan-
nels correlated in space for4x= 0:1l and4x= 3l .
of the envelopes of the space-time-variant transfer functions, while the impact of
the overall random phase contribution is negligible. An analytical expression has
been derived for the BEP of an Alamouti coded OFDM system over fading chan-
nels correlated both in temporal and spatial domains. The derived BEP includes the
known BEPs for channels correlated in the temporal or spatial domain as special
cases.
With the help of the derived BEP expressions, we have numerically evaluated
the BEP performance for different types of correlated channels, where the impact
of the maximum Doppler frequency and the antenna spacing on the system per-
formance has been discussed. We found that the system performance deteriorates
when increasing the maximum Doppler frequency due to a lower temporal ACF.
In contrast, the performance improves if increasing the antenna spacing due to a
lower space CCF. Therefore, it can be concluded that the temporal ACF and the
space CCF have inverse effect on the system performance though they have the
same shape under isotropic scattering conditions. In addition, we have confirmed
all the theoretical results by system simulations.
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Statement of figure mistakes: Fig. I.2 presented in the main text did not mark
the values of the maximum Doppler frequency fmax and the antenna spacing4x un-
der which the presented curves are plotted. The correction version of Fig. I.2 is given
as follows.
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Figure I.5: Correction of Fig. I.2: BEP performance of Alamouti coded OFDM
systems over fading channels correlated in space and time for different values of
the maximum Doppler frequency fmax and the antenna spacing4x.
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Abstract — In this paper, we develop super-orthogonal space-time trellis
codes (SOSTTCs) using differential binary phase-shift keying (BPSK),
quadriphase-shift keying (QPSK) and eight-phase shift keying (8PSK) for non-
coherent communication systems with two transmit antennas without chan-
nel state information (CSI) at the receiver. Based on a differential encoding
scheme proposed by Tarokh and Jafarkhani, we propose a new decoding al-
gorithm with reduced decoding complexity. To evaluate the performance of
the SOSTTCs by way of computer simulations, a geometric two-ring chan-
nel model is employed throughout. The simulation results show that the new
decoding algorithm has the same decoding performance compared with the
traditional decoding strategy, while it reduces significantly the overall comput-
ing complexity. As expected the system performance depends greatly on the
antenna spacing and on the angular spread of the incoming waves. For fair
comparison, we also design SOSTTCs for coherent detection of the same com-
plexity as those demonstrated for the noncoherent case. As in the case of classi-
cal single antenna transmission systems, the coherent scheme outperforms the
differential one by approximately 3 dB for SOSTTCs as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Space-time coding was introduced in the late 1990’s as a promising technique to im-
prove the reliability of mobile data links by using transmit antenna diversity [20, 3].
Those pioneering works and many others that soon followed were elaborated under
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the assumption that the receiver can acquire perfect channel state information (CSI).
Nevertheless, the known-channel assumption may not be realistic in a scenario of
rapidly changing fading environments. In our paper, we propose space-time trellis
codes to be used in noncoherent transmission systems where neither the transmitter
nor the receiver knows the fading gains of the channel. For the single-input single-
output (SISO) case, differential encoding coupled with trellis-coded modulation can
provide a good solution to the problem [13, 5, 14, 23]. In the enlarged framework of
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, a new solution emerged as unitary
space-time signals [7, 9, 2, 8]. Like Alamouti’s scheme for coherent demodulation,
these designs can provide diversity advantage, but no coding gain.
To obtain coding gains, trellis-coded unitary space-time modulation systems
have been proposed in [16, 17, 4, 25, 18, 24]. To this end, the first prerequisite is
a set of unitary matrices. To avoid this, Tarokh and Jafarkhani proposed a differen-
tial detection scheme for two transmit antennas in [19] and extended it to multiple
transmit antennas in [11]. For the case when the receiver has CSI, super-orthogonal
space-time trellis codes (SOSTTCs) have been introduced in [10]. Zhu and Ja-
farkhani presented in [26] two rather simple, fully-connected trellis sections for
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) and quadriphase-shift keying (QPSK). The case
of eight-phase shift keying (8PSK) is not treated in [26]. In contradistinction to
[26], we consider all the three signal constellations, BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK, and
design differential super-orthogonal space-time trellis encoders based on non-fully
connected trellises. Moreover, we use the differential scheme described in [19],
while, as much as we understand, the authors of [26] prefer an older one, based on
unitary matrices.
In [19], only differential BPSK modulation is described in detail for the case
of two transmit antennas, while performance plots are also provided for QPSK and
8PSK. We made no attempt to consider 16PSK as well, since it has a rather small
practical usefulness and the complexity grows unacceptably high, as the cardinality
of the required matrix set is 256. Although we consider the differential scheme
described in [19] as excellent, we propose a new decoding metric with exactly the
same performance as that given in [19], but superior from the standpoint of the
computing time.
The bit error rate (BER) performance of both coherent and noncoherent com-
munication systems using SOSTTCs is evaluated by computer simulations based on
a geometric two-ring channel model [12]. We take the opportunity of performing
those simulations to study the impact of different channel parameters and transmis-
sion scenarios on the system performance. We compare the BER performance of
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the SOSTTCs using both the differential and the coherent encoding schemes. As
known from the theory and practice of single antenna communication systems, the
SOSTTCs using the differential encoding scheme are approximately 3 dB worse
than those using the coherent scheme, and this is the price paid for having no need
of CSI at the receiver.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe our
channel model and develop the differential scheme for BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK. It
will be clear that the matrix sets used for trellis-coding are quite different from those
used for differential transmission. In Section III, for fair comparison, we first design
SOSTTCs to be included in coherent transmission systems. In Section IV, we design
SOSTTCs that work together with differential detection and therefore have no need
of CSI. Receiver issues are treated in Section V, where the traditional decoding
algorithm and the new decoding algorithm are presented. Simulation results and
related comments are given in Section VI. Section VII contains our conclusions.
II. CHANNEL MODEL AND DIFFERENTIAL ENCODING
A. Channel Model
We consider a point-to-point noncoherent wireless communication link with two
transmit antennas and one or two receive antennas, operating in a Rayleigh flat-
fading environment like in [19]. The signal constellation used for transmission
is M-PSK, with M = 2b and b = 1;2, and 3, i.e., BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK. The
average energy of the symbols transmitted from each antenna is normalized to be
1/2, in order that the average power of the received signal at each receive antenna is
1. Therefore, the 2D signal constellation is a set
S=
(
e2pk j=Mp
2
jk = 0;1; : : : ;M 1
)
(1)
where j2 = 1:
In our method, we use a 4D signal constellation that is the Cartesian product
of a 2D signal constellation by itself. Denote the 2D symbol interval by T . A 4D
symbol is transmitted in two consecutive time intervals of duration T and thus its
duration equals 2T . We number the 4D symbol intervals by n, n = 0;1;2; : : : ; and
the first and the second half of the generic 4D symbol interval are denoted as 2n and
2n+1, respectively. Note that actually BPSK is not 2D, but 1D.
In this paper, we assume that the fading is constant over a time interval whose
duration is at least equal to 4T . Furthermore, let us denote the path gain from the
transmit antenna q;q = 1;2, to the receive antenna p, by h(p;q)n . The path gains are
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modelled as samples of independent complex Gaussian stochastic processes with
variance 0.5 per real dimension.
B. Differential Encoding
We assume that the data transmission is being made by frames, where by frame we
understand a block of N 4D consecutive symbols, or equivalently of 2N 2D consec-
utive QPSK or 8PSK symbols, and of N 2D consecutive symbols, or equivalently of
2N 1D consecutive BPSK symbols, that are maximum likelihood sequence decoded
by the receiver using the Viterbi algorithm. For brevity of exposition, we consider
2D signal constellations, but the theory is the same for BPSK. We index the 4D
symbols by n;n = 0;1; : : : ;N  1: The nth 4D symbol comprises two consecutive
2D symbols denoted as s2n and s2n+1 which are transmitted by the first antenna into
two successive channel uses 2n and 2n+1. The second antenna transmits the same
information, but in a different order and form, i.e.,  ans2n+1 first and ans2n next,
where the variable an can take the values +1 and  1 as it will be shown later. It is
useful to consider these quantities as the entries of a 22 transmission matrix:
Mn =
 
s2n  an  s2n+1
s2n+1 an  s2n
!
: (2)
For an fixed as +1 or  1, we readily recognize in (2) the Alamouti matrix [3],
which is also an orthogonal design, since the two columns, as well as the two rows,
are orthogonal.
For coherent demodulation and an fixed, all the matrices that can be formed
with symbols of a given signal constellation make up a signal set and a space-time
trellis code can be designed by properly assigning a transmission matrix to each
state transition of a topological trellis. Clearly, the data rate is determined by the
cardinality of such a signal set. To increase the data rate by one bit per 4D symbol,
the signal set is taken as the union of two families of matrices, one for an =+1 and
the other one for an =  1. With this enlarged set of matrices, an SOSTTC can be
built [10].
When no CSI is available at the receiver, only noncoherent demodulation can
be used. As in [19], we consider the two orthogonal vectors (s2n; an  s2n+1) and
(s2n+1;an  s2n) having unit length. Then, any 2D vector (s2n+2; an  s2n+3) can
be uniquely represented in the orthonormal basis given by these vectors. Assuming
that the fading is constant at least over two consecutive 4D symbols, the information
to be transmitted in the (n+ 1)th 4D symbol interval is differentially encoded as
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follows: 
s2n+2  an+1  s2n+3
s2n+3 an+1  s2n+2
!
=
 
u2n+2 u2n+3
 an an+1 u2n+3 an an+1 u2n+2
!

 
s2n  an  s2n+1
s2n+1 an  s2n
!
(3)
where
u2n+2 = s2n  s2n+2+an an+1  s2n+1  s2n+3 (4)
and
u2n+3 = s2n+2  s2n+1 an an+1  s2n  s2n+3 : (5)
From (3), we also have that
s2n+2 = u2n+2  s2n+u2n+3  s2n+1 (6)
s2n+3 = an an+1
 
u2n+2  s2n+1 u2n+3  s2n

: (7)
We call transmission matrix a matrix whose entries, denoted by the letter s, are
transmitted from the two transmit antennas, and encoding matrix, a matrix whose
entries are denoted by the letter u. The encoding matrices are used to label the state
transitions of the trellis diagram. Define the encoding matrix as
MEn+1 =
 
u2n+2  an an+1 u2n+3
u2n+3 an an+1 u2n+2
!
: (8)
Then, the encoding equation (3) can be written as
Mn+1 =METn+1 Mn : (9)
It is easy to see that, if the entries of the transmission matrices are signal points from
anM-PSK constellation, unfortunately, the entries of the encoding matrices are not.
The general structure of our transmission system is depicted in Fig. J.1.
C. Signal Constellations for Trellis Coding
In trellis-coded modulation, the signal constellation, which is double-sized com-
pared to the one used by the uncoded system, is partitioned into two equal-sized
subsets called families and denoted as F0 and F1 [21, 22]. In our paper, the family
F0 comprises all encoding matrices with anan+1 = 1, while the family F1 comprises
all encoding matrices with anan+1 = 1. For each matrix belonging to F0, there is
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Figure J.1: Transceiver structure of super-orthogonal space-time trellis encoded M-
DPSK for fading channels.
a matrix in F1 having the same first column, but a different second one. The two
matrices are selected by blocks of bits at the output of a systematic feedback con-
volutional encoder differing only in the least significant bit, i.e., c0n+1 = 0 for F0
and c0n+1 = 1 for F1. The differential encoding according to (4) and (5) depends
on both (s2n; s2n+1) and (s2n+2; s2n+3). To select the corresponding 4D symbol
(u2n+2; u2n+3), only 2b input bits are available, while twice as much bits would
have been necessary to select an 8D symbol (s2n; s2n+1; s2n+2; s2n+3). The 2b in-
put bits can select one out of 22b vectors (u2n+2; u2n+3) that transform a given 4D
signal point (s2n; s2n+1) into the next one (s2n+2; s2n+3). To establish a bijection, a
possibility is to fix a point (for instance, s2n = s2n+1 = 1=
p
2 as in [19]) and use it
for all other 4D signal points (s2n; s2n+1).
Consider first BPSK, which uses a 1D signal constellation and is equivalent to
binary amplitude shift keying (BASK). In the (n+ 1)th 2D symbol interval, two
consecutive source bits, denoted as b12n+2 and b12n+3; are presented at the input
of a systematic convolutional encoder whose output comprises three bits: c0n+1,
c1n+1 = b12n+2 and c2n+1 = b12n+3. There must be a bijective mapping of the set of
dibits fc1n+1; c2n+1g onto the set of encoding symbols fu2n+2; u2n+3g. Following
[19], we fix s2n = s2n+1 = 1=
p
2 in (3) and (4). For this particular case, we have
u2n+2 =
 
s2n+2+an an+1  s2n+3

=
p
2 (10)
u2n+3 =
 
s2n+2 an an+1  s2n+3

=
p
2 : (11)
The signal points, computed with (4) and (5), are listed in Table J.1. Note that, in
contradistinction to the 1D signal constellation constituent of the 2D signal constel-
lation used for transmission, which has only two points  1=p2 and +1=p2, that
one used for trellis encoding comprises three points: +1; 1, and 0.
Next, we consider QPSK. In the (n+1)th 4D symbol interval, four consecutive
source bits, denoted as b12n+2; b22n+2; b12n+3 and b22n+3, are fed to a systematic
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Table J.1: Mapping of selection bits into 2D BPSK signal points
Subset c2n+1 c1n+1 u2n+2 u2n+3
SD0 0 0 1 0
1 -1 0
SD1 0 1 0  1
1 0 1
convolutional encoder whose output comprises five bits: c0n+1, c1n+1 = b12n+2,
c2n+1 = b22n+2, c3n+1 = b12n+3, and c4n+1 = b22n+3. When fixing s2n = s2n+1 =
1=
p
2 as for BPSK, the result of the computation using (8) and (9) is given in Ta-
ble J.2. Note that, with this mapping, (6) and (7) will result into QPSK symbols
only if the product s2n  s2n+1 is a real number. However, when this product is an
imaginary number, it is easy to verify that some of the symbols computed with (6)
and (7) do not belong to QPSK.
Table J.2: Mapping of selection bits into 4D QPSK signal points
Subset c4n+1 c3n+1 c2n+1 c1n+1 u2n+2 u2n+3
SD0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 j
1 0 0 – j
1 1 –1 0
SD1 0 0 0 1 (1  j)=2 (1+ j)=2
0 1  (1  j)=2 (1+ j)=2
1 0 (1  j)=2  (1+ j)=2
1 1  (1  j)=2  (1+ j)=2
SD2 0 0 1 0 (1+ j)=2 (1  j)=2
0 1 (1+ j)=2  (1  j)=2
1 0  (1+ j)=2 (1  j)=2
1 1  (1+ j)=2  (1  j)=2
SD3 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 j 0
1 0 – j 0
1 1 0 –1
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Finally, we consider 8PSK. In the (n+1)th 4D symbol interval, six consecutive
source bits, denoted as b12n+2, b22n+2, b32n+2, b12n+3, b22n+3 and b32n+3, are fed
to a systematic convolutional encoder whose output comprises seven bits: c0n+1,
c1n+1 = b12n+2, c2n+1 = b22n+2, c3n+1 = b32n+2, c4n+1 = b12n+3, c5n+1 = b22n+3
and c6n+1 = b32n+3. The mapping of the selection bits onto the encoding symbols
is given in Table J.3. Note that, for convenience, the shorthand notation a= an an+1
was used.
We make here the same comment as in the case of QPSK: when the product
s2n  s2n+1 is complex-valued, using (6) and (7) results into some symbols that do
not belong to 8PSK. Fortunately, this has no detrimental effect on the receiver, since
the carrier phase is not recovered.
Table J.3: Mapping of selection bits into 4D 8PSK signal points
Subset c6n+1 c5n+1 c4n+1 c3n+1 c2n+1 c1n+1 u2n+2 u2n+3
SD0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1
p
2
2
j
p
2
2
0 1 0  
p
2
2
j
p
2
2
0 1 1 j(1 a)2
j(1+a)
2
1 0 0
p
2
2   j
p
2
2
1 0 1 0   j
1 1 0 –1 0
1 1 1  
p
2
2   j
p
2
2
SD1 0 0 0 0 0 1
2+
p
2  jp2
4
2 p2+ jp2
4
0 0 1
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
0 1 0  2+
p
2  jp2
4
2 p2+ jp2
4
0 1 1  
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
1 0 0 2+
p
2  jp2
4  2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4
1 0 1
p
2  j(2 p2)
4  
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
1 1 0  2+
p
2  jp2
4  2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4
1 1 1  
p
2  j(2 p2)
4  
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
SD2 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 p2  jp2
4
2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
0 0 1
p
2 2+ jp2
4
2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
0 1 0  
p
2  j(2+p2)
4  
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
0 1 1  
p
2  j(2+p2)
4
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
1 0 0
p
2  j(2+p2)
4
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
1 0 1
p
2  j(2+p2)
4  
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
1 1 0  2 
p
2  jp2
4  2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
1 1 1 2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4  2+
p
2  jp2
4
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Subset c6n+1 c5n+1 c4n+1 c3n+1 c2n+1 c1n+1 u2n+2 u2n+3
SD3 0 0 0 0 1 1
1  j
2
1+ j
2
0 0 1 0
p
2(1+ j)
2
0 1 0  
p
2(1  j)
2 0
0 1 1  1  j2 1+ j2
1 0 0
p
2(1  j)
2 0
1 0 1 1  j2  1+ j2
1 1 0  1  j2  1+ j2
1 1 1 0  
p
2(1+ j)
2
SD4 0 0 0 1 0 0
2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
2 p2  jp2
4
0 0 1 2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
p
2 2+ jp2
4
0 1 0  
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4  
p
2  j(2+p2)
4
0 1 1
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
 p2+ j(2+p2)
4
1 0 0
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
p
2  j(2+p2)
4
1 0 1  
p
2+ j(2 p2)
4
p
2  j(2+p2)
4
1 1 0  2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4  2 
p
2  jp2
4
1 1 1  2+
p
2+ j
p
2
4
2 p2  jp2
4
SD5 0 0 0 1 0 1
1+ j
2
1  j
2
0 0 1
p
2(1+ j)
2 0
0 1 0 0  
p
2(1  j)
2
0 1 1 1+ j2  1  j2
1 0 0 0
p
2(1  j)
2
1 0 1  1+ j2 1  j2
1 1 0  1+ j2  1  j2
1 1 1  
p
2(1+ j)
2 0
SD6 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 j
p
2
2
p
2=2
0 1 0 j
p
2
2  
p
2=2
0 1 1 j 0
1 0 0   j
p
2
2
p
2=2
1 0 1 – j 0
1 1 0 0 –1
1 1 1  
p
2
2  
p
2
2
SD7 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4
2+
p
2  jp2
4
0 0 1
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
0 1 0 2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4  2+
p
2  jp2
4
0 1 1
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4  
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
1 0 0  2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4
2+
p
2  jp2
4
1 0 1  
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
1 1 0  2 
p
2+ j
p
2
4  2+
p
2  jp2
4
1 1 1  
p
2+ j(2+
p
2)
4  
p
2  j(2 p2)
4
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III. SUPER-ORTHOGONAL SPACE-TIME TRELLIS CODES
FOR COHERENT DETECTION
In this section, we present SOSTTCs for coherent detection that are used as refer-
ences for the new codes, designed for noncoherent communications systems. We
do this in a somewhat expedite manner, since such codes are rather well known
[10, 15].
It is useful to see a signal point s of coordinates (x;y) as a complex number
x+ jy. To measure the difference between two transmission matrices M(1)n and
M(2)n as defined by (2), we use the coding gain distance (CGD), defined in [10] as
follows. Define Bn =M
(1)
n  M(2)n and form the matrix An = Bn BHn , where BHn is
the Hermitian (complex conjugate and transpose) of Bn. Then, d2 = det(An). Note
that this is actually the squared Euclidian distance between two 4D signal points
x(1)2n ; y
(1)
2n ; x
(1)
2n+1; y
(1)
2n+1

and

x(2)2n ; y
(2)
2n ; x
(2)
2n+1; y
(2)
2n+1

:
d2 =
1
å
i=0

x(1)2n+i  x(2)2n+i
2
+

y(1)2n+i  y(2)2n+i
2
: (12)
Obviously, the larger the difference of the respective coordinates, the larger is the
CGD. Following [10], we define the parameter w = 2p=M. Assuming a circle of
radius 1=
p
2 centred in the origin, we then express the coordinates x2n+i and y2n+i,
i= 0;1, as
x2n+i =
1p
2
cosk2n+iw (13)
and
y2n+i =
1p
2
sink2n+iw : (14)
Inserting (13) and (14) into (12), we easily obtain:
d2 =
1
å
i=0
h
1  cos

k(1)2n+i  k(2)2n+i

w
i2
: (15)
A. SOSTTCs for BPSK
The BPSK signal constellation is illustrated in Fig. J.2. The two 1D signal points
are labelled as 0 and 1. In this very particular case, the natural and the Gray mapping
coincide, and BPSK is equivalent to BASK: a bit 0 is transmitted as the amplitude
1=
p
2, while a bit 1 is transmitted as the amplitude  1=p2. Grouping the 1D
points into 2D points, we obtain four 2D points: (0;0), (0;1), (1;0), and (1;1).
We partition this set into two subsets S0 and S1 such that the intrasubset Hamming
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Re2/1- 2/1 0
01
Figure J.2: BPSK signal constellation.
distance is maximized to 2:
S0 = f(0;0) ; (1;1)g (16)
S1 = f(0;1) ; (1;0)g : (17)
In two consecutive signalling intervals 2n and 2n+ 1, two bits are gathered at the
input of the transmitter, denoted by b12n and b12n+1. A 2D signal point is the
concatenation of two 1D points that are transmitted by BPSK in two consecutive
signalling periods. The bit b12n is encoded by a rate-1/2 systematic convolutional
encoder, while the bit b12n+1 remains uncoded and, for convenience, is denoted as
c2n at the input of the BPSK mapper. The rate-1/2 convolutional encoder outputs
two bits, denoted by c0n and c1n such that c1n = b12n.
Consider the orthogonal matrices defined by (2). They form two families F0
(with an=+1) and F1 (with an= 1), selected by c0n= 0 and c0n= 1, respectively.
Moreover, each family is further partitioned in subsets of matrices and denoted as
SMp, such that the index of a matrix subset SMp is given by
p= 2c1n+ c0n : (18)
The first antenna transmits consecutively the symbols s2n and s2n+1 from the BPSK
signal constellation. However, for c0n = 0 and c0n = 1, the second antenna will
transmit data symbols according to the matrix pattern with an = +1 and an =  1,
respectively.
To select a point from a 1D BPSK constellation, constituent of a 2D constella-
tion, a bit is required, denoted by z1i, where i 2 f2n; 2n+1g. The convolutionally
encoded bit c1n (actually, the input bit b12n) selects a 2D subset that is the set of all
2D points for which the following relation holds true:
z12n+1 = c1n z12n : (19)
Then, the index m of the subset Sm; m= 0;1; is given by m= z12n z12n+1.
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The uncoded input bit b12n+1 determines the 2D signal point within the already
selected 2D subset to be transmitted by the first antenna in two consecutive sig-
nalling intervals 2n and 2n+1 such that z12n = b12n+1.
In the context of space-time trellis coding, the TCM rules given by Ungerboeck
[21, 22, 23] sound as follows:
1. The state transitions originating in even-numbered states are assigned trans-
mission matrices belonging to the family F0, and the state transitions origi-
nating in odd-numbered states are assigned transmission matrices belonging
to the family F1.
2. The state transitions reaching the same next state are assigned transmission
matrices from the same family, be it F0 or F1.
Define two binary state variables s1n and s2n such that the decimal value of
the current state is written as sn = 2s2n+s1n. Using Ungerboeck’s rules to assign
orthogonal matrices to the state transitions of a 4-state topological trellis [21], we
derive the block diagram of the SOSTTC encoder given in Fig. J.3. SOSTTCs with
a larger number of states can be built in a similar way.
B. SOSTTCs for QPSK
The QPSK signal constellation, with natural and, in parentheses, Gray mapping,
is illustrated in Fig. J.4. For coherent demodulation, the natural mapping will do.
The four 2D signal points are labelled as 0;1;2, and 3. By grouping them into 4D
points, we obtain 16 points from (0;0) to (3;3). With those points, we then form
the following 4D subsets:
S0 = f(0;0);(1;1);(2;2);(3;3)g (20)
S1 = f(0;1);(1;2);(2;3);(3;0)g (21)
S2 = f(0;2);(1;3);(2;0);(3;1)g (22)
S3 = f(0;3);(1;0);(2;1);(3;2)g : (23)
To select one out of four subsets Sm; m = 0; : : : ;3; two bits are required, say, c1n
and c2n, such that the index m can be written as m= 2c2n+ c1n.
In two consecutive signalling intervals 2n and 2n+1, four bits are gathered at the
input of the transmitter, denoted by b12n; b22n; b12n+1; b22n+1. The first two bits,
b12n and b22n, are encoded by a rate-2/3 systematic convolutional encoder, while
the next two bits, b12n+1 and b22n+1, remain uncoded. The rate-2/3 convolutional
encoder outputs three bits, denoted by c0n; c1n, and c2n, such that c1n = b12n and
c2n = b22n.
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Figure J.3: Super-orthogonal space-time trellis encoder for BPSK signal constella-
tion.
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Figure J.4: QPSK signal constellation with natural mapping and, in parentheses,
Gray mapping.
For QPSK, the index of a matrix subset SMp is given by
p= 4c2n+2c1n+ c0n : (24)
To select a point from a 2D QPSK constellation, constituent of a 4D constellation,
two bits are required, denoted by z1i; z2i, where i 2 f2n; 2n+1g. The two bits
(z2i z1i) select a 2D signal point as shown in Fig. J.4.
The two convolutionally encoded bits c1n and c2n (actually, the input bits b12n
and b22n) select a 4D subset that is the set of all 4D signal points for which (19) and
(25) below hold true:
z22n+1 = c2n z22n (c1n  z12n) : (25)
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The two uncoded input bits, b12n+1 and b22n+1, determine the 4D signal point
within the already selected 4D subset to be transmitted by the first antenna in
two consecutive signalling intervals 2n and 2n+ 1 such that z12n = b12n+1 and
z22n = b22n+1:
Define three binary state variables s1n; s2n; and s3n such that the decimal
value of the current state is written as sn = 4s3n+ 2s2n+s1n: Using the same
TCM rules as before, we derive the logic diagram given in Fig. J.5.
C. SOSTTCs for 8PSK
The 8PSK signal constellation, with natural and, in parentheses, Gray mapping, is
illustrated in Fig. J.6. The eight 2D points are labelled from 0 to 7. Grouping them
into 4D points, we get 64 4D points from (0;0) to (7;7). With those points, we
form the following 4D subsets:
S0 = f(0;0);(1;1);(2;2);(3;3);(4;4);(5;5);(6;6);(7;7)g (26)
S1 = f(0;1);(1;2);(2;3);(3;4);(4;5);(5;6);(6;7);(7;0)g (27)
S2 = f(0;2);(1;3);(2;4);(3;5);(4;6);(5;7);(6;0);(7;1)g (28)
S3 = f(0;3);(1;4);(2;5);(3;6);(4;7);(5;0);(6;1);(7;2)g (29)
S4 = f(0;4);(1;5);(2;6);(3;7);(4;0);(5;1);(6;2);(7;3)g (30)
S5 = f(0;5);(1;6);(2;7);(3;0);(4;1);(5;2);(6;3);(7;4)g (31)
S6 = f(0;6);(1;7);(2;0);(3;1);(4;2);(5;3);(6;4);(7;5)g (32)
S7 = f(0;7);(1;0);(2;1);(3;2);(4;3);(5;4);(6;5);(7;6)g : (33)
To select one out of eight subsets Sm; m= 0;    ;7, three bits are required, say, c1n,
c2n, and c3n such that the index m can be written as m= 4c3n+2c2n+ c1n.
In two consecutive signalling intervals 2n and 2n+1, six bits are gathered at the
input of the transmitter, denoted by b12n; b22n; b32n; b12n+1; b22n+1; b32n+1. The
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Figure J.5: Super-orthogonal space-time trellis encoder for QPSK signal constella-
tion.
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Figure J.6: 8PSK signal constellation with natural mapping and, in parenthesis,
Gray mapping.
first three bits are encoded by a rate-3/4 systematic convolutional encoder, while
the other three bits remain uncoded. The rate-3/4 convolutional encoder outputs
four bits, denoted by c0n; c1n; c2n, and c3n, such that c1n = b12n; c2n = b22n, and
c3n = b32n.
For 8PSK, the index p of a matrix subset SMp is given by
p= 8c3n+4c2n+2c1n+ c0n : (34)
To select a point from a 2D 8PSK constellation, constituent of a 4D constellation,
three bits are required, denoted by z1i; z2i; and z3i, where i 2 f2n; 2n+1g: These
three bits select a 2D signal point according to the natural mapping as shown in
Fig.J.6.
The three convolutionally encoded bits c1n; c2n and c3n (actually, the input bits
b12n, b22n and b32n) select a 4D subset that is the set of all 4D signal points for
which (19), (25) and (35) below hold true:
z32n+1 = c3n z32n [c2n  z22n+(c2n z22n)  (c1n  z12n)] : (35)
The three uncoded input bits b12n+1; b22n+1; and b32n+1, determine the 4D signal
point within the already selected 4D subset to be transmitted by the first antenna in
two consecutive signalling intervals 2n and 2n+1 such that z12n = b12n+1; z22n =
b22n+1 and z32n = b32n+1.
Define four binary state variables s1n; s2n; s3n, and s4n such that the deci-
mal value of the current state is written as sn = 8s4n+ 4s3n+ 2sn+s1n. The
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resulting logic diagram is given in Fig. J.7. The easy way of selection, as re-
flected in (19), (25) and (35), is explained by the clever partition of the 4D sig-
nal constellation into M = 2b subsets: the generic subset Sm contains the points
f(0;m);(1;m+1); : : : ;(M 1;M+m 1 modM)g. We claim that any other parti-
tion would require a rather complex look-up table, with no special advantage. This
is also well explained in [15].
IV. SUPER-ORTHOGONAL SPACE-TIME TRELLIS CODES
FOR NONCOHERENT DETECTION
In this section, we present the main contribution of our paper, i.e., SOSTTCs for
communication systems having no knowledge of CSI. To this end, the differential
encoding scheme developed in Section II is added to the SOSTTCs designed for
coherent demodulation as explained in the following. To reflect the differential
encoding, we now consider n+1 as the time index of the 4D (2D in case of BPSK)
current symbol and, accordingly, 2n+ 2 and 2n+ 3 as the time indices of the two
consecutive 2D (1D in case of BPSK) signal symbols. The signal constellation is
the collection of all two-tuples (u2n+2; u2n+3) as given in Tables J.1I, J.2, and J.3.
Using the TCM rules, those symbols are assigned to state transitions of a topological
trellis. Having in view that the mappings given in the said tables are bijective, this
is equivalent to assigning vectors of selection bits to the state transitions.
For BPSK, the mapping of selection bits into 2D signal points (u2n+2; u2n+3) is
shown in Table J.1, where we also group the four 2D signal points into two subsets
SD0 and SD1. Two bits are required to select a 2D point, c1n+1 to select the subset
and c2n+1 to select the point within the selected subset. The input bit b12n+2 is
encoded by a rate-1/2 systematic convolutional encoder just as in the coherent case
and is denoted by c1n+1 at the output.
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Figure J.7: Super-orthogonal space-time trellis encoder for 8-PSK signal constella-
tion.
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The mapping of selection bits into 4D QPSK signal points (u2n+2; u2n+3) is
given in Table J.2, where the 16 4D signal points are grouped into four subsets
SD0; SD1; SD2; and SD3. Table J.3 shows how to map selection bits into 4D 8PSK
signal points and subsets. The block diagrams of the SOSTTC encoder for BPSK
signal constellation, QPSK constellation, and 8PSK signal constellation look simi-
lar to those given in Figs.J.3, J.5, and J.7, respectively, but the mapping includes the
differential encoding as well.
The main contradistinction to the coherent case is that the output of the convo-
lutional encoder does not select the 4D signal point to be transmitted by the first
antenna in two consecutive signalling intervals as well as the pattern of the Alam-
outi transmission matrix, but the complex-valued two-tuple (u2n+2; u2n+3) as well
as the pattern of the differential encoding matrix, as given in (3). The 4D (2D
in case of BPSK) signal constellations used for differential encoding are 22b-point
sets, where a 4D (2D in case of BPSK) signal point is a two-tuple (u2n+2; u2n+3) of
complex-valued symbols. It seems not very useful to consider such a 4D signal con-
stellation as the Cartesian product of a 2D signal constellation by itself. Therefore,
the selection procedure is somewhat different from that used for coherent detection.
Another important contradistinction to the coherent case is that the convolutionally
encoded bit c0n+1 selects the encoding matrix family as follows: when c0n+1 = 0,
then an an+1 = +1, and when c0n+1 = 1, then an an+1 =  1. Note that, for each
originating state at time n+1, the value of an is known because of the second TCM
rule, stating that all state transitions arriving in the same next state are assigned
matrices from the same family, and thus, having the same an.
V. RECEIVER ISSUES
A. Channel Model for Simulations
For the convenience of the reader, we insert here a short description of the MIMO
channel simulator developed from a two-ring reference channel model that was em-
ployed to evaluate the performance of the SOSTTCs. In this model, it is assumed
that local scatterers are located on two individual rings around the transmitter and
the receiver. Homogeneous plane waves emitted from the transmitter are bounced
only by the scatterers around the receiver. Assuming that the transmitter and the
receiver are equipped withMT transmit antennas andMR receive antennas, the com-
plex channel gains of the channel simulator can be expressed as [12]
hkl(t) =
1p
2Ms
Ms
å
m=1
al;m bk;m e j(2p f1;mt+q1;m)+
1p
2Ns
Ns
å
n=1
cl;n dk;n e j(2p f2;nt+q2;n) (36)
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for l = 1;2; : : : ;MT and k = 1;2; : : : ;MR. In (36), Ms and Ns denote the number
of local scatterers placed around the transmitter and the receiver, respectively. The
quantities f1;m and f2;n represent the Doppler frequencies, as defined in [12]. The
phases q1;m and q2;n are considered as outcomes from a random generator uniformly
distributed over (0;2p]. Furthermore, we have
al;m = e
jp(MT 2l+1) dTl cos

f (m)T1  bT

(37a)
bk;m = e
jp(MR 2k+1) dRl
h
fmaxR sinf
(m)
T1
sinbR cosbR
i
(37b)
cl;m = e
jp(MT 2l+1) dTl
h
fmaxT sinf
(n)
R2
sinbT+cosbT
i
(37c)
dk;m = e
jp(MR 2k+1) dRl cos

f (n)R2  bR

: (37d)
In the equations presented above, the antenna spacings at the transmitter and the
receiver are denoted by dT and dR, respectively, and the orientations of the antenna
arrays are described by bT and bR. The carrier’s wavelength is denoted by l . The
angle f (m)T1 represents the angle of departure (AOD), while the angle of arrival is
described by f (n)R2 . The angle f
max
R describes one half of the maximum angle of
arrival (AOA) observed at the receiver, while fmaxT is one half of the maximum
AOD observed at the transmitter.
In this paper, we employ the von Mises distribution [1] to characterize the dis-
tribution of the AODs and the AOAs. For the channel simulator, both the AODs and
the AOAs are determined by the modified method of equal area (MMEA) [6].
B. Decoding of SOSTTCs for Known CSI at the Receiver
Consider first the case of a single receive antenna. Denote the channel gains from
the two transmit antennas to the receive antenna as h1 and h2. Denote by r2n and
r2n+1 the complex-valued signals received in two consecutive symbol periods. For
an =+1, these are:
r2n = h1  s2n h2  s2n+1+h2n (38)
r2n+1 = h1  s2n+1+h2  s2n+h2n+1 (39)
where h2n and h2n+1 are noise components. Using (38) and (39), form the following
decision variables:
s˜(+1)2n = h

1  r2n+h2  r2n+1 =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

s2n+h1 h2n+h2 h2n+1 (40)
s˜(+1)2n+1 = h

1  r2n+1 h2  r2n =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

s2n+1+h1 h2n+1 h2 h2n : (41)
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For an = 1, the received signals are:
r2n = h1  s2n+h2  s2n+1+h2n (42)
r2n+1 = h1  s2n+1 h2  s2n+h2n+1 : (43)
Form the following two decision variables:
s˜( 1)2n = h

1  r2n h2  r2n+1 =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

s2n+h1 h2n h2 h2n+1 (44)
s˜( 1)2n+1 = h

1  r2n+1+h2  r2n =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

s2n+1+h1 h2n+1+h2 h2n : (45)
Suppose that a matrix with an = +1 was transmitted, but instead of (40) and (41),
(44) and (45) were used. The result would be:
s˜(+1= 1)2n =

jh1j2 jh2j2

s2n 2h1 h2  s2n+1+h1 h2n h2 h2n+1 (46)
s˜(+1= 1)2n+1 =

jh1j2 jh2j2

s2n+1+2h1 h2  s2n+h1 h2n+1+h2 h2n : (47)
On the other hand, if a matrix with an = 1 was transmitted, but instead of (44) and
(45), (40) and (41) were used, the result would be:
s˜( 1=+1)2n =

jh1j2 jh2j2

s2n+2h1 h2  s2n+1+h1 h2n+h2 h2n+1 (48)
s˜( 1=+1)2n+1 =

jh1j2 jh2j2

s2n+1 2h1 h2  s2n+h1 h2n+1 h2 h2n : (49)
It is thus clear that the simple maximum likelihood decision rule proposed by Alam-
outi in [3] is possible only if there is certainty on the family to which the transmitted
matrix belongs.
The sequence decoding of SOSTTCs is performed using the Viterbi algorithm.
The observations are the complex-valued output signals of a PSK demodulator,
which will be denoted as r2n = R2n  e jj2n and r2n+1 = R2n+1  e jj2n+1 . Let us ex-
press the path gains from the first and the second transmit antenna to the receiver as
h1 = H1  e jg1 and h2 = H2  e jg2 . Then, for maximum likelihood sequence decoding
with perfect CSI at the receiver, a suitable branch metric is given as
BMn =
r2n h1  s2n+an h2  s2n+12+ jr2n+1 h1  s2n+1 an h2  s2nj2 : (50)
After some simple algebra and trigonometry, we obtain:
BMn = R22n+R
2
2n+1+H
2
1 +H
2
2
 
p
2H1 [R2n  cos(j2n  g1  k2n w) (51)
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+R2n+1  cos(j2n+1  g1  k2n+1 w)]
+
p
2an H2 [R2n  cos(j2n  g2+ k2n+1 w)
 R2n+1  cos(j2n+1  g2  k2n w)] :
The branch metric is used to reduce the number of transitions in the trellis diagram
reaching the same state to a single one, called survivor. The branch metric with
an = +1 and an =  1 is used for those transitions originating in even and odd
numbered states, respectively.
When it is possible to equip the receiver with two antennas, the branch metric is
simply the sum of two branch metrics as derived for a single receive antenna:
BMn = BM
(1)
n +BM
(2)
n : (52)
The path gains are denoted by h(1;q) and h(2;q); q= 1;2; for the first and the second
receive antenna, respectively.
C. Decoding of SOSTTCs for Unknown CSI at the Receiver
We have two alternative strategies.
C.1. First decoding strategy
The first decoding strategy is essentially the method applied in [19]. Consider first
a single receive antenna. For differential decoding, the receiver is based on the
following measured quantities:
r2n = h1  s2n h2 an  s2n+1+h2n (53)
r2n+1 = h1  s2n+1+h2 an  s2n+h2n+1 (54)
r2n+2 = h1  s2n+2 h2 an+1  s2n+3+h2n+2 (55)
r2n+3 = h1  s2n+3+h2 an+1  s2n+2+h2n+3 (56)
where h2n; h2n+1; h2n+2; and h2n+3 are noise components. The symbols r2n+2
in (55) and r2n+3 in (56) denote the complex-valued signals received in the two
consecutive symbol periods 2n+ 2 and 2n+ 3. We need some derived quantities
upon which to base our estimation on u2n+2 and u2n+3 as given in (4) and (5),
respectively. Define
R1 = r2n  r2n+2+an an+1  r2n+1  r2n+3 : (57)
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Introducing (52)-(56) in this expression, we obtain:
R1 =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

u2n+2+noise terms : (58)
Define also
R2 = r2n+1  r2n+2 an an+1  r2n  r2n+3 : (59)
Proceeding as before, we get:
R2 =

jh1j2+ jh2j2

u2n+3+noise terms : (60)
It is assumed that an is known. For both an+1 = +1 and an+1 =  1, the receiver
computes the closest vector (u2n+2 u2n+3) to (R1 R2). If hard decision is used, by in-
verse mapping, the bits used further in the Viterbi algorithm are obtained. However,
if soft decision is applied, the quantized version of (R1 R2) is used in the Viterbi
algorithm.
When the receiver is equipped with two antennas, using the same method, we
compute R(1)1 and R
(1)
2 for the first antenna and R
(2)
1 and R
(2)
2 for the second antenna.
Then, the closest vector (u2n+2 u2n+3) to

R(1)1 +R
(2)
1 R
(1)
2 +R
(2)
2

is computed.
The rest of the procedure is the same as explained for a single receive antenna.
C.2. Second decoding strategy
The transmission matrix at the discrete time n + 1, according to (2), is:
Mn+1 =
 
s2n+2  an+1  ssn+3
s2n+3 an+1  ssn+2
!
: (61)
We can write the branch metric as
BMn+1 =
r2n+2 h1  s2n+2+h2  s2n+32+ r2n+3 h1  s2n+3 h2  s2n+22 : (62)
From (62), we obtain:
BMn+1 = jr2n+2j2+ jr2n+3j2+

jh1j2+ jh2j2
s22n+22+ s22n+32
+2Re

r2n+2
  h1  s2n+2+h2 an+1  s2n+3
+r2n+3
  h1  s2n+3 h2 an+1  s2n+2	 : (63)
The first terms are positive and common to all state transitions of a trellis section.
Only the last term depends on the signal being actually transmitted. Define thus the
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reduced metric
RMn+1 = 2Re

r2n+2
  h1  s2n+2+h2 an+1  s2n+3
+r2n+3
  h1  s2n+3 h2 an+1  s2n+2	 : (64)
The branch metric BMn+1 is minimized by the most negative value of the reduced
metric RMn+1. Using the differential encoding, we have:
RMn+1 = 2Re

u2n+2

r2n+2
  h1  s2n+h2 an  s2n+1
+ r2n+3
  h1 an  s2n+1 h2  s2nan+1
+u2n+3

r2n+2 ( h1  s2n+1 h2 an  s2n)
+r2n+3 (h1 an  s2n h2  s2n+1)an+1]g : (65)
By neglecting the noise term, we can write:
r2n = h1  s2n h2 an  s2n+1 (66)
r2n+1 = h1  s2n+1+h2 an  s2n : (67)
Finally, we obtain:
RMn+1 =  2Re
 
r2n  r2n+2+an an+1  r2n+1  r2n+3

u2n+2
+
 
r2n+1  r2n+2 an an+1  r2n  r2n+3

u2n+3
	
: (68)
For each state transition, the receiver knows all the quantities from this expression.
The survivor is selected as that transition entering a given next state that makes
RMn+1 to be the most negative one. The knowledge of h1 and h2 is obviously not
required.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first compare the performance of the differential SOSTTCs de-
coded by the two algorithms described in Section V. All the three signal constel-
lations, i.e., BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK, have been considered. For comparison, we
also present simulation results for SOSTTCs using the coherent encoding scheme.
Moreover, we study the effect of the antenna spacing and the angular spread of
scatterers on the BER performance of the differential SOSTTCs.
In all simulations, the AODs and the AOAswere determined by using theMMEA
with Ms = 40 and Ns = 50, bT = bR = p=2 and fmaxT = fmaxR = 2. The transmit-
ter and the receiver moved in the direction determined by the angles of motion
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aT = 60 and aR = 60. The maximum Doppler frequencies at both sides were
equal to 91 Hz. The chosen value 91Hz is for the case when the carrier frequency
is 900MHz and the speed of the mobile unit is 110km/h. If not mentioned other-
wise, we assume that the scatterers were located uniformly on the two rings, i.e.,
the parameter k controlling the angular spread in the von Mises distribution equals
zero.
The performance comparison between the differential SOSTTCs using the pro-
posed decoding algorithm and the conventional decoding algorithm is depicted in
Fig. J.8 for BPSK. The comparison between the two aforementioned decoding al-
gorithms is presented in Fig. J.9 for QPSK and in Fig. J.10 for 8PSK. In these three
figures, we also present the simulation results for the cases in which the receiver is
equipped with one antenna and two antennas. It is seen from Figs. J.8–J.10 that the
proposed algorithm has the same decoding performance as the conventional algo-
rithm. For the sake of comparison, Figs. J.8–J.10 also present the BER performance
of the coherent SOSTTC. It can be concluded from the three figures that a loss of
3 dB occurs when differential SOSTTCs are used instead of coherent SOSTTCs,
what fully agrees with [19].
In addition, we compare the simulation time of the differential SOSTTCs using
both decoding algorithms for the case MT = 2 and MR = 1. The Tables J.4, J.5,
and J.6 show the simulation time required for the differential SOSTTC using the
BPSK, QPSK, and 8PSK constellation, respectively. The quantity L in these three
tables denotes the number of symbols used in the simulation runs. According to
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Figure J.8: Performance of differential SOSTTC and coherent SOSTTC BPSK for
one (MR =1) receive antenna and two (MR =2) antennas.
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Figure J.9: Performance of differential SOSTTC and coherent SOSTTC QPSK for
one (MR = 1) receive antenna and two (MR = 2) antennas.
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Figure J.10: Performance of differential SOSTTC and coherent SOSTTC SOSTTC
8PSK for one (MR = 1) receive antenna and two (MR = 2) antennas.
Tables J.4 – J.6, we find that, for the differential BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK scheme,
the simulation time using the new decoding algorithm is approximately 70%, 68%,
and 58% of that using the traditional one, from which we may conclude that the
proposed decoding algorithm has a lower complexity. Moreover, the new decoding
algorithm works more efficiently for differential SOSTTCs having a larger size of
signal constellation.
In the following, we study the effect of the antenna spacing and the angular
spread of the incoming waves on the performance of the differential SOSTTC with
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Table J.4: Comparison of the required simulation time for the BPSK constellation
104 105 106 107
Traditional decoding strategy 0.80s 7.92s 78.84s 792.98s
New decoding strategy 0.61s 5.54s 55.52s 554.13s
Table J.5: Comparison of the required simulation time for the QPSK constellation
104 105 106 107
Traditional decoding strategy 1.75s 16.62s 165.66s 1651.60s
New decoding strategy 1.30s 11.24s 112.50s 1125.41s
Table J.6: Comparison of the required simulation time for the 8PSK constellation
104 105 106 107
Traditional decoding strategy 4.63s 45.87s 459.68s 4546.00s
New decoding strategy 2.71s 26.56s 260.38s 2643.62s
BPSK. Here, we only focus on the differential SOSTTC using the new decoding
algorithm. Moreover, we assume that the transmitter and the receiver are equipped
with two antennas.
FigureJ.11 illustrates the impact of the antenna spacing on the BER perfor-
mance. As expected, the BER performance improves with increasing antenna spac-
ings, while the performance deteriorates if the antennas become close to each other.
The reason for this behavior is that the spatial correlation between the channel gains
decreases as the antenna spacing becomes larger. It seems that the transmitter and
the receiver have almost equivalent influence on the BER performance. This can be
explained on account of the symmetry of the geometrical two-ring scattering model
and the equal values set for the main parameters of the transmitter and the receiver.
FigureJ.12 shows the impact of the angular spread of the incoming waves on
the BER performance. The considered propagation scenarios include both isotropic
(k = 0) and nonisotropic (k 6= 0) scattering. In simulations, we assume that the
scatterers are clustered around the mean AOA m = p and the antenna spacings are
fixed to dT = 10l and dR = 3l . It is shown that increasing the value of k leads
to performance degradations. However, when the scatterers are highly centralized,
e.g., when k = 20, no significant performance difference can be observed if we
further increase the value of k .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a differential encoding scheme has been applied to design new and
better SOSTTCs for noncoherent mobile communication systems for which CSI is
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Figure J.11: The effect of the antenna spacings on the BER performance of differen-
tial BPSK SOSTTC under isotropic scattering conditions (k = 0, MT = 2, MR =2).
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Figure J.12: The effect of the angular spread ( 2=pk) on the BER performance
of differential BPSK SOSTTC under isotropic (k = 0) and non-isotropic (k 6=0)
scattering conditions (dT = 10l , dR = 3l , MT = 2, MR = 2).
not available at both the transmitter and the receiver. A two-ring MIMO channel
simulator has been used to study the performance of the differential SOSTTCs for
BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK. Moreover, we have proposed a new decoding algorithm.
It has been shown by simulations that the proposed decoding algorithm can pro-
vide the same performance compared with the traditional strategy, while it reduces
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the decoding complexity by approximately 30 %. The proposed decoding algo-
rithm works more efficiently for a larger size of signal constellation. For example,
for differential 8PSK scheme, the new algorithm can save around 42% decoding
time compared with the traditional algorithm. Our simulations have confirmed the
engineering intuition that the system performance depends greatly on the antenna
spacing as well as on the angular spread of the incoming waves. Moreover, we
have compared the BER performance of the differential SOSTTCs with that of the
coherent SOSTTCs. As expected, the coherent scheme outperforms the differential
one by a coding gain of approximately 3 dB.
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